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ABSTRACT

To predict the performance of photovoltaic powered energy systems, computer

models of several system components have been developed. The computer models are

integrated into TRNSYS, a simulation program developed by the Solar Energy

Laboratory.

TRNSYS has been proven to be an accurate program in predicting and analyzing

solar thermal and other energy systems. It has a modular structure and consists of a

variety of individual subroutines which represent real physical devices. These

components can be connected to systems and simulations can be run over different time

periods.

This thesis describes the models of PV energy systems which have been developed.

These are the photovoltaic arrays, a maximum power tracker, and different types of

loads. Two different water pumping systems have been chosen. The first is a direct

coupled system, consisting of a DC-motor and a centrifugal pump. In this case the

motor is direct coupled to the PV array, i.e. there is no storage device included. The

second system is a system with battery storage, where a charge controller is necessary
to protect the battery for overcharging and deep discharge. In addition components
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representing a resistive load and a ventilator type load are developed. Simulations of

real systems are run to validate the models.

The implementation of the computer models into TRNSYS provides the possibility

to run detailed simulations. Parameter studies can be done easily and thus an important

tool for designing and predicting a PV system is obtained. The way the components are

written and the structure of TRNSYS allows the user to add his or her own load

components.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

The origin of Photovoltaic (PV) energy conversion technology goes back in 1839,

when Becquerel first discovered the PV effect. Photovoltaic energy conversion is the

direct conversion of radiative energy, in form of sun-light, into electrical energy.

Becquerel conducted experiments with acidic aqueous solutions and noble metal

electrodes. The first work on solid state PV devices was done in 1876. The

investigated material was selenium with an energy conversion efficiency which never

exceeded more than approximately 2%. In 1954 the Bell Telephone Laboratories

produced the first practical Solar Cell, a single crystal silicon type cell with an energy

conversion efficiency up to 6%. Until the mid-1970s the development of the new

energy technology has been rather moderate and has been determined by the dominant

conventional energy technologies, the fossil fuels, especially coal,oil and natural gas.

In addition the research emphasis was on the development of nuclear energy. In this

time period PV power generation had only success in space applications.

During the last ten years the situation has been changed dramatically. Tremendous

improvements have been attained in increasing the energy conversion efficiency,



reducing costs of cells, and different semiconductor materials have been investigated.

The world record conversion efficiency for the most common solar cell, the single

crystal silicon cell, was reported in 1988 with 22.8% efficiency, non-sunconcentrated

and under laboratory conditions. The highest efficiency was obtained for a crystalline

gallium arsenide (GaAs) cell with 31% efficiency at 350 suns (1988). More recent

developments of Solar cells, the thin film cells consisting of polycrystalline copper

indium diselenide (CuInSe), and amorphous silicon cells, showed both efficiencies of

more than 14% [1]. New production technologies and automation reduced the selling

price of PV cells and led to a growth of the PV industry. Some terrestrial PV systems

mainly for remote applications are considered to be economical and utility interactive

PV systems are predicted to become competitive in the 1990s.

Several factors are responsible for this evolution. The most significant factors are

the world wide increase in energy demand and the fact that the fossil energy sources are

finite and that they becoming more and more expensive. Another important issue is the

impact of the energy technologies on the environment. Burning fossil fuels causes air

pollution and is among other effects responsible for the so called greenhouse effect.

Nuclear energy technology is afflicted with a possible danger and the storage problem

of nuclear waste. In contrast to that, the advantage of the PV generated energy is

apparent. It is a clean energy technology and is predicted to have a significant

contribution to the world energy production towards the end of this century. This

thesis introduces a tool for estimating the performance of PV power generation

systems.



1.2 OBJECTIVE

One of the most important fields in PV technology is system design. Despite of the

improvements in increasing the energy conversion efficiency, in practical applications

the efficiencies are still relatively low and upper limits are set due to physical properties.

Therefore a great value has to be set on designing the components of a PV system. A

PV system works only properly if all the components connected to a PV array match to

each other.

The task for this research is to develop computer models which are capable to

simulate real PV system components accurately. The detailed models are integrated in

the Transient System Simulation Program (TRNSYS) developed at the University of

Wisconsin-Madison [2]. This provides a tool to predict and analyze the performance of

PV powered energy systems and thus to improve system design.

TRNSYS has been proven to be an accurate program in simulating solar thermal

and other energy systems. It is designed to simulate transient systems, it provides

important means of outputting results and means of handling meteorological data input.

Fixed collector surface as well as single-axis and two-axis tracking simulations are

possible. It has a tremendous flexibility, i.e. simulating different system configurations

is easily possible. Therefore it is an ideal frame for the implementation of PV system

components. TRNSYS is described more detailed in section 1.3.

Figure 1.1 shows typical PV system configurations. Systems are distinguished

considering several factors. The basic distinction is whether the load requires DC or
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AC power (dashed line in Figure 1.1). Systems with AC loads require a DC-AC

inverter. Another distinction is whether it is a so called stand alone system or a utility

integrated system. Stand alone systems are not connected to the grid but may have

other backup sources like a diesel generator. Applications are installed in remote

locations, especially in developing countries. Utility integrated systems may deliver

energy to the grid and draw energy from it when necessary.

DC loads

Power Conditioning utility grid
Unit

AC loads

Figure 1.1 PV system configuration

I
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Stand alone systems may have a battery subsystem for energy storage. Systems

where the load component is directly connected to the PV array, without any power

conditioning device or battery subsystem, are called direct coupled systems. Common

applications are water pumping systems. Systems with battery storage require charge

control to protect the battery from overcharging and deep discharge.

Maximum power tracker are used to optimize the performance of a PV array, i.e. to

produce the largest power output of a PV cell which leads to a reduction in PV array

area. Some loads, such as fixed voltage loads, require voltage regulation. Maximum

power tracker, voltage regulators, controller and inverter are combined into the power

conditioning unit.

Several computer based models exist for simulating and estimating the performance

of PV systems. A review of available computer models was done by Smith and Reiter

[4] in 1984. Table 1 shows a brief summary of this review done by Townsend [3].

In this research, models of the basic components of a PV stand alone system are

developed. These are the PV array, a maximum power tracker and a battery storage

subsystem. Two standard battery charge controllers, a series and a shunt type

controller, are developed. As load examples, an ohmic resistor, a ventilator type load

and water pumping load are chosen. Models of a series and a separately excited

permanent magnet DC-motor, and models of a centrifugal pump and a fan are

developed.



MODEL ORIGINATOR ATTRIBUTES

Townsend M.S. UW-Madison Simplified; Direct-coupled or Maximum
Thesis Power-Tracked systems; no storage or eco-

nomics; for fixed flat plate (f.p.) collectors.

PV f-Chart f-Chart Software Simplified; only for Maximum Power-
Tracked (MPT) systems; includes storage
and economics; for fixed or tracking, f.p. or
concentrating (con.) collectors.

PVFORM Sandia Labs Detailed, but can skip days to speed calcs.;
MPT systems only; incl. storage and eco-
nomics; for fixed, tracking fip.

PVPM (PV Per- Electric Power Detailed; MPT systems only; no storage or
formance Model) Research Inst. economics; fixed, tracking f.p. or con.

E&R (Engr. & Jet Prop. Lab Detailed; MPT or fixed voltage operation; no
Reliability) storage or econ.; fixed, tracking f.p.

LCP (Lifetime Jet Prop. Lab Detailed; MPT only; no storage; includes
Cost & Perf.) economics; fixed, tracking fip.

SOLCEL-II (So- Sandia Labs Detailed w/day skip option; MPT,fixed,or
lar Cell Model, battery-coupled voltage sys.; incl. stor. and
Version 2) econ.; fixed, tracking f.p. or con.

SOLSYS (Solar Sandia Labs Detailed; MPT,fixed voltage, battery-cou-
Energy System pled, or load I=f(V2)operation; incl. storage;
Analysis Prog.) no econ.; fixed or tracking fip. or con.

TRNSYS/ASU UW-Mad/Arizona Detailed; MPT, batt.-coupled sys.; incl. stor-
State/Sandia age and econ.; fixed,tracking f.p. or con.

TRNSYS/MIT 1W-Mad/Mass. Detailed; MPT, fixed voltage operation; no
Inst. of Tech. storage, econ.; fixed or tracking f.p.

PV-TAP BDM/Sandia Transient, not appl. to long-term est.

Stand-Alone Sunrise Assoc/ Simplified; fixed voltage only; includes stor-
Model Cleveland St. age and econ.; fixed f.p. only.

Table 1.1 PV Performance Model Summary. From Townsend [3].
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The thesis is organized in the following way: First the developed models are presented.

Chapter 2 discusses the model of a PV array and its electrical behavior. The load

components are treated in Chapter three. The components of a battery subsystem, i.e.

the battery itself and the charge controllers, and a model of a maximum power tracker

are discussed in Chapter four. Chapter five is an analysis of the investigated PV

systems. Simulations and comparisons to experimental data are discussed in Chapter

six. Finally, conclusions and recommendations for future work are presented in

Chapter seven.

1.3 THE SIMULATION PROGRAM

TRNSYS has a modular structure. It contains a variety of individual subroutines, the

components, representing the mathematical model description of real physical devices.

The modular nature of TRNSYS facilitates modeling number of different system

configurations.

A system is defined to be a set of components interconnected in such a manner as

the components of a real system would be connected to each other. A TRNSYS

system contains, in addition to a real system, components which make meteorological

data useful for simulations and facilities to output results. The means to construct such

a system is called the TRNSYS deck. It is a computer file containing all the necessary

components and information to run a simulation.

A component is identified by its mathematical description and by information
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explaining the interface to its environment, i.e. to other components and to the user.

This information is the parameters, inputs and outputs of a component. The inputs and

parameters are required to perform the calculations which produce the outputs. In a

system, the outputs of one component may be the inputs of another component. The

parameters and the interconnection information determining the data flux among the

components have to be specified in the TRNSYS deck.

The simulation must be driven by forcing functions, such as load profiles or

meteorological data. For a PV system the forcing functions are the solar radiation and

the temperature data, usually given on an hourly basis. For many locations data are

available for an average year, known as typical meteorological year (TMY) data. TMY

data provide the solar radiation on a horizontal surface and the temperatures. In general

any user supplied meteorological data can be made available to TRNSYS simulations.

A component, called the solar radiation processor, converts the solar radiation data

from the values on a horizontal surface to any tilted surface, with or without tracking.

For any timestep specified by the user, TRNSYS will solve all the equations

defining the system via an iterative process, called successive substitution. During the

calculations within a timestep, all the time dependent variables are considered to be

constant. The solar radiation processor interpolates data for chosen timesteps smaller

than the timesteps for which data are available.

The user has to specify the length of a timestep and the length of the simulation

period, which can be of any length, in the deck. A convergence tolerance for the

process of successive substitution has to be set also by the user. The description of

components and system modelling procedures in the following chapters should

gradually familiarize the reader with the specific features of TRNSYS.



Chapter 2

MODEL FOR A
PHOTO VOLTAIC CELL

In this chapter a mathematical model describing the current-voltage behavior of a PV

cell is developed. Techniques to obtain the parameters and a solution of the relationship

are presented. The sensitivity of environmental influences, such as irradiance and

temperature on the model, are examined and a TRNSYS component is formulated.

Many models of varying complexity describing the behavior of a PV cell exist. To

choose an appropriate model for detailed simulation, several factors need to be

considered.

The most important one is the accuracy which can be obtained. There is always a

tradeoff between accuracy and simplicity. To minimize the computational effort which

is involved in long-term performance prediction, the model should be kept as simple as

possible without sacrificing the required accuracy.

In contrast to the utility grid, a PV cell is not a fixed voltage source. Detailed

simulation requires that the model is able to predict current and voltage over the entire

operating voltage range. Some simplified models provide current-voltage behavior just

at maximum power, open voltage and short circuit current points.
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Another factor is whether the data needed to drive the model is available, i.e. can

the data be obtained in the relevant literature and/or manufacturers publications.

Sophisticated models often require data which is generally not available.

Townsend [3] analyzed several models which satisfy the criteria stated above. He

proposed a four parameter model to be the most appropriate one for long-term

performance estimation. This model provided the best match with experimental data,

required reasonable computational effort, and the information needed to obtain the four

parameters is readily available from manufacturers brochures. For these reasons it has

been selected for the use in TRNSYS and will be described in the following sections.

2.1 A PV EQUIVALENT ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT

The electrical behavior of the chosen model is described by the equivalent circuit shown

in Figure 2.1. It is capable of modelling a flat-plate non-sunconcentrated collector and

it is useful for steady state calculations only. Long-term performance prediction does

not require consideration of the transient behavior of a PV cell.
The light current, IL, represents the current generated from the incident sunlight on

the cell and it is generally proportional to solar irradiance. The diode characterizes the

semiconductor junction of the cell material. Thus the diode current, ID , is the current

flowing internally across the cell's semiconductor junction. All the internal dissipative
electrical losses are lumped together into the series resistance, R3 . The cell resistance

elements are the semiconductor material itself and the contact interfaces.
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I RS

4

RLoad

Figure 2.1 PV cell equivalent circuit

Some models also include a shunt resistance in parallel with the diode to account for

leakage losses. A part of the generated energy is lost through internal cell leakage

caused by a recombination current in the pn-junction and the outer edges of the cell [5].

Shunt resistance effects the I-V curve shape significantly only at very low radiation

levels and even then only at high voltages. A comparison of the effect of shunt

resistance on modeled I-V behavior has been conducted by Townsend [3]. The shunt

resistance is of a much higher order than the series resistance. Even for an

unrealistically low shunt resistance the effect on the generated power was negligible.

This led to the assumption made in this model that the shunt resistance is infinite and,

therefore, it can be neglected.

The light current and the diode current define the cell I-V shape as shown in Figure

2.2. The non-illuminated cell has the same I-V characteristics as a diode. When the

cell is being illuminated, the light current is added to the diode current. The only

difference between a diode and the cell pn-junction is that the diode consumes energy

I RS

I
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while the cell produces energy. The curves in Figure 2.2 are drawn with the current

sign convention in Figure 2.1.

4l

+

Figure 2.2 Cell and diode I-V curves for ideal PV cell

Applying Kirchoffs law of current, the terminal current of the cell is

I=IL- ID (2.1.1)

The light current is related to irradiance and temperature and the light current measured

at some reference condition:

IL= (D (IL,REF + gsc (Tc- TCREF))OREF (2.1.2)
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where

IL,REF

I, qIREF

TC, TCREF

tisc

= light current at reference condition [amps]

= irradiance, actual and at reference condition [W/m2]

= cell temperature, actual and at reference condition [degree Kelvin]

= manufacturer supplied temperature coefficient of short circuit current

[amps/degree]

The diode current is given by the Shockley equation:

ID= Io (exp( k T c  - 1)

where

V = terminal voltage [volts]

Io = reverse saturation current [amps]

y = shape factor

Rs = series resistance [ohm]

q = electron charge constant, 1.602 x 10-19 C

k = Boltzmann constant, 1.381 x 10-23 J/K

The reverse saturation current is

Io = D (Tc)3 exp(AkTc)

(2.1.3)

(2.1.4)
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where

D = diode diffusion factor

ec = material bandgap energy (1.12 eV for Si, 1.35 eV for GaAs)

A = completion factor

The reverse saturation current is actually computed by taking the ratio of equation

(2.1.4) at two different temperatures, thereby eliminating D. Similar to the deter-

mination of IL (equation 2.1.2), !o is related to the temperature and the saturation

current estimated at some reference condition:

10o= IO,REF _Tc,[qc-T 3 expLkA)(TCREF TC)J (2.1.5)

and thus the I-V characteristic is described by

I IL ( Iex(q(v+Ilts) 1

I -L I o1exp1,ykT, J-1) (2.1.6)

The shape factor y is a measure of cell imperfection and is related to the completion
factor as y = A x NCS x NS. NCS is the number of cells connected in series per

module. A module is defined as an array of cells, usually encapsulated for protection,

as it is supplied by manufacturer, and NS is the number of modules connected in series

of the entire array.

The four unknown parameters are IL, Io, y and Rs or more precisely the parameters

at reference condition. While y and Rs are assumed to be constant, IL is a function of
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irradiance and cell temperature and Io is a function of temperature only. The evaluation

of these parameters is presented in section 2.2. The cell temperature can be determined

from the ambient temperature and with the help of some standard test information as

will be shown in section 2.3.

For a given irradiance, cell temperature, and cell parameters, a continuous

relationship of current as a function of voltage is given by equation (2.1.6). It is a

nonlinear implicit equation and has to be solved numerically. The typical current-

voltage and power-voltage output described by this equation is shown in Figure 2.3.

"-9

h,,

35

30 "o
30

25 ,

20
15

10

5

0
0 5 10 15 20Voc 25

voltage [volts]

Figure 2.3 Current-voltage and power-voltage characteristics for a Solarex MSX-30 module,

at 1000 W/m2 and cell temperature = 25°C.

Looking at the I-V curve, the PV cell is a constant current source at low voltages

with a current approximately equal to the short circuit current (IsC). With increasing

voltage at a certain point the current begins to drop off exponentially to zero at open
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circuit voltage (Voc). Over the entire voltage range, there is one point where the cell

operates at the highest efficiency, this is the maximum power point. The goal of

system design is to operate the cell at that point. System design, however, is

complicated by the fact that the maximum power point varies with irradiance and

temperature.

A basic factor which describes the quality of the I-V curve is the fill factor (FF):

FF - VMP IMP (2.1.7)Voc Isc

V4p and IMp are the voltage and current corresponding to the maximum power point.

The fill factor is used to rate the squareness of the I-V curve. The squarer the curve

the larger the fill factor the greater is the maximum power output. The fill factor is used

to compare different solar cells under the same reference conditions.

2.2 SOLUTION OF THE I-V EQUATION

As mentioned in section 2.1, the I-V equation (2.1.6) can be solved numerically for a

given irradiance, cell temperature and a set of parameters (IL, Io y, Rs). The method

used is Newton's method. The information needed to solve for these parameters is

shown in Table 2.1. The bandgap energy is published in scientific literature.

Everything else is supplied ftom manufacturer.
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Symbol Units Name From
Mfg?- -

DRE. W/m2 plane of array irradiance, reference Yes

W/m2  plane of array irradiance No

T , K cell temperature, reference Yes

TK cell temperature No

Is4= A short circuit current, reference Yes

Vt V open circuit voltage, reference Yes

A maximum power point current, reference Yes

V maximum power point voltage, reference Yes

NCS 1/system number of cells in series within the system Yes

A.sc A/K temperature coefficient of short circuit current Yes

P9voc V/K temperature coefficient of open circuit voltage Yes

V bandgap energy - semiconductor material proper- No
ty, assumed constant over flat plate PV operating

temperatures; published in many texts

R3  apparent (lumped) series resistance - if not pro- Some
vided by manufacturer, can be estimated by other

methods

Area m2  net module area Yes

TA.. r  K ambient temperature at Nominal Operating Cell Yes
Temperature (NOCT) test conditions

Nocr W/m2  plane of array irradiance at NOCT conditions Yes

T , V. r K cell temperature at NOCT conditions Yes

Table 2.1 Information required to solve for the model. From Townsend [3].
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An obvious procedure to estimate the four parameters would be to find four

independent relationships involving IL, Io y and Rs. A simultaneous solution could be

obtained by solving this system of equations. This has been done by Townsend [3].

Because of the nonlinear nature of the system of equations, Newton's method or an

equivalent method has to be used to solve the system. The solution of Newton's

method is very sensitive to the initial guesses. Initial guesses far off the correct values

may result in unrealistic or no solutions. Therefore, Townsend developed an alternate

method. First he derived a method to estimate the series resistance parameter. This

reduces the four unknown parameters to three. Solving for the remaining parameters is

then possible at some reference condition, where the necessary data are available, using

explicit relationships as discussed in section 2.2.1. The method to evaluate Rs is

provided in section 2.2.2. The methods to evaluate these parameters in sections 2.2.1

and 2.2.2 are based on data for a single module. The method to scale up the parameters

for the entire array is shown in section 2.2.3. Once IL and I0 are known at reference

condition, they can be updated for other conditions using equations (2.1.2) and

(2.1.5). R and y are assumed to be independent of temperature and irradiance and need

not to be updated.

2.2.1 Evaluation of the Parameters

Information from the manufacturer is generally available at three points on the I-V

curve: the voltage at open circuit VOCREF, the current at short circuit ISC,REF , and the

current and voltage at maximum power IMP,REF and VMP,REF. The procedure to solve

for the three parameters IL, REF, IO,REF and YREF is by forcing the I-V curve through the
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three given points. This is done by setting up a system of three equations. As it will be

shown, this system can be simplified and an explicit solution is possible. The

relationships for the given points are

at short circuit: I=Isc V=0

at open circuit: I=0 V=Voc

at maximum power: =Imp V=VMp

Substituting these expressions successively in equation (2.1.6) and introducing an

auxiliary variable ,v, to combine often repeated constants:

v= q (2.2.1)k TC,REF

The system of three equations is given by

ISC,REF = IL,REF - IO,REF e( ISC 7 Rs) - (2.2.2)

0= IL,REF - IO,REF (exp(V V 7YF)- 1) (2.2.3)

IMP,REF = IL,REF- IO,REF (exp( - 1 (2.2.4)

Looking at Figure 2.1, at short circuit the series resistance causes a small voltage drop

and hence a small part of the light current gets shunted through the diode instead of

through the terminal. The order of the series resistance is so small that the fraction of
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the light current shunted through the diode is about one millionth [3]. For practical use

it can be assumed that the light current and the short circuit current are equal under all

conditions. The product of IO,REF and the following term in parentheses of equation

(2.2.2) can be omitted and a trivial solution for parameter ILREF is obtained: ILREF is

equal to ISC,REF.

Another simplification can be made regarding the -1 term in equations (2.2.3) and

(2.2.4). In both cases, regardless of the size of the system, the exponential term is

much greater than the -1 term. For this reason the -1 term can be neglected and the

system of equations becomes

IL,REF ~ ISC,REF (2.2.5)

0 ISCREF - IO,REF exp(v v?)(2.2.6)

(v (VW + I F Rs))
IMP,REF ~ ISC,REF - IO,REF exp- )f(2.2.7)

Substituting equation (2.2.6) into equation (2.2.7) and solving for y gives

V (VMP,REF + IMP,REF Rs - VOC,REF) (2.2.8)

ln1- IMPREF)

ISC,REF

Finally IO,REF is determined substituting y into equation (2.2.6):

IO,REF = ISCREF expt O (2.2.9)
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Each of these parameters is evaluated at the reference (i.e. known) condition for a

PV module as supplied by the manufacturer. For other conditions, IL may be updated

using equation (2.1.2), and Io may be recalculated using equation (2.1.5).

2.2.2 Evaluation of the Series Resistance

Several different methods have been developed to determine the series resistance. The

method used in this study was proposed by Townsend [3]. Among the four methods

he investigated, a method based on an iterative search for a proper value of Rs

produced the best results. The method makes use of the temperature coefficient of the

open circuit voltage, gvoc, which is often supplied by the manufacturer.

The basic idea behind the procedure is to derive an analytical expression for gvoc,

using the equations presented in the previous section. As discussed in section 2.2.1,

guessing a series resistance fixes the remaining parameters, o , , and IL (actually IL is

independent on Rs by equation (2.2.5). The estimated parameters are used to develop

an analytical expression for tvoc. The reported and the analytical value for tvoc are

compared and a binomial search routine, the bisection method, is used to converge on

the proper value of [tvoc by making new guesses for Rs.

The bisection method requires a lower and an upper limit for the convergence

variable, in this case for Rs . The lower limit is chosen to be zero ohms. The resulting

parameters are obtained using equations (2.2.5), (2.2.8) and (2.2.9):
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IL,LOW = ISC,REF (2.2.10)

V (VMP,REF - VOC,REF)
ln(1-IMP'REF.

ISC,REF

IO,LOW = ISC,REF exp( v (2.2.12)

The upper limit for Rs is established by physical limitations. Three points on the I-

V curve are fixed independent of the values of the parameters, that is, the open circuit,

the short circuit and the maximum power point. The shape of the curve is described by

the parameters, mainly by the shape factor y. Since Rs fixes the remaining parameters,

different values for Rs will effect the shape of the curve. It is observed that

progressively higher values of Rs result in progressively lower values of y. Thus the

lowest value of y would determine the upper limit for Rs. The low limit on y is given

by the number of cells in series, NCS, since y is the product of the completion factor,

A, and NCS, and A has a low limit of 1.0. The low limit of A corresponds to an ideal

cell behavior, i.e. that each photon-generated electron-hole pair contributes to the cell

current rather than recombining. Substituting y equal to NCS, equation (2.2.8) may be

rearranged to obtain the upper limit for Rs:

RSMAX = 1 [Nics 141 -IIMPEF + VOCEF-_ ,REFR (2.2.13)IMP,REF Lv - ISC,REF

The upper limit for IL is the same as the lower limit, because L is not affected by Rs,

and Io is recalculated according equation (2.2.9).
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The analytical expression for tvoc is obtained by rearranging equation (2.2.6) to

yield

VOC,REF = ISCREF (2.2.14)

V 1JO,REF

and differentiating this expression with respect to cell temperature results in

aVC VOC,REF y k -F 11CEF TC,REF L ( + q eG (2.2.15)

O )TC,REF q [ IO,REF ISC,REF A k TCREF 1

This analytical value is compared to the measured value for gvoc and new guesses for

Rs are made until the analytical and the empirical value match sufficiently.

2.2.3 Effect of Series/Parallel Groupings

The power output from single PV cells is relatively small (approximately 0.5 Watts).

To produce the required voltage and power, PV cells are connected in series and

parallel. PV cells are grouped into modules, the smallest assembly designed to produce

dc-power and as mentioned before, the smallest unit available from manufacturer.

Modules are combined into panels and those panels are connected together to build up

the entire PV array. This way almost any desired I-V characteristic can be generated.

The parameters evaluated in section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 are based on data input for a

single module at some reference condition. To describe the I-V characteristic for the
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entire array the parameters need to be scaled up in the following way:

IL,tot = NP X IL (2.2.16)

IO,tot = NP x Io (2.2.17)

ytot = NS x y (2.2.18)

RS~ot = - xRS (2.2.19)

where NP is the number of modules connected in parallel and NS is the number of

modules connected in series. This scaling method assumes that all modules in the array

are alike. It is not possible to produce identical modules. In reality there will always be

a difference between the overall value and the scaled values of the parameters. For

production tolerances of ± 5-10 % however, the mismatch losses are not significant

[6].

The effect of series and parallel groupings on the I-V characteristics is shown in

Figure 2.4. Connecting cells in series will increase the voltage output, and connecting

cells in parallel will increase the current output, corresponding to the expressions:

Itot = NP x 1 (2.2.20)

Vtot = NS x V (2.2.21)
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Figure 2.4 Effects of series and parallel connections of PV modules on I-V characteristics. Solarex

MSX-30 module; 1000 W/m2 and Tcell = 300C

2.3 DETERMINING CELL TEMPERATURE

The cell temperature or more precisely the pn-junction temperature has a strong effect

on the performance of a PV cell as will be shown later. The degree of accuracy, with

which the cell temperature can be estimated, will effect the simulation results

significantly. The method presented here is based on data obtained from a standard test

called Nominal Operating Cell Temperature (NOCT) test. This information is available

from manufacturer.
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The cell temperature depends on the ambient temperature and to the rates at which

incident energy is being absorbed, dissipated and converted to electricity. An energy

(power) balance of the cell at steady state gives

Pelectric = Pabsorbed - Pdissipated (2.3.1)

where the single power terms are determined as follows:

The generated dc power:

Pelectri: = ( Area Tl (2.3.2)

ri is the electric conversion efficiency.

The absorbed power (i.e. the absorbed solar energy) is

Pabsorbed = D Area "t ave (2.3.3)

T cXave is an average transmittance-absorptance product, or the ratio of absorbed to

incident energy, and is assumed to be constant with no correction for dependence on

incidence angle.

The dissipated power (i.e. the thermal loss) is given by

Pdissipated = UL Area (Tc - Tamb) (2.3.4)

UL is an overall loss coefficient including convective and radiative heat losses from the

cell top and bottom, and conduction through any mounting framework that may be
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present. Conductive heat transfer within the cell is neglected in this analysis, because

the cells are thin and have a small heat capacity. Hence the cell temperature is assumed

to be the same within the entire cell.

Substituting equations (2.3.2) - (2.3.4) into equation (2.3.1) and then rearranging,

an expression for the cell temperature is obtained:

TC= Tamb+j(DT (ave (1 -t-- (2.3.5)UL T Xave

The cell electric conversion efficiency rl varies from zero at short circuit and open

circuit points to the maximum efficiency, depending on the actual cell operating point.

To ascribe 11 a constant value somewhat in the range of 0-20% does not affect the cell

temperature calculation significantly. The difference in calculated cell temperature, at a

typical average irradiance of about 600 W/m 2, between 5% and 20% efficiency is

approximately 3°C for a assumed -Tcave of 0.9. This is in the range of uncertainty

inherent in cell temperature measurements even for slightly different values for t rXave.

The chosen value for rl is the maximum power point efficiency at the given reference

condition:

IREF = IMPREF VMP,REF (2.3.6)

(REF Area

The loss coefficient UL is evaluated using data from the NOCT test. Those are the

measured cell temperature TCNOCT at an ambient temperature TAMBNOCT and an

irradiance NO * as listed in Table 2.1. Equation (2.3.5) is rearranged to solve for L,

neglecting the term 1"1It C ave:"
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UL - Nocr ('rOa)(2.3.7)
Tc,Nocr - TAMB,NOCT

The NOCT test is usually conducted at a total irradiance of 800 W/m 2, an ambient

temperature of 20'C and a wind velocity of 1m/s, not predominantly parallel to the

array. The environmental conditions are often quite different than those test conditions.

A higher wind speed for instance causes a higher rate of convective heat transfer and

has an effect on UL. But a difference in UL has a rather small effect on the evaluated

cell temperature. Therefore, UL is assumed to be constant. Since higher wind speed

yields a lower cell temperature and hence higher power output, the estimation of the

power output is conservative at higher wind speed.

2.4 EFFECT OF IRRADIANCE AND TEMPERATURE ON

I-V BEHAVIOR

The response of a PV cell to different illumination levels is shown in Figure 2.5. The

family of I-V curves could correspond to 5 different times of a day, with solar noon

represented through an irradiance of 1000 W/m2 and early morning or late afternoon

represented through an irradiance of 200 W/m 2. Obviously irradiance has a large effect

on short circuit current, i.e. on the horizontal arm of the I-V curve, while the effect on

open circuit voltage, i.e. the relatively vertical arm of the curve, is rather weak.

Regarding the maximum power output of a PV cell, it is obvious that when the

irradiance is higher the cell generates more power.
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Figure 2.5 Effect of irradiance on I-V characteristics. Solarex MSX-30 module; fixed Tcell = 300C

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the temperature has an effect on the output of

a PV cell. As shown in Figure 2.6, increasing the temperature causes the voltage to

drop at high voltages. Operating the cell in this region of the curve leads to a significant

power reduction at high temperatures. This is a particularly severe problem, since the

cell is often operated at the maximum power point, which is within this region. The

effect of temperature on short circuit current is small but increases as the irradiance

increases.
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Figure 2.6 Effect of temperature and irradiance on I-V characteristics; Solarex MSX-30 module

2.5 MAXIMUM POWER POINT EVALUATION

The maximum power point is located on the I-V curve where the power versus voltage

curve has its absolute maximum as shown in Figure 2.3. To find the maximum power

point analytically, the power described by

P=IxV (2.5.1)

is differentiated with respect to voltage and set equal to zero:
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(2.5.2)=pV-ai+I=o
av

With the current described by equation (2.1.6), the partial derivative of I with respect to

V is

(2.5.3)
I -Io exp x Y xx1 +I Rs

An explicit expression for I/DV is obtained simply by rearranging the equation. Back

substitution of this explicit expression into equation (2.5.2) and using IMp for I and

VMp for V gives

SV~p

=0 (2.5.4)
+ vRs Io

7

To eliminate VMp in equation (2.5.4), the general I-V equation (2.1.6) is used, with

IMp substituted for I and VMp substituted for V. Rearranging to solve for VMp gives

(2.5.5)VMP =2 'fi(IL - IMP + 1) - IMp Rs

An implicit expression for IMp is obtained by substituting equation (2.5.5) into equation

(2.5.4):

v (Vw ,+ IaR)
IL + Io -Io exp 7 x 1
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(IMp- IL-Io) [h IL - IM +I  )IMP RS v

Imp + 10 RS0 7(2.5.6)
1 + (IL - IMP + 10) RS7

Newton Raphson method is applied to solve for Imp using an initial guess given by

IMP,GUESS =D NP (IMP,REF + 9ISC (TC - TC,REF)) (2.5.7)
(DREF

Once IMp is found, VMp may be calculated using equation (2.5.5) and thus the current

and voltage at the maximum power point is determined for a given irradiance and cell

temperature.

2.6 TRNSYS COMPONENT FOR A PV ARRAY

In the previous sections of this chapter, all the necessary equations have been derived.

These equations form the basis of a TRNSYS component. Every TRNSYS

component has three different groups of information: a set of parameters, an array of

input variables, and an array of output variables.

The information flow diagram for the PV array component is illustrated in Figure

2.7. The component is represented as a box. The four inputs and the ten outputs are

listed and the arrows pointing in the direction of this information flow, as it is seen

from the component, is shown.
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Figure 2.7 Information flow diagram of the PV array component

The eighteen parameters of the component are:

ISC,REF [amps]

VOC,REF []

TCREF [OK]

(REF [W/m2]

VMP,REF [V]

IMP,REF [amps]

gIsc [amps/K]

9voc [V/K]

NCS

10.)

11.)

12.)

13.)

14.)

15.)

16.)

17.)

18.)

NS

NP

TC.Noc [°K]

TANOCr  [OK]

DNOCT [W/m 2 ]

AREA [M2]

T (ave

[eV]

Rs [ohms]
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1.)

2.)

3.)

4.)

5.)

6.)

7.)

8.)

9.)
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The parameters are characteristic values which are fixed throughout the simulation.

The parameter list for the PV array component contains the module specific information

such as the measured I-V characteristics at reference condition, NOCT test data and

details concerning the array size. Parameter 15) is the module area. If information

about x ave is lacking, a good assumption is a value of 0.9. The series resistance can

either be provided as a parameter or can be estimated with the method presented in

section 2.2.2. If no information about the series resistance is available, parameter 18)

is set equal to a negative value and Rs will be evaluated.

Inputs are the time dependent variables such as irradiance (in kJ/m 2) and

temperature (in 'K), variables which depend on some other function and are subject to

the iterative process in finding the proper solution (in this case the voltage) and control

variables (Flag).

The need for the first two inputs, irradiance and ambient temperature, is obvious.

The choice of using voltage as an input instead of current needs further explanation. At

first it would seem to be better to have the current as input, since equation (2.1.6) can

then be solved explicitly for voltage. The computational effort involved in calculating

the current when the voltage is known could then be avoided. In order to understand

why the voltage is the better choice, something has to be said about how TRNSYS

operates to find a solution.

The goal is to find the operating point of a PV system. In a simple case, a system

would be a PV array connected to an electrical load. The electrical behavior of any kind

of load can be described, in the same manner as the PV cell, by its I-V characteristic.

The operating point is simply given by the intersection of the two I-V curves. In the
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case of an ohmic resistance the I-V curve is a straight line through the origin in the I-V

plane with the slope 1/R as shown in Figure 2.8 for three different resistances (R1 <

R2 < R3).

I

-- V

Figure 2.8 PV generator and resistive load I-V characteristics. Operating points and the maximum

power point locus is shown.

The resistance R2 is the optimal resistance, because its I-V curve intersects exactly at

the cell's maximum power point. Analytically the operating point could be found by

solving the system of two equations describing the PV array and load I-V curve. In the

TRNSYS approach the information which is necessary to solve the system of

equations is distributed into the different components. In other words the equation

describing the I-V behavior of the PV array is included in the PV array TRNSYS

component, and the equations describing the load I-V characteristics are included in the

TRNSYS load components. Hence the operating point cannot be found as proposed

above.

The operating point has to be found by an iterative process of exchanging
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information between the different components. A recyclic information loop can be

generated when the two components are connected as illustrated in Figure 2.9.

VLa

PV array

Load

Figure 2.9 Recyclic information flow between the PV array and the load

In a real system the physical quantities flowing through the wires would be the current

and in a certain sense, the voltage too. In the same manner voltage and current are

chosen as the information to be transferred between the components. The iteration

process begins with an initial guess, V, as an input to the PV array component. The

PV array component calculates the corresponding current being shifted to the load

component. The load component produces a new voltage serving as a second guess for

the PV array component. This process of successive substitution is continued until

convergence is obtained, and the operating point is found. For a better understanding,

the procedure is visualized in the I-V graph in Figure 2.10. Since the environmental
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conditions vary with time, a new operating point has to be found for every timestep

throughout a simulation. The first guess within a timestep is always chosen to be the

voltage at the previously calculated operating point, except for the very first timestep of

the simulation, at which incident radiation occurs. At this particular point, nothing is

known about where the operating point is going to be. The voltage at maximum power

point is a good guess, since in the ideal case a load should be designed to operate close

to that point.

I

guess

Figure 2.10 Convergence by successive substitution

The problem involved in using the current as input to the PV array component is best

explained by looking at the PV cell I-V curve in Figure 2.10. At low voltages, the cell

acts almost like a constant current source. Guessing a current in that region would not

result in an unambiguous voltage value, therefore it is not possible to obtain a solution.
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Another issue which has to be discussed is the question of whether the proposed

method converges under all conditions. Convergence depends on the slope of the load

I-V curve relative to the slope of the PV cell I-V curve. An example of divergence is

shown in Figure 2.11. For this reason a numerical convergence promoting method is

integrated in the PV array component.

I

third first second
guess guess guess

M-- V

Figure 2.11 Divergence by successive substitution

The convergence promoter consists basically of a bisection type search method. A

lower and an upper limit for the voltage is set and a new voltage is found by cutting the

interval in half. This voltage is then used to compute the cell current, which is then

shifted to the load component. Depending upon the circumstances, the interval limits

are set differently. As mentioned earlier, the first guess is the voltage at the previously
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calculated operating point. The returning voltage is tracked for the next two iterations

and compared to the first guess voltage. Thus it is possible to tell where the load I-V

curve is located relative to the first guess voltage and the limits can be set appropriately.

Hence the actual interval cutting procedure is first invoked at the beginning of the third

iteration. An exception for that is, if the returning voltage after the first iteration is

already out of the PV cell voltage range (i.e. is greater than the open circuit voltage). In

this case the open circuit voltage is used as the upper limit and the lower limit is

determined by the first guess voltage, and the Bisection method can be used right

away. Figure 2.12 illustrates how the procedure works for a situation where the

successive substitution method, performed by TRNSYS, would diverge. Only the

first couple of iterations are shown.

I

Figure 2.12 Illustration of convergence procedure

m
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In the special case when the I-V curve intersects the PV cell I-V curve in the region of

constant current, the TRNSYS method converges already after two iterations, and the

convergence promoter is not invoked. Many different situations are possible and the

convergence promotion algorithm takes care of all them.

The fourth input variable, Flag, is a signal to turn the convergence promoter on or

off. The convergence promoter has to be turned off when simulating a system with

battery storage. This will be explained more detailed in Chapter 6. Simulating direct

coupled systems requires the use of the convergence promoter. If Flag is equal to one,

the convergence promoter is on, otherwise it is off.

Most of the outputs are self explanatory. The fifth output, Util, is the utilization of

the PV array expressed as the ratio of the power at the operation point to the maximum

power:

Util- P

Pmax

The Fortran code for the component program is listed in Appendix A.



Chapter 3

LOAD CHARACTERISTICS

The behavior of any electrical load can be characterized by its I-V curve. The I-V curve

shows all the possible points where the load may be operated. The actual operating

point, e.g. for a direct coupled PV system is the intersection of the PV array and the

load I-V curve. In this chapter several types of loads are investigated. Mathematical

relations describing the load I-V curves are derived and TRNSYS components are

formulated.

In the first section, an ohmic resistance type of load is discussed. The following

sections cover inductive loads. In particular, a series DC motor and a separately excited

permanent magnet DC motor are investigated. As mechanical loads driven by the DC

motors, a centrifugal fan and a centrifugal pump are chosen.

A preceding comment has to be made about the selected inputs and outputs of the

developed TRNSYS components. As mentioned in Section 2.6, the operating point of

a system is found via an iterative process between the system components. The

information transferred between the components is the voltage and the current.

Regarding a direct coupled system, the information shifted from the PV array

component to the load component is the current for reasons explained in Section 2.6.

In a system including battery storage, the operating voltage range is mainly determined

by the terminal voltage of the battery if it is continously connected. Although the

41
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battery voltage varies with the battery current and the state of charge of the battery, the

change in battery voltage is relatively small. This fact is used to determine the operating

voltage of a system with battery storage by shifting the voltage of the battery

component to the load components. This will be explained in detail in Chapters four

and five. That means that all load components have current and voltage as input. The

load components must have the capability to compute, depending on the significant

input, the respective quantity which is then subject of the iterative process in finding the

operating point. An additional input serves as a control signal to determine which of

the inputs, current or voltage, is significant.

3.1 RESISTANCE

Lighting and heating are representative applications for resistive loads. The I-V curve

of a resistance is described by Ohm's law:

V=IR 
(3.1)

where R is the resistance.

As discussed in Chapter 2.6, the I-V curve is a straight line through the origin with the

slope 1/R as shown in Figure 2.8.
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3.2 TRNSYS COMPONENT OF A RESISTANCE

The construction of the information flow diagram for a resistance, as illustrated in

Figure 3.1, is very simple. The inputs are the current, the voltage and a signal called

Mode. Mode determines whether current or voltage is the significant input. When

running direct coupled systems, Mode has to be set equal to one. This fixes the current

as input and the output voltage is computed corresponding to equation (3.1). In a

system where the voltage serves as input to the load, Mode has to be zero and the

calculations are in reverse order. The only parameter of the component is the resistance

value.

Mode

4i

I 4
v P

Figure 3.1 Information flow diagram of the resistance component

The parameter of the component is:

R = resistance [ohms]

1 2 3

Resistance

1 2 3
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3.3 MOTOR LOADS

Motor loads are composed of two components: an electrical motor and a mechanical

subload driven by the motor. Of interest are the speed-torque characteristics of both

components. Once the speed-torque behavior of the two components are known, the

operating conditions of the load subsystem can be found. The overall goal is to

determine the operating point of the entire PV system. This is best examined in the

electrical I-V plane, looking at the PV array and load I-V curves. The load I-V curve of

a motor load is obtained by transposing the possible operating points of the load

subsystem from the mechanical speed-torque plane into the I-V plane applying

fundamental equations presented in this section. The emphasis of this chapter is on

finding the load I-V curves. The behavior of the entire PV system is discussed in

Chapter 5.

Regarding the DC-motors applied to a centrifugal fan load, similar studies have

been conducted by Appelbaum [7,8,9,10,11], Roger [12] and Townsend [3].

Braunstein et al. [13] and Hsiao [14] investigated motor-water pump loads. The

following assumptions apply to the modelling of the DC-motors [ 15]:

" The magnetic flux is linearly dependent on field current. This is the case

when the iron core in the field inductor is not magnetized beyond its

saturation point.

• Hysteresis effects are neglected.

• The armature and field inductances are constant. This is based on uniform

windings geometry and negligible temperature effects.

• Armature reaction is negligible. This assumes the motor operates at or
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below its rated current, and is also a consequence of the first assumption.

The brush voltage drop is neglected.

A linear function is assumed to describe the total loss torque of the motors:
To= Cstat + co where Cstat is a static friction, C is a

viscous friction and co is the angular velocity. Losses are caused by bearing

friction, brush friction, friction with air (windage), hysteresis and eddy

current losses.

3.3.1 Separately Excited DC Motor

The external behavior of a separately excited motor is characterized by the equivalent

circuit shown in Figure 3.2.

IA

V

(0

Figure 3.2 Separately excited motor equivalent circuit

: ILaa
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The field source can be a permanent magnet or any other constant current source. A

DC motor can be thought of as an ideal energy converter generating the Electromotive

force (EMF), eA, in combination with parameters that represent its various

imperfections. These parameters are, for the separately excited motor, the armature

resistance, RA, the inductance in the armature circuit, LA, and the field inductance, LF.

The EMF induced in the armature windings is

eA= k co (3.3.1)

where k is the motor constant and 0 is the magnetic flux.

If an energy source is connected to the motor terminal, a current IA flows in the

armature branch, and the electrical power generated is given by

Pelec = EA IA = k 0 CO IA (3.3.2)

Since the power is equal to the torque times speed, the electromagnetic or internal

torque is given by

T = Pelec = k IA (3.3.3)
CO

The shaft torque is the difference between the ideal (electromagnetic) torque and the

motor loss torque:

Tshaft = T - Toss (3.3.4)
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As stated in the assumptions, the loss torque consists of a static friction and a dynamic

friction component. The motor begins to start when it overcomes the static friction.

At steady state, the terminal voltage of the motor is given by Kirchhoffs voltage law:

VM = CA + RA IA (3.3.5)

The motor speed-torque characteristic is given by substituting equation (3.3.1) and

equation (3.3.3) into equation (3.3.5). Rearranging to solve for the speed gives

CO-VM RAT ,(3.3.6)

k (k O

By coupling the motor to the PV array, the terminal voltage of the array is equal to the

terminal voltage of the motor: Vpv = VM and the armature current is equal to the array

current: Ipv = IA. For each current-voltage pair of the array I-V curve the

corresponding speed-torque (electomechanical torque) pair is obtained applying

equations (3.3.3) and (3.3.6) simultaneously. The motor speed-torque characteristics

at steady state are shown in Figure 3.3 for the mechanical plane (n, T) with n = /2nt (n

is in revolutions per-minute, rpm). The n-T curves correspond to four different times

of the day: a) 6am - (D = 51 W/m 2, Tamb = 14.5'C; b) 8am - (= 319 W/m 2, Tamb =

13.9'C; c) 0am - = 664 W/m 2 , Tamb = 150C, d) 12am - ( = 963 W/m2 , Tamb =

16.70C. The motor data are taken from reference [10] and are listed in Appendix C.

For comparison, the figure also includes the motor n-T curve when it is supplied from a

130 V constant voltage source. The torque is a linear function of speed when the motor

is supplied from a constant voltage source. The maximum torque, at constant

irradiance, is obtained at starting conditions (n = 0) and it increases with increasing
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irradiance. The no load speed (T = 0) is obtained for IA = 0 and might be quite high

even for low insolation levels.

0m

3000

2500

2000

1500

1000

500

0

0 2 4 6 8 10

torque - T [Nm]

Figure 3.3 Separately excited motor speed-torque characteristics at different insolation levels.
The n-T characteristics at a fixed voltage are also shown.

3.3.2 Series DC Motor

The equivalent circuit for a series motor is shown in Figure 3.4. The field windings are

connected in series with the armature windings. Thus the terminal current is identical to

the armature and field current:

I = IA = IF (3.3.7)
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and the internal resistance is the sum of the armature and field resistance:

R = RA + RF

V

(3.3.8)

RF
RA

LA

I

Figure 3.4 Series motor equivalent circuit

In contrast to the separately excited motor having a permanent magnet or a constant

current field source, the magnetic flux of the series motor will vary with the terminal

current. Magnetic flux and field current are related through a proportional factor, the

constant kF:

S= kF IF

I

(3.3.9)
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Substituting this relation into equation (3.3.1) the EMF is expressed by

CA = k kF IF O = MAF I O (3.3.10)

where the constants k and kF are lumped together into the constant MAF, called mutual

inductance. Applying the same transformations to equation (3.3.3), the electromagnetic

torque becomes

T=MAF1 2  (3.3.11)

The terminal voltage is expressed similar to equation (3.3.5) by

VM = 8 A + (RA +RF) I (3.3.12)

Finally the motor speed-torque characteristics may be found by substituting equations

(3.3.10) and (3.3.11) in equation (3.3.12) and rearranging to solve for the speed:

VM-R T
CO = MAF (3.3.13)FT MAF

For a series motor directly coupled to a PV array, the speed-torque characteristics

can be obtained in the same manner as described in section 3.3.1. For the same

meteorological data as used for the separately excited motor (Figure 3.3), the n-T

curves are shown in Figure 3.5. The n-T curve for the irradiance corresponding to 8am

(a) is a straight line almost identical to the speed axis. The n-T curve for a 120V
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constant voltage source is included for comparison which is in this case a parabolic

function. The series motor has the same approximate nameplate rating as the separately

excited motor. The actual data are listed in Appendix C.

rj~

600(

450(

300(

150(

0 3 6 9 12 15

torque - T [Nm]

Figure 3.5 Series motor n-T characteristics at different insolation levels. The n-T curve at a fixed
voltage is also shown.

Regarding the starting torque, the series motor behaves similar to the separately

excited motor. At constant irradiance, the starting torque is at maximum torque and is

increasing with increasing irradiance.

The speeds at no load, instead, are much higher than for the separately excited

motor and may be higher than the maximum speed permitted. A series motor should

never be operated without any load.
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3.3.3 TRNSYS Component of the DC Motors

Both motors described above are integrated into the TRNSYS motor component. The

information flow diagram for the component is shown in Figure 3.6.

The user can choose a motor by assigning a particular value to the parameter,

TYPE, as explained above. I, V, Mode, n, and the shaft torque, Tshaf, serve as input.

Either the current together with the speed or the voltage together with speed are

significant inputs determined by the input, Mode. The torque and either voltage or

current are computed respectively. As in the case of the resistance component, Mode

has to be equal one for a direct coupled system, i.e. I and n are significant inputs, and

Mode has to be zero for a system with battery storage, i.e. V and n are significant.
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I V n Tshaft Mode

1 2 3 4 5

DC Motor

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

I V n Tshaft Pel Pmech 11 Fail

Figure 3.6 Information flow diagram of the DC motors component

The parameters of the component are:

1.) Type: if Type = 1 then the separately excited motor is used

if Type = 2 then the series motor is used

2.) Nmax  = maximum motor speed permitted [i1/s]

3.) Irated = rated current [amps]

4.) Imax = maximum current permitted [amps]

5.) kF = motor constant for separately excited motor [Nm/amps]

or MAF = mutual inductance for series motor [henry]

6.) Cstat = static friction [Nm]

7.) Cvisc = viscous friction [Nm s]

8.) Ra = armature resistance [ohms]

9.) RF = field resistance [ohms], just applicable for series motor
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In Section 2.6, the iterative solution procedure of TRNSYS was explained and the

convergence problem was discussed. A recyclic information flow between the PV

array and any load is shown in Figure 2.9. In the case of motor loads, a recyclic

information subloop is involved between the motor and the attached component (fan,

pump, etc.). This means the operating point of the motor load has to be found by the

TRNSYS iterative process. For instance, for a direct coupled system including a PV

array, a motor and a fan, the motor component and the fan component are called

sequentially until the speed and torque have converged for the current output from the

PV array. This leads to a new voltage guess for the PV array and results in a different

current that invokes again the motor subloop. This process is repeated until all inputs

converge within a specified tolerance. The nature of the motor and load equations

determine whether the method of successive substitution performed by TRNSYS will

converge. For both motors, the fan and pump, convergence was not always obtained

with the successive substitution method. Therefore, a convergence promoting

algorithm was included in the motor component.

The first three iterations are performed using the regular TRNSYS method.

Depending on the physical situation, the secant method or bisection method is used in

the following iterations. Unless the particular situation occurs where the operating

point in the mechanical plane is close to the boundaries, i.e. the torque axis, as shown

in Figure 3.7, the convergence algorithm starts using the secant method converging on

the torque output. The two most reasonable torque values from the previous iterations

are used to find the new guess and the procedure is continued according to

Xnl= Xn - gn(3.3.14)

gn- gn-1
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where x is equal to the torque and the objective function, g, is selected to be the

difference between the recent and the previous torque. If either the residual, g increases

or the new guess value is outside the limits which are set up at the first three iterations,

it will be switched to the bisection method.

nt

Ti T2 T

Figure 3.7 Illustration of the failure of the successive substitution method

For the situation illustrated in Figure 3.7, the bisection method is applied right away.

This is a special situation where the successive substitution method would lead to an

endless loop and the secant method might also fail. The separately excited motor

equations, or more precisely the shaft torque-speed relation of the motor, is a straight

line for a fixed current or fixed voltage. Depending on the slope of the motor line and

the dimensions of the motor and the fan, especially the magnitude of the fan starting

torque, the bisection method can yield two or more times a torque (indicated as T, and

T2 in Figure 3.7) that is less than the load starting torque. Thus the resulting load

speed returned to the motor component is zero twice in sequence. Since the difference

between the recent and the previous input is then zero, the convergence tolerance is

satisfied and TRNSYS will stop calling the motor component and will hence generate

an incorrect solution. To overcome this problem, the dummy input Tshaft is introduced.

I
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TRNSYS will now converge on both variables, speed and torque.

Another problem is that the control function of the convergence promoting

algorithm changes during a timestep. The motor relation changes quantitatively, i.e. the

straight line is shifted, for each new current value received from the PV array. A

similar problem arises in a system that contains a battery. If the battery has to be

disconnected to protect it from undercharging, the significant inputs change from

current to voltage. This will be explained in detail in Chapters four and five. This

change requires that the limits for the convergence algorithm be reset to avoid an

incorrect solution and the convergence algorithm will start over beginning with

successive substitution every time the control function changes.

The outputs 5) and 6) are the electrical power input I times V, and the mechanical

power output in watts corresponding to: P = co T. Output 7) is the motor efficiency.

The last output contains following indication of failure:

Fail = 1: maximum permitted speed is exceeded

2: rated current is exceeded

3: maximum permitted current is exceeded

The maximum speed, the rated current and the maximum current are nameplate ratings

and have to be provided as parameters. If the rated current is exceeded, the

assumptions stated for the motor equations are not valid and the accuracy of the results

will decrease. The program will not limit the values to the maximum permitted values if

they are exceeded. This would be an interference in the iterative process of finding the

operating point of the system and might lead to erroneous results.
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3.3.4 Centrifugal Fan

The mechanical behavior of a ventilator can be expressed by the torque as a function of

speed:

T = a + b cor (3.3.15)

where a is the static friction component and the remainder is a nonlinear function of

speed. The actual data used in this study are taken from J.Appelbaum [10] and are

listed in Appendix C. The parameters a, b, and c can either be obtained from

manufacturers' data or from experimental data by performing a least square fit.

The motor-fan operation may be visualized in the mechanical n-T plane. Figure 3.8

shows the speed-torque characteristics for the separately excited motor connected to a

fan.

The motor curves are drawn at the same conditions as presented in Figure 3.3. The

load torque is the sum of the fan and the motor shaft loss torque and can be expressed

by

Tload = Tfan + Tloss = a + Cstat + Cvis c( + b 0cc (3.3.16)

The possible operating points of the motor-fan combination are located at the

intersections of the motor and load lines. For the series motor-fan combination, the

operation conditions are illustrated in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.8 Separately excited motor and fan n-T characteristics
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Figure 3.9 Series motor and fan n-T characteristics
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From both Figures it can be observed that the fan starts only if a sufficient irradiance is

available. The separately excited motor operates better at low insolation levels than the

series motor.

The I-V characteristics are obtained by transforming all the possible operating

points from the mechanical (n-T) plane into the electrical (I-V) plane using the motor

equations presented in sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. Figure 3.10 shows the I-V curves for

both the separately excited and the series motor. As already pointed out, both motors

start when the radiation, i.e. the current and voltage, reaches a certain level. The

starting points are indicated in the figure. Up to these points the motors act as ohmic

resistances with straight lines in the I-V plane. Obviously, the series motor needs a

significant higher starting current and higher voltage than the separately excited motor.

ill~
JI

0 30 60 90 120 150
voltage [volts

Figure 3.10 I-V characteristics of a separately excited and a series DC motor connected to a fan
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3.3.5 TRNSYS Component of a Centrifugal Fan

As illustrated in Figure 3.11, the only input to the centrifugal fan component is the shaft

torque provided from the motor. The speed, the shaft torque, the mechanical power

and a failure message are outputs. The failure output is set equal to one when the fan

speed exceeds the maximum permitted speed, otherwise it is zero.

Tshaft

1

Centrifugal Fan

1 2 3 4

4
n Tfan P Fail

Figure 3.11 Information flow diagram of the fan component

The parameters of the component are:

1.) a

2.) b

3.) c

4.) Nmax [/s]

Parameters a,b and c are the constants of the torque speed relation (equation 3.3.15)

where (o is substituted by n, and Nmax is the maximum allowable fan speed.
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3.3.6 Centrifugal Pump and Hydraulic System

The hydraulic part of a water pumping system consists of a pump and the piping

system including valves fittings and so on. Typical PV water pumping applications are

systems where water is pumped from open containments (sumps, wells, etc.) at low

level to containments at high level, as shown in Figure 3.12. The model includes all

the hydraulic components of such a system, including the pump.

total static
head

pump

Figure 3.12 Water pumping system configuration

First the piping system is examined and a system head-capacity relation is derived.

Then equations describing the centrifugal pump are developed using correlations from

pump manufacturer data and fundamental pump relationships. The objective is to find

the pump speed-torque relation, and in the same way it was attained for the ventilator,

the pump I-V characteristics.
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A typical head profile for a water pumping system is shown in Figure 3.13. The

total static head is defined as the difference in height between the water supply surface

and the water discharge level. The friction head is the required pressure difference

expressed in meter liquid to overcome the friction caused in the piping system. The

friction head is a function of flowrate.
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Figure 3.13 System head-capacity profile

The total system head is the sum of static and friction head and is expressed as

Hsyst = k, + k2 Q2 (3.3.17)

where kI and k2 are constants corresponding to the static and friction head, and Q is the

system flowrate. The system head profile can either be obtained by measurements or

total system head
-fiction

total static
head

m FII
F- -
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analytically by knowledge of the piping system components. The head loss for straight

pipe is defined as

hf-f L 72 (3.3.18)

where

f = friction factor

L = length of the pipe [m]

D = pipe diameter [m]

V = average velocity [m/s]

g = acceleration due to gravity [m/sA2]

The losses introduced by fittings, valves elbows, etc. are given by

hf =K 2 with K = f L (3.3.19)2g

K is the resistance coefficient and is available in related literature [16], [17], for a

variety of piping components. The ratio L/D is the equivalent length in pipe diameters

of straight pipe that will cause the same pressure drop as the valve or fitting under the

same flow conditions and can be taken from tables and figures [16],[17]. The total

head loss for the entire system is the sum of all head losses of the individual comp-

onents.
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Substituting the average velocity with the flowrate divided by the cross sectional area

(A) this is

hf= f f- 2 + K (3.3.20)• D2gA i j. 2gA 2

thus the coefficient k2 in equation (3.3.17) may be obtained rearranging equation

(3.3.20) and comparing the equation with the friction head in equation (3.3.17):

k2=±[E (fL1) +X(K 1)] (3.3.21)

This method assumes an average friction factor.

The performance of a centrifugal pump is commonly visualized as head versus

capacity characteristics. For a representative five horsepower pump, the performance

curves are shown in Figure 3.14 as provided by a pump manufacturer. The

performance curve combines the four variables: head, flowrate, speed and efficiency.

Choosing any two variables fixes the remaining two variables. In the analysis and

design of pumping systems, it is useful to superimpose the system characteristics on

the pump characteristics as shown in Figure 3.15. The operating points are the

intersections of the system curve and the pump curves. When a pump is started, first it

operates along the head axis at zero flowrate until the system static head is reached.

Then the flow starts and the actual operating point depends on the speed of the pump.

For PV powered water pumping systems operation over the entire pump speed range is

possible.
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To find the operating point of a pump, it is necessary to condense the pump

performance data, provided by the manufacturer, into a useful equation. Fundamental

pump laws supply the additional relationships required to obtain the pump speed-torque

characteristics.

H
[im]

0.000 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005

Q [m'̂ 3Is'

0.006

Figure 3.15 Pump performance curves (Model SC 80-140) and system head-capacity profile

From Figure 3.14 several pump features can be observed which are useful to find

an appropriate relationship between head and capacity as a function of speed and

efficiency. The head profiles are geometrically similar. This means that if the

performance curve for one speed is known, it can be obtained for other speeds by

moving the curve up or down [18]. The curves are theoretically moved along a

parabola with the head axis as the main axis.
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Further, the following affinity laws [19], which relate speed to flowrate, head and

power, are applicable:

Q-~n or Q = Q1 (-) (3.3.22)

H-- n2  or H = H1In 12 (3.3.23)

Pbh ~ n3  or Pbh = Pbhl (-l-)3 (3.3.24)

in which

n = speed [i/s]

nI  = speed at which characteristics are known [I/s]

Q = flowrate [m3/s]

Q, = flowrate at speed nI [m3/s]

H = head [m]

H1  = head at speed n1 [im]

Pbh = brake horsepower [watts]

Pbhl = brake horsepower at speed nI [watts]

These equations imply that for a given set of speed, flowrate and brake horsepower, the

corresponding values at a different speed can be determined for constant efficiency.

Forcing a curve through several values along the performance curve at a fixed

constant speed, the pump head as a function of flowrate is well approximated by

Hi = ai + bi Q( (3.3.25)
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To find the head-capacity relation at some other speed:

H = a + b Q2  (3.3.26)

the affinity laws can be used to substitute for H and Q and the following equation is

obtained:

H, = a( + b Q (3.3.27)

A comparison of the coefficients between equations (3.3.25) and (3.3.27) gives the

coefficients at new speed:

a= al (n) 2  and b= bl (3.3.28)

Given the head profile at a reference speed, it is now possible to attain the performance

curve for any other speed. Since the affinity laws are valid for a moderate change in

speed [19], an error will be introduced for large speed changes. However, even for

large changes in speed, the error is acceptably low. Figure 3.16 shows the

performance curves as supplied from manufacturer (Figure 3.14) and the curves

generated with the method derived above. A second order least squares fit was

performed through ten values from Figure 3.14 at a constant speed of 3000 rpm. As it

can be seen, the approximation by equation (3.3.25) is quite good. For a speed of

3500 rpm, the modeled data and the manufacturer pump curve are compared. The

maximum error is less than 2%.
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Figure 3.16 Comparison between measured and curve fitted head-capacity profile at two different
speeds.

The pump operates at the point where the pump head is equal to the system head.

Using equation (3.3.26) with the coefficients given by (3.3.28), the pump head curve

is obtained; setting this equal to the system relation yields

Hpump = al ( + bi Q2 = kl + k2 Q2 = Hsystem (3.3.29)

This is one equation with two unknowns, n and Q. A second equation is given by the

definition of the pump efficiency:

SPhyd (3.3.30)
Pbh

Phyd is called the hydraulic power and is expressed as: Phyd = P g Q H and Pbh can be

written as: Pbh = 2 7t n T. Substituting these expressions into equation (3.3.30), the

efficiency is given as

-- n=3500 rpm - measured
- -- n=3500 rpm - fitted

-- n=3000 rpm - fitted
I ' I * I ' I I I '

-I- If%

I
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pgQH (3.3.31)"1= 2 7c n T (..1

Two more unknown variables are introduced by this equation, the efficiency ir and the

torque T, therefore an additional relationship is necessary. Similar to the head profile,

the efficiency profile at constant speed can be approximated by a polynomial. A good

curve fit is attained by a cubic polynomial:

r el + f Q1 + gi Q,+hi Q (3.3.32)

where e1, fl, gl, h, are the coefficients at the given speed. The coefficients at other

speed are determined applying the same procedure presented earlier and the efficiency

relation can be rewritten as

il = el + f, nj Q + gi1n 1 Q2 + hi niQ(3.3.33)

Substituting the head equation (3.3.26) for H in equation (3.3.3 1), equations (3.3.31)

and (3.3.33) can be combined into a single equation. Together with equation (3.3.29)

a system of two nonlinear equations is obtained:

ai + bx Q2 - kl - k2 Q2 -0 (3.3.34)

Q+g2Q2 3 Q3 PgQ[al(ln--)2+blQ2]
el +fn gln-+hl ny 2 n T =10 (3.3.35)
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For a given torque, the system may be solved numerically using Newton's method

[20]. Choosing the left hand side of equations (3.3.34-35) as the objective function

F(x), a Taylor expansion is performed, neglecting the higher order terms:

Wx + AZ) = Frx) + Jrx) A-1(3.3.36)

For the n-dimensional approach, a matrix is involved containing the derivatives of the

objective function. The matrix is called the Jacobian matrix and is defined as

[ afl(x) fl(x)

J(x) = axx ax2  (3337)
af2(x) af2(x)

Lax aX2

The objective is to minimize F('+ Ait), i.e. F(3t + Al) = 0. A t is the difference

between the new value and the value from the previous iteration. The new value is

determined from equation (3.3.36) by:

Xn+l = Xn- Jr)-1 F() (3.3.38)

Newton's method requires the computation of the inverse of the Jacobian matrix. For

the two-dimensional case, this can be done without solving a system of linear

equations, using the following method [21]. If i is the ith row and k is the kth column

the elements of the inverse Jacobian matrix are found by

[J]i = Jik (3.3.39)
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where Pik is called the cofactor of the element [Jiki, and I JI is the determinant of J.

Pik is the determinant of the (n - 1) x (n - 1) submatrix of the n x n matrix J obtained by

deleting the kth row and the ith column.

Newton's method converges quite fast (quadratic convergence), but it is very

sensitive to the initial guesses. Initial guesses far from the solution may lead to

erroneous solutions or the method may diverge. By using values from the previous

timestep, the starting values are accurate enough.

Solving equations (3.3.34) and (3.3.35) for a given torque results in a flowrate and

speed. The corresponding head is evaluated using equation (3.3.17) or (3.3.26) and

the efficiency at the operating point may be computed applying (3.3.33). This

technique is only valid for the operating range above the static head, i.e. beyond the

point where flow begins. Below this point the affinity laws can be applied and the

speed-torque characteristics are described by equation (3.3.24), substituting 2 7t n T for

Pbh:

T = T1 (n-)3  (3.3.40)

The torque-speed characteristics for the centrifugal pump for which the data are

given in Figure 3.14 is shown in Figure 3.17. The flowrate versus torque is also

shown. The static friction losses of the pump shaft are neglected. Up to the point

where flow begins, the T-n curve is a parabola according equation (3.3.40). The I-V

characteristics for the pump connected to either a separately excited or a series motor are

shown in Figure 3.18. Point a) indicates the start of motor rotation, while b) indicates

the beginning of flow.
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Figure 3.17 Pump n-T characteristics and flowrate versus torque curve
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Figure 3.18 Motor-pump I-V characteristics.

Point b indicates begin of flow.

Point a indicates motor rotation start.
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3.3.5 TRNSYS Component of a Hydraulic System

In addition to the single input, the shaft torque, and the parameters listed below,

information about the pump performance at a given reference speed is also necessary to

run the pump component. Two separate files must be provided by the user containing

this information. The necessary data can be taken out of pump performance

characteristics provided by manufacturer (e.g. Figure 3.14). One of the files must

contain the head-capacity profile for a constant, i.e. reference speed. The user must

supply several data pairs out of the head-capacity curve and to generate a file called

"HEAD.DAT". The first row of this file must contain the number of data pairs. The

following rows should contain the data pairs starting with the flowrate in cubicmeters

per seconds followed by the head in meters. Flowrate and head must be separated by a

space or comma. The second file, named "EFF.DAT", consists of the efficiency-

capacity profile for a constant reference speed. Like the file "HEAD.DAT", the first

row contains the number of data pairs and the following rows contain the data. The

first column must be the flowrate followed by a space or comma and the efficiency.

The program fits a curve through these data using the method of Least Squares

[burden].

As shown in Figure 3.19, the outputs of the component are:

1.) n = speed[1/s]

2.) Tshaft = torque [Nm]

3.) Q = flowrate [m3/s]

4.) H = head [m]

5.) rl = efficiency
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6.) Phyd = water power [watts]

7.) Pmech = mechanical power [watts]

8.) Fail :1 = maximum pump speed is exceeded

:2 = newton method could not find reasonable solution

:3 = newton method did not converge within specified number of

iterations

:4 = selected pump is to small to match system, i.e. speed required to

provide flow is greater than the maximum permitted pump speed

If fail 3) occurs, the number of iterations needs to be increased in the component code.

The pump speed will not be limited to the maximum speed when the pump speed

exceeds the maximum pump speed, but the flowrate will be taken to be the flowrate at

maximum speed permitted.

If no information about the power at shutoff condition is available, Poff has to be set

equal to some negative number and it will be estimated. If it is available, it should be

the power at the same reference speed which the files "HEAD.DAT" and "EFF.DAT"

are based on. The constants k, and k2 are the constants according to equation (3.3.17).
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Tshaft

1

Hydraulic System

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

n Tshaft Q H TI Phyd Pmech Fail

Figure 3.19 Information flow diagram of the hydraulic system component

The parameters of the component are:

1.) ki = constant [im]

2.) k2 = constant [s2/m5]

3.) nref = reference speed [1f/sl

4.) nma, = maximum pump speed permitted [ifs]

5.) Poff = shutoff power at reference speed [watts]

6.) Qnom = nominal flowrate, the system is designed for [m3/hour]



Chapter 4

BATTERY STORAGE
AND

MAXIMUM POWER TRACKING

Many operations require a continuous supply of energy and therefore the need of

energy storage. A storage battery can be used for short term storage, that is for the use

of energy during night time and time periods with low insolation. For energy transfer

over long periods such as excess summertime solar energy to meet high wintertime

energy demand, a battery is not an efficient tool. If a battery is selected to store

photovoltaic energy, charge controllers are required to protect the battery from

overcharge and excessive discharge.

Maximum power point tracking is used to maximize the power output of the PV

array. This results in a reduction of expensive cell material and an increase in the

economic value of the system.

This chapter includes a description of models of a battery, charge controllers, and a

maximum power point tracker and a description of the TRNSYS components for these

components.

77
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4.1 BATTERY MODEL

The presented battery model is adopted from the already existing TRNSYS model [2]

used by Evans et al. This model of a lead-acid storage battery was modified to operate

with the components of a PV system presented in Chapter two and three. It provides a

relationship between voltage, current and the State of Charge (SOC) of the battery.

The model is a combination of the model developed by Shepherd [22] and that of

Zimmerman and Peterson [23] as recommended by Hyman [24]. The equivalent circuit

describing the isothermal DC battery cell behavior is shown in Figure 4.1.

I

disci

V

Figure 4.1 Equivalent circuit for a battery

The left leg is applicable on discharge and the right leg represents charge. The

extrapolated open voltages, Ec on charge and ED on discharge and the internal

resistances, RC and RD, as functions of depth of discharge, H, were introduced by

Shepherd. To take into account the behavior at very low current, Peterson and

Zimmerman introduced the diodes. The formulas relating voltage, V, as a function of
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current, I, and state of charge (or more precisely depth of discharge), are on discharge

V=VOC-VDI-GDH+IRSD( +QMDH)(4.1.1
_ HQM

and on charge

V=VOC+VDI -GCH+IRSC(1+QC H(4.1.2

kQM I
P)

where

QM

QcQD
mC,mD

RSC,RSD

H

GC,GD

= rated capacity of cell

= capacity parameters on charge, discharge

= cell type parameters which determine the shape of the I-V-capacity

characteristics

= internal resistances at full charge when charging, discharging

= fractional depth of discharge

= small-valued coefficients of H

The fractional state of charge of a battery can be expressed as the ratio of actual capacity

(Q = SOC) and rated capacity.

=_QQM

The fractional depth of discharge is then: H = 1 - F.

)

(4.1.3)
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The open circuit voltage may be expressed as

VC - Esc + ESD (4.1.4)
2

where Esc and ESD are the constant open circuit voltages, extrapolated from V versus I

curves on charge and discharge at fully charged battery. The voltage drop at the diodes

is characterized by

_ _1 n.III+1)
KDI \IDI (

where KDI and IDI are curve fitting parameters.

The internal resistances in equations (4.1.1) and (4.1.2) are expressed by Rsc and RSD

times the following term in brackets

R(H) = RS(C,D) 1 + mC,D H (4.1.6)QC,D H
QMH

When the cell is fully charged (H = 0), the internal resistance of the cell is equal to Rsc

or RSD. As discharge proceeds the internal resistance increases and thus the voltage

drop increases.

The I-V characteristics described by equations (4.1.1) and (4.1.2) for four different

state of charge levels are shown in Figure 4.2. The voltage scale is expanded for better

resolution.
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Figure 4.2 Lead acid battery I-V characteristics for a 250 ampere hour rated capacity, single cell at

different levels of state of charge (F in %)

At fixed H, the voltage increases almost linearly with the charge current and decreases

almost linearly with the discharge current. The effect of the diode is only significant at

low currents where the curves have an exponential behavior. The battery terminal

voltages on charge is higher than on discharge. The voltage decreases with decreasing

SOC.

The variation of SOC with respect of time may be determined on discharge:

dQ =with O 1<50 (4.1.7)
dt

I n
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and on charge

dQ =11 with I > 0 (4.18)
dt

where Q is the state of charge in ampere-hours and TI is the charging efficiency. The

charging efficiency takes into account that some of the charging current is wasted in

producing gas and various other losses. The efficiency is assumed to be constant.

The presented model does not include the effects of temperature, battery self

discharge and battery aging. Battery aging refers to the number of charge-discharge

cycles the battery has undergone. Self discharge can be neglected in PV applications

where the battery is continuously operated. The capacity loss due to self discharge is

equalized frequently by charging the battery with excess PV energy.

4.2 TRNSYS COMPONENT OF A BATTERY

The information flow diagram of the battery component is shown in Figure 4.3. The

only input of the component is the current. The equations presented in section 4.1 are

valid for a single battery cell. The battery may consist of several cells connected in

series and parallel to satisfy the voltage and current requirements of the load. The

relations between the current and voltage for a single cell and the entire battery are as

follows:
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IB,tot = CP IB,cel (4.2.1)

VB,tot = CS VB,cell (4.2.2)

where CP is the number of cells wired in parallel and CS is the number of cells wired in

series. CP and CS can be specified as parameters by the user. These relations are used

for all currents and voltages serving as input and outputs.

The output voltages VD and VC are the voltage limits on discharge and charge for

possible use in the charge controllers. The battery component does not limit any

operating condition. All the restrictions concerning the battery protection must be done

in the charge controllers. To avoid battery damage, the battery must be protected from

overcharge and deep discharge. Charging the battery to too high a voltage causes

gassing which reduces the charging efficiency and there is a danger of explosion from

the generated hydrogen and oxygen gases. In practice, one does not discharge a battery

below a certain voltage. Cell voltage decreases almost linearly with depth of discharge

until a point is reached where the voltage drops more rapidly and exhaustion of the cells

is reached. Further discharge is not economical and may result in permanent damage.

V C, and VD, have to be provided by the user for a single cell. Data are available in

battery handbooks or can be obtained from manufacturer. While VC is assumed to be

constant, a relation determining VD as a function of the discharge rate, as provided by

Hyman [24] can be used:

VD=ED-IIIRD (4.2.3)
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Q F P Poss I V VD Vc Ic

Figure 4.3 Information flow diagram of the battery component

The parameters of the components are

1.) QM [Ah]

2.) CP

3.) CS

4.) q

5.) VcVM

6 .) VD[V]

7.) IC,TOL

8.) Esc [V]

9.) ESD V]

10.) Gc

11.) GD

12.) Mc

13.) MD

14.) ED [V]

15.) RD [ohms]

16.) IDI [amps]

17.) KDI

18.) Qc [Ah]

19.) QD [Ah]

20.) Rsc [ohms]

21.) RSD [ohms]
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This relation is used if parameter 6) is set equal to a negative value. If a constant value

for VD is desired, parameter 6) has to be set equal to this constant value. The current I¢

corresponding to VC is an output and can be used by the charge controllers. The output

Ploss is the wasted energy during charge and is evaluated as

Ploss:=(1 - T)P (4.2.4)

where P is the input power to the battery.

Parameters 1 to 3 determine the size of the battery. The current IC has to be

evaluated numerically, since equation (4.1.2) is an implicit relation for the current.

Parameter 7 is an absolute tolerance which determines the accuracy of the evaluation of

Ic. The remaining parameters are battery dependent. A set of parameters for a lead

acid battery is provided in Appendix C. The parameters are taken from the TRNSYS

component code [2] and are originally from Hyman which he derived from data of

Vinal [25].

4.3 CHARGE CONTROLLERS

Charge control is inevitable when using battery for energy storage in PV systems. The

battery must be protected from overcharge and deep discharge or damage of the battery

may result. Two standard types of charge controllers have been modeled and will be

presented in the following sections: A simple voltage and SOC limiter for array and
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load shedding which is a series type charge controller. Secondly a more sophisticated

shunt type controller which has a multiple step control scheme.

SOC depends on many factors and is difficult to measure. Estimation of the state of

charge of a battery is usually done by sensing the battery terminal voltage. More

sophisticated controllers also have ampere-hour accumulators which provide a more

accurate picture of the state of charge of the battery [26],[6],[27]. Both controllers

presented in this thesis incorporate voltage sensing and ampere-hour accumulation.

The state of charge of the battery is actually evaluated in the battery component using

equations (4.1.6) and (4.1.7).

4.3.1 Series Type Charge Controller

The system configuration of a PV system with battery storage and a series type charge

controller is shown in Figure 4.4.

overvoltage undervoltage
protection protection

load

Figure 4.4 PV system with battery storage and a series type charge controller
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The controller consists of two main devices: the overvoltage protection and the

undervoltage protection. In the simplest version of this type of charge controller, as it

is implemented in the TRNSYS component, relays turn off the current to or from the

battery when it is necessary. When either the state of charge of the battery or the

voltage exceeds the charge limits specified by the user, the array will be disconnected

from the battery and the load. The upper limit for the voltage is the voltage at which

severe gassing occurs. The battery is then discharged through the load. On discharge,

the controller will disconnect the load from the battery when either the battery voltage

drops below the cutoff voltage or the state of charge is less then the allowed final state

of charge. The battery will then be recharged from the array. This strategy attempts to

keep the battery at the appropriate charge level rather than satisfying the load.

The diode between the array and the battery prevents the battery from being

discharged through the array during the night.

4.3.2 TRNSYS Component of a Series Type Charge

Controller

Besides the terminal battery voltage, VB, and the terminal battery current, IB , the

controller takes the fractional state of charge, F, the gassing voltage, VC, and the cutoff

voltage on discharge, VD, from the battery component. The information flow diagram

is shown in Figure 4.5
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VB IB F VC VD

1 2 3 4 5

Series Charge Controller

S2 3

VCELL VLOAD FAIL

Figure 4.5 Information flow diagram of the series type charge controller

The parameters of the component are:

1.) FD = discharge limit on state of charge

2.) Fc = charge limit on state of charge

3.) FDA = state of charge above battery can be discharged again after being

charged

4.) FCA = state of charge below battery can be charged again after being

discharged

5.) VDA = voltage above battery can be discharged again after being

charged [V]

6.) VCA = voltage below battery can be charged again after being

discharged [V]

7.) IB,MAX = maximum battery current permitted [amps]

8.) IB,MIN = minimum battery current permitted [amps]

9.) VDIODE = voltage drop at the diode [V]
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FD and Fc are the state of charge limits on charge and discharge. FDA, FCA, VDA, VCA

are constraints describing a dead band which prevents the controller from oscillating

between the operating states. When the battery voltage reaches the gassing voltage or

the upper limit of SOC, the battery will be discharged at least to the limits FCA and VCA

before it can be charged again.. The same is valid for the limits on discharge. These

limits have to be determined very carefully. The performance of the entire PV system

might suffer if the dead band is chosen to large, because the load might be disconnected

from the battery and the array longer than required. Setting the limits requires some

knowledge about the behavior of the entire system. The voltage limits VCA and VDA

must be specified for the entire battery and not just for one cell as it is the case for the

battery parameters VC and VD. The operating range of the battery and the dead bands

after charge and discharge are illustrated in Figure 4.6. The I-V curves for six different

SOC levels are shown. All the limits are chosen arbitrarily.

The outputs of the controller are the voltage to the PV array, VCELL and the voltage

to the load, VLOAD, and a message, FAIL, announcing possible failure operation

conditions. VCELL differs from VLOAD which is equal to the battery terminal voltage to

the voltage drop across the diode. The diode voltage drop is assumed to be constant

which is adequate for currents greater then milliamperes. For a silicon diode the

voltage drop is approximately 0.7 volts.

Fail equal to one means that the discharge current is greater than maximum current

permitted. Fail equal to two means that the maximum charge current of the battery is

exceeded. The controller does not constrain the current. The failure message is the

only precaution performed to inform the user that the battery or other system

components have been designed incorrectly.
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Figure 4.6 Illustration of the battery operation limits

To illustrate how a PV system, as shown in Figure 4.4, can be simulated using

TRNSYS, an information flow diagram can be drawn as shown in Figure 4.7. All the

important individual components and their interconnection are shown. The direction of

the information flow is indicated through arrows. The load could be any kind of

electrical load.
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I

Battery

Q F P Ploss I V VD VC IC

v

VB LB F VC VD

Series controller

Vcell Vload Fail

I

(D Tamb V Flag I V Mode

PV array Load

v I rI V

F- ~~~1~~~'

Icell Iload
add
IB

Figure 4.7 TRNSYS system configuration of a PV system including battery storage and a series

type charge controller
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In such a system,the operating voltage range is determined from the battery voltage.

Although the battery terminal voltage varies, as discussed earlier in this chapter, the

variation is relatively small. The battery acts almost like a voltage regulator. Therefore

the battery should be the first component of the PV system called from TRNSYS. The

charge controller receives the battery voltage and does the F and V checks as already

explained. In the normal operating mode, where the battery voltage and SOC are

within the limits, the controller does not interfere. The cell voltage differs from the

battery voltage by the magnitude of the voltage drop of the diode:

VCELL = VDIODE + VB (4.3.1)

The voltages shifted to the PV array and the load generate currents which are

transferred to a hypothetical device called add. This device determines the battery

current according to Kirchhoffs current law:

IB = ICELL - ILOAD (4.3.2)

Add can be realized in TRNSYS using the Equation card [2]. The current IB is then

returned to the battery and the process is continued until the convergence tolerance is

satisfied, and the operating point is found. When the battery reaches a charge level

which requires the disconnection of the load from the battery, the controller sets the

output V1oad equal to zero. That results in a battery current equal to the PV array current

indicating that the battery is now being charged from the array.
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On the other hand, if the battery is fully charged and the array needs to be disconnected,

the controller sets the output Vceiu to some negative value. The resulting battery current

is now equal to the negative load current, and the battery is being discharged from the

load.

4.3.3 Shunt Type Charge Controller

The shunt type charge controller discussed in this section differs fundamentally from

the series type controller presented above. The shunt type controller is a voltage

regulator rather than a voltage limiter as the series type controller is. Furthermore the

shunt type controller has its priority on satisfying the load rather than keeping the

battery on a high level of SOC. The system configuration including a PV array, a

battery, a shunt type controller, and a load is shown in Figure 4.8.

undervoltage

load

Figure 4.8 PV system with battery storage and shunt type charge controller
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The overvoltage protection consists basically of a dissipative device. When the battery

is fully charged or when the battery voltage would exceed the gassing voltage, the

current into the battery is reduced by shunting current through the overvoltage

protection branch. The power involved with this current is dissipated which is

technically realized using Zehner diodes, transistors, or a bank of resistances [26]. A

disadvantage is the generated heat in these power dissipation devices.

Deep discharge is prevented by disconnecting the battery from the load. When the

battery SOC or the cutoff voltage on discharge would be exceeded the current flow out

of the battery is turned off (see undervoltage protection in Figure 4.8). This is

equivalent to the operation of a direct coupled system, such as a system without battery

storage. The diode in the undervoltage protection device, acts as a valve and allows the

battery to be charged from the array when the array produces more energy than the load

requires, while the switch is turned off. This control scheme prefers satisfying the load

rather than recharging the battery.

4.3.4 TRNSYS Components of a Shunt Type Charge

Controller

The task of modeling the shunt type controller is realized in two different TRNSYS

components: part A and part B. At first the similarities of both components will be

described. In order to understand the selected inputs and outputs of these components

it is necessary to look at the configuration and the information flow of an entire PV

system as it is would be implemented in TRNSYS.
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Shunt Type Charge controller: Part A

The information flow diagram of the component is shown in Figure 4.9. The inputs

are the same as for the series type controller except for the two additional inputs Voad

and Guard. V1oad is the voltage taken from the load component, and Guard is a signal

received from the shunt controller part B.

VB VLOAD Guard IB

4
VCEL

4
VLOAD

4
Signal

VC VD

4
SV

Figure 4.9 Information flow diagram of the shunt type charge controller part A

The parameters of the component are:

1.) VDA [V]

2.) FD

3.) Fc

4.) FDA

5.) FCA

6.) VDIODE [V]

2 3 4 5 6 7

Shunt Charge Controller
Part A

2 3 4
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These parameters have already been explained for use in the series controller. VDIODE

stands for the voltage drop of both diodes incorporated in the controller.

The outputs are the voltage to the PV array, Vcell and the voltage to the load, Vload.

The remaining inputs are control signals: Signal is for possible use in the PV array and

the load, and SV is for the use in the shunt controller part B.

Shunt Type Charge controller: Part B

The inputs for this component are the battery current and voltage, IB and VB, the upper

limit on voltage and the corresponding current, VC and IC, and a control signal, SV, as

shown in Figure 4.10.

As outputs, the battery current, IB, a signal, Guard, the dissipated power, Pdiss,

and a failure message, Fail, have been selected. Fail reports if the battery current limits

are exceeded: Fail = 1 means that the maximum discharge current is exceeded and Fail

= 2 means the the maximum charge current is exceeded. As with the series controller,

the current will not be restricted to its limits. The failure message is the only precaution

taken to show the user that the battery or other system components have not been

properly designed.
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IB VB Ic Vc sV

2 3 4 5

Shunt Charge Controller
Part B
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lB
GGuard PPdiss 4

FAIL

Figure 4.10 Information flow diagram of the shunt type controller part B

The parameters of the components are:

1.) IB,MAX = maximum battery charge current permitted [amps]

2.) IB,1aN = minimum battery discharge current permitted [amps]

The information flow diagram of a PV system using the shunt controller is more

complex than that for the system using the series type controller. All the important

individual components and their interconnections are shown in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11 TRNSYS system configuration of a PV system including battery storage and a
shunt type controller
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Considering the normal operation mode (where the battery SOC and the battery

terminal voltage are within the specified limits) the current goes into the battery and the

resulting voltage is shifted to the controller part A. The voltage across the load has the

same magnitude as the battery voltage. In this case, the switch of the undervoltage

protection device is closed. The cell voltage differs from the battery voltage by the

magnitude of the voltage drop of the diode according to equation (4.3.1).

The voltages are shifted to the PV array and the load component and generate the

corresponding currents. These currents are transferred to the add device which

determines the battery current corresponding to equation (4.3.2). At the normal

operation code, the battery current is passed through the shunt controller part B and

returned to the battery component. The process described is iterative. Starting with an

initial guess, the iteration will continue until the convergence tolerance on all inputs is

satisfied and thus the operating point is found.

The shunt controller part A performs the checks opi F and the battery voltage.

Assuming the battery is being charged and the battery voltage would exceed the upper

limit on voltage or gassing voltage, VC. In this case the controller will switch to a

trickle charge mode. The voltage is reduced to VC by limiting the battery current to the

current corresponding to VC, which is Ic . Physically this is done by shunting current

through the overvoltage protection branch as explained above. In TRNSYS, this is

done by sending a signal, SV (SV = 3), to the controller part B. Controller part B sets

Ic which it takes from the battery equal to IB and returns this reduced current back to

the battery. It also evaluates the involved dissipated power which is

Pdiss = (IB - IC) VC (4.3.3)
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The trickle charge mode and power dissipation computation explains the inputs IC, Vc ,

and VB to the controller part B. Trickle charge of the battery is thus always being

performed with the current Ic . Since Ic will vary with SOC, the shunt controller is

comparable to a multi stage controller [nasa].

If the battery is further being charged, the controller remains in the trickle charge

mode until the battery is fully charged, and that the upper limit on SOC, Fc specified by

the user, is attained. Further charge would result in battery damage and must be

restricted. Again a signal, SV (SV = 2), is sent from the controller part A to part B

indicating this situation. Controller part B will limit the current to a very small

magnitude (0.1 amps) by dissipating the excess power. This current is so small that it

does not increase the SOC significantly. Once the battery is fully charged, it can only

be charged again without restrictions if SOC drops below FCA, as specified by the user.

When the battery SOC or the battery voltage would exceed the limits on discharge,

FD and VD, a signal, SV, is sent to the controller part B which sets the battery current

equal to zero. In this way the battery is disconnected from the load. This situation has

crucial consequences on existing information flow among the components. Since the

battery is "turned off', the situation represents a direct coupled system consisting of the

PV array and the load and an iteration must be performed between these components to

find the operating point of the system. Therefore controller part A sends a signal called

signal (signal = 1) to the array and the load component. In the array component, the

signal will invoke the convergence promoter which is necessary to run a direct coupled

system as discussed in Section 2.6. The effect of the signal in the load component is

that the input mode is switched from significant voltage input to significant current

input. The iteration procedure (controller A) ignores the battery voltage which would

be the open circuit voltage of the battery and takes the voltage from the load, increased
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by the diode voltage drop, as the output VCELL. The significant input to the load

component is now the current received from the cell. The resulting voltage is returned

to the controller part A. But before controller part A is called, the controller part B is

called from the TRNSYS executable program. This controller will receive a battery

current equal zero from the add device. Because Iload and Icell are identical, IB is

according equation (4.3.2), equal to zero. Therefore the battery will remain

disconnected and this operation mode will stay throughout the timestep.

Knowing the battery is discharged and needs to be charged, an effort is made to

charge the battery while still matching the load at the following timesteps. At the

beginning of the timestep the battery is reconnected and the normal operating mode is

used, except that the cell voltage is now the battery voltage plus twice the diode voltage

drop. The voltage across the load is also increased to the diode voltage drop, Vload

which is equal to the sum of VB and Vdiode. The controller part B, forced by a signal

(SV = 1) received from controller part A, checks on the battery current. If the current

turns out to be negative, meaning that the battery would be discharged, the battery

current is set equal to zero and a signal, Guard (Guard = 1), is send to controller part A

which switches the operation mode back to the direct coupled mode. Otherwise the

recent mode will stay until the battery SOC and the battery voltage attain the limits FDA

and VDA specified by the user.

To summarize the major decisions, the checks on F and V are done in the controller

part A. The controller part B models the valve at the undervoltage protection mode and

limits the current at the overvoltage protection mode. Both controllers communicate via

control signals.
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4.4 MAXIMUM POWER POINT TRACKING

The power output characteristics of a PV cell has a point where the power is at its

maximum magnitude. According to Figure 2.3, the maximum power point is close to

the knee of the I-V curve of the PV array. Operating the array at this point would

guarantee the highest efficiency and the maximum power output of the array. Since this

point varies with insolation and temperature, there will be a mismatch between load and

array at conditions other than design conditions. Maximum power tracking insures that

the array operates at the maximum power point at every instant for any given load.

Many strategies and control schemes have been devised to locate the maximum

power point. The most common strategies are based on maximizing the power output

of the array. Bucciarelli et al. [28] developed a tracker which is an electronic switching

regulator behaving as a dc-to-dc transformer with an adjustable input-to-output voltage

ratio. This ratio is determined by a microprocessor-based optimizing controller. The

controller continuously maintains PV array operation at the maximum power point by

measuring array power and adjusting the ratio using a hill climbing algorithm. The

maximum power point tracker (MPPT) can operate in four different modes with

efficiencies varying from 97% to 99%. Salameh [29] developed a MPPT based on the

same strategy, i.e. sensing the power output of the array and searching for the

maximum power point. The input-to-output voltage ratio is determined using an analog

circuitry based control strategy. A MPPT devised by Landsman [30] differs from those

mentioned above but obtains the same effect. The strategy is focused on maximizing

the power to the load rather than searching for the maximum power output of the array.

This is done by either maximizing the current or voltage to the load. This strategy
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allowed a simpler technical solution by using digital logic. The efficiency of this MPPT

is reported to be 96.7%.

The developed model of a MPPT component incorporates the basic idea of

maximum power tracking, that is, to find the input-to-output voltage ratio, N, such that

(4.4.1)N- Vcell
Vload

Assuming an ideal MPPT, the currents are related by

N - 'lad'cell (4.4.2)

That means the MPPT is treated as a black box containing basically these equations.

Figure 4.12 shows a system configuration including the array, the MPPT and a load.

In reality the MPPT is not ideal and has a certain efficiency. For simplification only

the current from the MPPT to the load is reduced by an efficiency factor, that is

N =Iload
Icell 11

where the efficiency is defined as

Pload
Pcell

(4.4.3)

(4.4.4)
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Figure 4.12 Basic maximum power point tracker configuration

The principle of maximum power point tracking is illustrated in Figure 4.13. The

original I-V curve modelled a Solarex MSX-30 module at an irradiation of 926.9 W/m2

and an ambient temperature of 17 'C. As a load, a fixed resistance of 20 ohms was

selected. The I-V curve with maximum power tracking was generated applying

equations (4.4.1) and (4.4.3) for each I-V pair on the original I-V curve with N = 0.72

and r = 0.97. The curve with constant power represents the curve at maximum power

reduced by the power loss in the MPPT. The maximum power point of the original

curve can be found by travelling along the constant power curve until it reaches the

point where the power line intersects with the load line (point b). That means that the

operating point of the system is now point b). Without maximum power tracking, the

system would operate at point a) and thus at a reduced power level.
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Effect of maximum power tracking on I-V curve. The operating points are indicated

by (a) and (b).

4.5 TRNSYS COMPONENT OF A MAXIMUM POWER

POINT TRACKER

The determination of the maximum power point of the PV array for any environmental

condition was already done in the PV array component (see Chapter 2.5). The task for

the MPPT component is then simply finding the ratio to adjust the current and voltage at

maximum power point to the load condition. The inputs to the component are therefore

the current and voltage at maximum power point, IMp and VMP and the load voltage,

Vload, as shown in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14 Information flow diagram of the maximum power point tracker component

To accelerate the iterative process in finding N, and to assure convergence, a

convergence promoting algorithm is included in the component. The convergence

promoter is used when running a system without battery storage. Since the operating

voltage is within a small range as determined by the battery voltage when running a

system with battery, a solution is found after a few iterations using successive

substitution. The input Mode fixes the desired operation mode. Mode equal to zero

means that the convergence promoter is turned off otherwise it is turned on.

The only parameter of the component is the MPPT efficiency, which is assumed to

be constant over the entire operating range. The outputs are the current for use in the

load component and the input-to-output voltage ratio, N.



Chapter 5

SYSTEM ANALYSIS

Chapters two, three and four treated the mathematical models of the individual

components of a PV system. The theory of these models were discussed and I-V

curves describing their electrical behavior were generated. This chapter treats the

characteristics of the entire PV systems. The intention is to discuss the behavior of PV

systems in general and to point out some typical features. It is not intended to provide

detailed parametric studies or optimization studies. It is demonstrated how information

flow diagrams of the PV systems can be constructed to run TRNSYS simulations.

Hints on how to use TRNSYS are given. Firstly, direct-coupled systems are

discussed using motor loads as representative examples. Secondly, systems with

battery storage are examined. Finally the effect of maximum power point tracking on

both kinds of systems is studied.

5.1 DIRECT COUPLED SYSTEMS

PV systems, where loads are directly coupled to the PV array, i.e. without power

conditioning devices or battery storage, are called direct-coupled systems. These

systems are in use for cases where the load profile follows the solar radiation profile.

107
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The most common application are water pumping systems. Irrigation of farmland can

be done during the day when solar energy is available.

Two motor load applications are examined: a motor ventilator load and a motor

centrifugal pump load. The two developed DC-motor models are compared by

simulation and evaluated.

Motor-ventilator load

The behavior of direct-coupled systems can be examined by superimposing the PV

array I-V curves on the load I-V curves. For the same ventilator-motor combinations,

presented in Chapters 3.3.1, 3.3.2, and 3.3.4, the I-V curves are shown in Figure 5.1.

="1:

5..

seraratelv excited

tor

0 25 50 75 100 125 150

voltage [volts]

Figure 5.1 I-V characteristics of a PV generator and DC motor-fan loads (separateley excited and

series motor); Solarex MSX-30 array (7 modules in series, 6 modules in parallel);

conditions are those in Chapter 3
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The PV array I-V curves correspond to the day time conditions as indicated. These are

the same conditions at which the motor n-T curves (Figures 3.3 and 3.5) were

conducted. The data of the array, the motors, and the ventilator are listed in Appendix

C. The system operates where the array curves and the load curves intersect. The

separately excited motor starts rotation earlier than the series motor. The task of system

design is to operate the load close to the maximum power points of the PV array.

Although both motor curves do not follow the line of the maximum power points of the

PV array curves, the separately excited motor behaves better. Most of the time, the

operating points of this motor are much closer to the maximum power point than the

series motor operating points. This is especially true at low radiation levels.

The system can be optimized by selecting the number of modules in series and in

parallel so that the load matches the maximum power points of the array most often

throughout the year. This is a difficult task because the location of the power points

depend on temperature and irradiation varying with time. However, one design criteria

is to match the maximum power point at an irradiance of approximately 800 W/m2.

Motor-pump load

The electrical behavior of the motor-centrifugal pump load is similar to the motor-

ventilator load. In Figure 5.2, the I-V characteristics of a PV array and the motor pump

loads are shown. The data for the series and separately excited motor and the pump are

the same as used in Chapter three. The PV array I-V curves are obtained at a constant

cell temperature of 25 'C and at five different insolation levels.
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Figure 5.2 I-V characteristics of a PV generator and a centrifugal pump driven by a separately
excited and a series motor. Kyocera module (14 modules in series, 10 modules in
parallel); Tcell = 25°C at five insolation levels

The separately excited motor is more compatible with the array than the series

motor. The power requirements and hence the irradiance to start the motor and to

provide flow are less for the separately excited motor than for the series motor. The

power required to deliver water depends on the static head of the pumping system; less

static head requires less power.

Both motors are compared by running a daily and a yearly simulation at Madison,

Wisconsin. The daily simulation was done for the first of June using TMY weather

data. The delivered water versus the time of the day for both motor combinations is

shown in Figure 5.3. The TRNSYS decks, containing the data of the system

components, are listed in Appendix B.
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Figure 5.3 Daily volume of pumped water for two different motor-pump combinations.

In Madison, Wi, on June 1st.

As it is expected, the separately excited motor delivers more water in the early

morning and the late afternoon. The difference is not significant in the middle of the

day where the motors supply approximately the same flowrate. Considering the entire

day, the separately excited motor delivered approximately 20% more water than the

series motor.

Regarding a yearly period, the trend is the same. Figure 5.4 shows the flowrate

versus time graph for the TMY year in Madison, Wi. The water pumped using the

separately excited motor is about 24% more than the water pumped using the series

motor.
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Figure 5.4 Yearly volume of pumped water for two different moto-pump combinations

Location: Madison, Wi

5.2 SYSTEMS INCLUDING BATTERY STORAGE

This section considers systems where the battery is connected in parallel to the PV array

and to the load as shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.8. The operating voltage of such a

system depends on the I-V characteristics of all involved components, that is the PV

array, the battery, and the load. Since all components are wired in parallel, the voltage

across their terminals must be the same for all components (neglecting the voltage drop

across the diode). The operating voltage is determined at the voltage where Kirchhoff s

current law is satisfied. There is only one voltage where this is the case. Depending on

I
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the insolation level, the battery is on charge or discharge for a given load profile. If the

irradiance is large enough, excess energy can be used to charge the battery. Figure 5.5

illustrates the operating conditions for a system with battery on charge.

I

Fiu

Figure 5.5

IcA
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voltage [volts]

Illustration of the operation of a PV system including PV array, battery on charge

and a separately excited motor-fan load. Battery: lead acid; rated 250 Ah, 50 cells in

series, SOC = 100%. PV module: Solarex MSX-30; 7 modules in series, 6 modules in

parallel, at 963 W/m2 and ambient T = 16.70 C

The operating voltage is given at the voltage where the difference between the array

current and the load current is exactly equal to the current into the battery.
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Figure 5.6 Illustration of the operation of a PV system including PV array, battery on discharge
and a separately excited motor-fan load. Battery: lead acid; rated 250 Ah, 50 cells in
series, SOC = 100%. PV module: Solarex MSX-30; 7 modules in series, 6 modules in
parallel, at 319 W/m 2 and ambient T = 13.91C

The situation for discharge is shown in Figure 5.6. The battery I-V curve is drawn

in the first quadrant for better illustration. Corresponding to the chosen current sign

convention for the battery component in Chapter four, the battery I-V curve would be

located in the fourth quadrant. Figure 5.6 shows the situation where the array current

cannot match the load within the voltage range of the battery. To make up the

difference between the load and the array current, the battery current is necessary. The

operating voltage is determined where the load current is equal to the sum of array and

battery current.

For a given fixed motor I-V curve, the operating voltage is nearly determined by the

battery terminal voltage. The battery acts like a voltage regulator and can be used to

I
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operate the PV array close to its maximum power points. This can be accomplished by

selecting the proper number of battery cells in series so that the battery I-V curves

match the maximum power line of the PV array, as shown in Figure 5.7.

F,

Figure 5.7
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I-V characteristics of a PV generator, a lead acid battery (charge and discharge), and a

separately excited motor-centrifugal pump. Kyocera module: 14 modules in series, 10

modules in parallel. Battery: rated 250 Ah, 105 cells in series, 5 cells in parallel. Cell

temperature = 25°C

The operating range of the system is determined by the largest battery voltage, that is

when the battery voltage is fully charged and the gassing voltage is reached, and by the

smallest voltage permitted, that is the cutoff voltage on discharge. The I-V

characteristics of the battery vary with SOC and the battery voltage depends on the

charge or discharge current. On the other hand, the maximum power line changes with
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radiation and temperature. Therefore an exact match between battery and load can

generally not be attained. A proper design, however, of the entire system may result in

a good utilization of the PV array.

If storage is necessary, water storage is commonly used for water pumping

systems. Battery storage might be appropriate when pumping is required in large

quantities or when pumping is required by a fixed quantity per hour or per day. A

battery can improve system performance at large system static heads requiring a high

insolation level to provide flow. The battery can be designed to operate above the knee

of the pumping system I-V curve, i.e above the point where flow begins. This

guarantees a continuous flow.

The performance of a water pumping system with battery storage is shown in

Figures 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10. The daily solar radiation variation and duty cycles of the

battery for 48 hours are shown in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8 Solar radiation and SOC of battery curves
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The battery was permitted to operate between full charge (F = 1) and 70% SOC (F

= 0.7) using the shunt type charge controller. The battery SOC follows the variation of

irradiance. Starting at lam, the battery is being discharged until the radiation level is

high enough to charge the battery. At hour 13, the battery is fully charged and the

excess energy is dumped.

In Figures 5.9 and 5.10, the performance of the system is illustrated comparing the

series and the shunt type charge controller. The pumped water versus time is plotted in

Figure 5.9. The amount of pumped water per hour changes a little and is within the

range of approximately 13 to 17 cubicmeters per hour, except at hours from 27 to 31.

At that time the battery reaches the discharge limit. In this case, the series controller

disconnects the motor from the battery and the battery is on charge mode. At hour 32,

the battery is charged enough to reconnect the load. When using the shunt controller,

the battery reaches the discharge limit at hour 28. In contrast to the series controller,

the shunt controller disconnects the battery from the load while it is still attempted to

match the load. At this operating stage, however, there is only enough solar energy

available to provide flow at hour 31. At hour 32, the radiation level permits matching

the load and charging the battery again.

Figure 5.10 is a plot showing the battery fractional SOC versus time of both charge

controllers. The advantage of the modeled charge controllers is obvious regarding the

control strategy when the battery becomes fully charged. The series controller

disconnects the array from the battery and the battery is discharged by the load. On the

other hand, the shunt controller is still connected to the system bus and stays on charge

receiving a small charge current. The result is that the battery stays on a higher charge

level than is the case for the series controller which has also the effect that the
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Figure 5.9 Volume of flowrate versus time for the series type and shunt type charge controller
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Figure 5.10 Battery SOC versus time for the series type and the shunt type controller
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operating voltage is higher and hence the pump provides more flow (hours 13 to 15).

The jump in flowrate and F at hour 17 is due to the fact that the battery SOC is

discharged below the deadband limit after being fully charged and is then on charge

again.

5.3 SYSTEMS WITH MAXIMUM POWER TRACKING

The performance of some direct-coupled PV systems can be improved immensely using

a MPPT. Because of the mismatch between the load I-V curve and the array I-V curve

discussed in Section 5.1, the maximum power tracker will assure that the PV array

always operates at its maximum power point. The results from a comparison of a water

pumping system including a MPPT and the direct-coupled system is shown in Figure

5.11. A separately excited motor was used to drive the centrifugal pump. The

maximum power tracked system provided a total of 8.3% more water than the direct-

coupled system for the 1st of June using TMY data. The MPPT efficiency was

assumed to be 97% efficiency and the system data are listed in Appendix C. A printout

of the TRNSYS deck is listed in Appendix B.
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Figure 5.11 Flowrate versus time for a direct-coupled motor-pump load and with maximum power
tracking. Location: Madison, Wi.

Using a MPPT in systems with battery storage, the effectiveness is rather low.

This is due to the fact that such a system, if designed properly, already operates close to

the maximum power points of the array. Improvement requires a MPPT with a very

high efficiency. Figure 5.12 shows the results for a yearly simulation of a battery

system with and without MPPT. The system with MPPT yielded only an increase of

approximately 1% pumped water. The simulation provides rather an ideal situation.

The temperature effects on the battery performance is not considered in the battery

model. For example, a battery exposed to the environment could experience,

I()
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depending on the site, a large temperature variation. In reality the mismatch of the load,

battery and the PV characteristics is larger than the simulated one and a MPPT might be

more effective.
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Figure 5.12 Results from yearly simulations of a system with battery storage, with and without

maximum power tracking
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5.4 TRNSYS System Information Flow Diagrams

A brief introduction of TRNSYS has been given in Chapter one, and some comments

about how a TRNSYS deck has to be constructed to run a simulation has been made in

Chapter four. In this section some additional explanations and suggestions are

presented.

All the components of the system and the information flow between the components

are specified in the deck. The information flow can be visualized drawing the

information flow diagram. As an representative example for direct-coupled systems, a

system including a PV array, a motor, and a fan are chosen. The information flow

diagram of this system is shown in Figure 5.13. Only the important inputs describing

the information flow are shown. Not shown is the data reader component and the solar

radiation processor component. The data reader is used to make the meteorological data

available to the simulation. Because the solar radiation is usually given for a horizontal

surface at hourly intervals, the solar radiation processor may be used to estimate

insolation on up to four surfaces of either fixed or variable orientation, according to

established methods [2],[31]. The solar radiation processor also interpolates the data

for timesteps shorter than the timestep for which data are available. The first input of

the PV array is the irradiation which is taken from the solar radiation processor. The

ambient temperature is taken directly from the data reader.
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Figure 5.13 TRNSYS system configuration of a PV system including a PV array, a DC motor

and a fan

Irradiation and temperature are the forcing variables for the simulation. For a given

set of irradiance and temperature, the TRNSYS executable program calls the individual

components sequentially and performs the previously described iterative process to find

the solution. A solution is found when the change of all inputs from the previous and

the current iteration is less than a specified tolerance. TRNSYS then moves on to the

next timestep and repeats this procedure for a different set of irradiance and

temperature.
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The calling sequence of the individual components has to be specified in the

TRNSYS deck. In the case of the system in Figure 5.13 the calling sequence is as

follows: the PV array is called first and the current is evaluated given an initial voltage

guess and the weather data. The current is transferred to the motor component. As

already explained in Chapter 3.3.3, a recyclic subloop between the motor and the fan is

involved. This subloop can be forced by using the TRNSYS loop command (see

sample decks in Appendix B). The motor and the fan are called until the speed, the

torque, and the voltage, corresponding to the current from the array, are determined.

The voltage is returned to the array and provides a new guess resulting in a new

current.

TRNSYS provides a tool called the accelerator, which promotes convergence and

accelerates the described iterative process. This accelerator should not be used in

simulating the PV systems. Convergence promoting algorithms are included in the PV

array component and the motor component; an additional convergence promoter would

interfere and might lead to erroneous results.

Replacing the fan by the hydraulic system component allows the simulation of the

direct-coupled water pumping system. In the case of a resistance load, the motor fan

components are simply replaced by the resistance component. The information flow

diagram for such a system is simpler because the subloop can be omitted.

Information flow diagrams for systems with battery storage were shown and

explained in Chapter four. It remains to be said that if simulating motor loads, the load

component shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.11 can be replaced by the motor and pump

component.
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A MPPT can be included and connected as it shown in Figure 5.14. The voltage

from any load is now input to the MPPT, instead to the PV array, and the current to the

load has to be taken from the MPPT. For a system with battery storage, the voltage

from the charge controller would be input to the MPPT.

Tamb V Flag

PV array
Vmp Imp

Imp Vmp Vload Mode

MPPT

I Ratio

t 

I
Iv n Tshaft Mode

DC Motor
v Tshaft

Tshaft

Hydraulic system
n Tpump

Figure 5.14 TRNSYS system configuration of a PV system including a PV array, a DC motor, a

pump, and a maximum power tracker.
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Finally, some suggestions about the convergence tolerance and the number of

iterations permitted to find the solution are presented bellow. The tolerance can be

specified by the user. The accuracy of the simulation and the length of the simulation,

i.e. the number of iterations required to find the operating point depends on the chosen

tolerance. For all simulations performed using the developed PV system components,

a relative tolerance of 0.001 provided a satisfactory tradeoff between accuracy and

amount of iterations and is recommended. The number of allowed iterations also can

be specified by the user. Simulating direct-coupled systems with a resistive load, a

limit of 30 iterations was never exceeded. For motor loads this number has to be

increased, because of the involved subloop. A total number of about 60 iterations is

suggested and the motor subloop should be allowed to iterate 30 times. The limit has to

be increased again when simulating battery systems. Systems including the shunt type

controller requires more iterations because control decisions made during the timestep

might completly change the operating situation of the system. For instance, if the

battery reaches the discharge limit, the controller disconnects the battery from the load,

which is then equivalent to a system without battery, i.e. the operating point has to be

determined between array and load. A limit of 200 iterations is proposed for these

systems. Care must be taken in setting the charge controller limits. If the deadband

limits are not chosen properly, the controller might oscillate and TRNSYS may not

converge.



Chapter 6

SIMULATION AND COMPARISON

To validate the developed computer models, a comparison between TRNSYS

simulations and experimental data has been made. Simulations of a direct-coupled

water pumping system and a water pumping system with maximum power tracking are

compared to experiments conducted at the Florida Solar Energy Center (FSEC) [32].

The data are from a series of experiments of different system configurations

conducted at FSEC. Two system configurations were selected and compared with

computer simulations. System A consists of a centrifugal pump driven by a 1/2 hp, 36

volt DC permanent magnet motor operated from a single-axis passive sun tracking

array. System B consists of the same centrifugal pump-motor combination operated

from a fixed array coupled to a MPPT.

The arrays in both system configurations have the same maximum power rating,

but are configurated differently. For system A, three modules are connected in series

and two modules are connected in parallel. For System B, all six modules are wired in

series. The head versus flow rate characteristics of the pump-motor combination were

given for a range of operating voltages. In order to run the simulations, the pump

performance data had to be made compatible with the requirements of the TRNSYS

component of a hydraulic system. The required data for this component are head-flow
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rate and efficiency-flow rate data pairs at a chosen reference speed. The motor

parameters were also not given explicitly. The series resistance could be obtained from

the slope of the pump-motor I-V curve and the motor constant could be obtained

applying the motor relations presented in Chapter 3 to the rated motor values.

The system head-flow rate profile is shown in Figure 6.1. The system head

consists only of a dynamic head, i.e. the water was just circulated through a circuit.

The Figure shows the measured system head profile and a fitted curve approximating

the measured data according to equation (3.3.16). The constants of this equations were

determined to be k1 = 0.118 and k2 = 4.9e6. The nature of the polynomial described

by equation (3.3.16) does not allow the intersection with the Q axis if the head has to

be restricted to positive values. Hence, the fitted curve does not match accurately at the

region where flow begins. The difference between the curves becomes significant at

flow rates greater than 0.0012 m3. Since the pump was operated below this point, the

curve fit is a good approximation to the measured curve.
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Figure 6.1 System head profile. The measured and the fitted profiles are shown
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The experiments were conducted over a period of one day. Figure 6.2 shows the

irradiance profiles of the two different systems at that day. The ambient temperatures

were not available. It is assumed a temperature range from 26'C in the morning to 32'C

at noon, typical for the location (Cape Canaveral, Fl) and the season of the year

(August) at which the experiments were conducted.
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Figure 6.2 Daily irradiance profiles of the simulated systems

Additional assumptions had to be made about the array parameters, gIsc, gtvoc, NCS,

TCNOCrT, TANOCxzrCT, and the static friction and the viscous friction components,

Cstt and Cvic of the motor torque loss relation. All the data of the system components

as used in the simulations are listed in Appendix D.
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Strategy of the Simulations

First System A is simulated using the data and assumptions stated above. Since the

uncertainty involved in reading the data from the given graphs and the inaccuracy

involved in assuming the parameters which were not available, a parametric study is

conducted to investigate the effect of the assumed parameters on the performance of the

system. Once the trends of the simulations in comparison to the experimental data are

known for System A, System B can be studied and the performance of the modelled

MPPT in comparison to the real device can be evaluated.

System A

A system can be examined looking at the performance of its individual components and

looking at its overall performance. At first the PV array is examined comparing the

measured and the predicted maximum power output. Then the entire system is

examined studying flow rate , head and the pump-motor efficiency.

The model of the PV array has already been proven to simulate the I-V

characteristics accurately [3]. The maximum power point is an appropriate parameter to

evaluate the model, since maximum power output is independent of the connected load.

Figure 6.3 shows the measured and the predicted maximum power output during the

day. There is almost no difference between the predicted and the measured values in

the morning and the late afternoon. The difference is significant between hours 13 to

15 and was a maximum of 4.5% at hour 13. The simulation provided, however, rather

conservative results. The mismatch at the hours with large radiation and high

temperatures might be due to an incorrect assumption of the NOCT temperature or the

actual ambient temperature. An effect of a change of the assumed parameters kiqsc and

voc could not be observed as it is shown in Figure 6.4.
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The performance of the entire system is illustrated in Figures 6.5-7. The

simulations were run using two sets of motor parameters. Thus the eventual

uncertainty involved in reading the data from the graphs can be explained. The shape

of the measured as well as the shape of the predicted curve are smiliar. At the first hour

and the last hour where solar radiation is incident, the simulations yield larger quantities

of pumped water than the experiment. This might be due to the mismatch of the

measured and the fitted system head-flow rate profile at low system head, as shown in

Figure 6.1. The effect of the motor parameters is apparent. The curve indicated as

estimated-1 was simulated using a series resistance of 0.43 ohms and a motor constant

of 0.188 Vs obtained from the given data. For the curve indicated as estimated-2, a

series resistance of 0.59 ohms and a motor constant of 0.173 Vs was used. The

different motor constants result also in different pump head-flow rate and head-

efficiency characteristics, since the data were given in a form where the motor and the

pump were considered as one unit. Increasing the internal resistance decreases the

motor pump performance. The daily difference of pumped water between the measured

data and the simulated data of estimated-1 is approximately 2.5% while the largest

difference is 6% observed at hour 13. The simulated curves provided rather

conservative results. The same trends can be observed looking at the total head

developed during the day and the daily motor-pump efficiencies as shown in Figure 6.6

and 6.7. Increasing the series resistance of the motor causes a shift of the motor-pump

I-V curve towards the I axis, i.e. away from the maximum power point of the array.

The system is then operated within a region of reduced motor-pump efficiency and

therefore less hydraulic power can be developed, i.e. less flow and less head. Thus

the conclusion can be drawn that the mismatch between the measured flow and the

simulated flow (estimated-i) can be due to the use of an inaccurate value of the motor
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parameters. Another factor might be that the PV array model predicted less maximum

power than the real array. However, the results of the simulated performance of the

water pumping system is quite good. As mentioned above the predicted daily flow was

2.5% less than the measured flow.
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Figure 6.5 Daily flow rate measured and estimated. Estimated - 1: Ra = 0.43 ohms,

kO = 0.188 Vs; Estimated - 2: Ra = 0.59 ohms, kO = 0.173 Vs
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Figure 6.7 Motor-pump efficiency, measured and estimated. Estimated - 1: Ra = 0.43 ohms,

k4 = 0.188 Vs. Estimated - 2: Ra = 0.59 ohms, ko = 0.173 Vs
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System B

The only difference in the system configuration to the system above is the addition of a

MPPT. Therefore the analysis of this system is concentrated on evaluating the

developed MPPT model.

The flow rate versus time of the day curves for the real system and the simulated

system are shown in Figure 6.8. The shape of both curves is again of the same quality.

The MPPT model predicted higher flow rates than the real system except for the time

from noon to 3pm. The reason for that can be found looking at the MPPT efficiency of

the real system as shown in Figure 6.9. At low insolation levels, the efficiency of the

real MPPT drops from about 93% at high insolation levels drastically to approximately

35%. At low insolation levels, the intersection of the load I-V curve with the array I-V

curve is further away from the maximum power point of the array than at high

insolation levels. The input-to-output voltage ratio is in this case much greater than

one, which a real MPPT cannot handle without sacrificing efficiency. The efficiency of

the MPPT model was assumed to be 93% over the entire voltage range. The MPPT

model overestimates the performance of the system because of its ideally behavior. The

predicted flow rate is 9.7% higher than the measured flow rate.
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSIONS
AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 CONCLUSIONS

The Computer Models

The objective of this research is to develop detailed computer models which are capable

of accurately simulating real PV system components accurately. The performance of

the PV array model, the DC motor model and the hydraulic system model has been

validated by a comparison with experimental data. The results of the simulation of the

direct-coupled system's daily flow is within 2.5% of the real system. The maximum

power point tracker model has been found to overestimate, by 9.7%, the performance

of the compared PV system because of its ideally modelled behavior.

The developed models built a framework of the basic components of stand-alone

PV systems including battery storage. The models are capable of simulating the

performance over the entire operating range of the system including motor and pump

starting conditions.
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The modularity of TRNSYS facilitates parametric studies easily so that the

performance of the individual components and their effects on the entire system can be

examined in detail.

The PV Systems

Direct-coupled systems can be used for applications where the need for energy coincide

with the daily appearance of solar energy. The studied motor-fan and motor-pump

combinations showed that the separately excited motor is more compatible to the PV

array than the series motor.

Maximum power tracking can lead to significant performance enhancements for

direct-coupled systems, where the mismatch between load and PV array I-V curves is

large. For well matched systems the effectiveness of a maximum power tracker is low

or might even decrease the performance due to its non ideal behavior.

A battery acts like a voltage regulator when it is continuously connected to the

system bus and can be used to operate the PV array close to the loci of maximum power

points. Since the battery voltage varies little with state of charge and battery current,

maximum power point tracking may not be very effective. The more sophisticated

shunt type charge controller yields a better performance of the PV system than the

simple series type charge controller.
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7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

As mentioned above, the basic models of PV stand alone systems have been developed.

TRNSYS facilitates the implementation of user written components. Thus users can

expand the developed models to any load model or other components, respecting the

rules described in the previous Chapters.

Further work would include the development of PV system components modeling

AC applications such as the operation with the utility grid, developing DC-AC

converters, or other AC load components.

The temperature effect on battery performance was not considered. Including the

temperature effect will improve the accuracy of battery modeling and should be subject

of future research.

The ideal behavior of the MPPT model could be improved by adjusting the MPPT

efficiency with the input-to-output voltage ratio of the MPPT instead of assuming a

constant efficiency.

The array configuration, i.e. the modules wired in series and in parallel, is fixed

throughout the simulation. The possibility of changing the configuration during a

simulation may improve the PV system performance. The array series-parallel

configuration could be-adjusted in a way so that the locus of the maximum power point

matches with the I-V curve of the load. This would also improve the control strategy of

the series type charge controller. Trickle charge of the battery would be possible by

partially shedding the array instead of disconnecting the entire array from the battery.



Appendix A

COMPONENTS

PV Array

SUBROUTINE TYPE62(TIME,XN,OUT,T,DTDTPARINFO)
C Version from: 11/16/89

C ------------------------------------------------
C This subroutine represents a four parameter model of
C a Photovoltaic array. It is capable to predict the
C complete current-voltage characteristic over the entire
C operating voltage range of a flat-plate, non-sunconcen-
C trated collector. While a series resistance is taken
C into account, a shunt resistance is assumed to be infinite
C and thus neglected in the model.
C A routine is implemented which determines the voltage and
C current at maximum power point.
C The operating current is found for a given voltage,
C irradiance and ambient temperature as input.
C An option is provided to evaluate the series resistance with
C the bisection method, if not given as input.
C To overcome convergence problems which appear when simul-
C ating direct coupled systems, a bisection method type of
C convergence promotion is included. It is turned off, if
C input FLAG is equal zero.

C**** Definition of the variables:
C**** TRNSYS specific variables:
C XN input array
C OUT = output array
C PAR == parameters
C TIME = simulation time
C T,DTDT == not used in this component
C S = storage array
C NSTORE == dimension of S
C IAV == pointer within S
C ISTORE == index
C INFO == array to use TRNSYS internal information
C****' component specific variables:
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C A == completion factor
C AREA = collector area [mA2]
C CURRENT = function called current
C DUMMY == auxiliary variable for convergence promotion
C EFFREF = reference max. power efficiency
C EG = bandgap energy [eV]
C FF==fill factor
C FIRST == auxiliary variable; allows that at first timestep
C with solar radiation, V = VMP, otherwise the first
C guess for V is V from the previous timestep
C FLAG == switch: if FLAG=1 then convergence promotion is on
C if FLAG=0 then convergence promotion is off
C GAM =curve fit factor
C I == current [amps]
C IL == light current [A]
C ILR = reference light current [A]
C IMP==current at max. power [A]
C IMR == reference current at max. power [A]
C 1O == reverse saturation current [A]
C IOR == dito at reference [A]
C ISC == short circuit current [A]
C ISCR = dito at reference [A]
C MEMO = memorizer if convergence promotion is on or off
C MISC == temperature coefficient: short circuit current [A/K]
C MVOC = temperature coefficient: open circuit voltage [V/K]
C N == pointer to a relative address in program
C NP == number of modules in parallel
C NS == number of modules in series
C P == power[W]
C PMAX-= power [W]
C QBZ == electron charge/Boltzmann constant [C*K/J]
C TA == ambient temperature [Kelvin (K)]
C TANOCT = ambient temperature at NOCT [K]
C TAUAL = transmittance-absorptance product
C TC == cell temperature [K]
C TCR == reference cell temperature [K]
C TCNOCT == cell temperature at NOCT [K]
C SUN == irradiance [W/mA2]
C SUNR == reference irradiance [W/mA2]
C SUNNOCT= = irradiance at NOCT [K]
C V == voltage [volts]
C VMP == max. power point voltage [V]
C VMR reference max. power point voltage [V]
C VOC == open circuit voltage [V]
C UTIL == utilization of the array: ratio of actual power to max. power
C**** variables used to determine the series resistance
C ANEW,ALOW, AUP == A is the completion factor, the indexes
C stands for the limits: lower and upper, and for the current value: new
C FNEW,FLOW, FUP == objective functions: at the interval
C limits and at the current value
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C GAMNEWGAMLOWGAMUP == curve fit factor: at the interval
C limits and at the current value
C IONEW,IOLOWIOUP = saturation current: at the interval
C limits and at the current value
C RS,RSNEW,RSLOW,RSUP == series resistance: at the interval
C limits and at the current value

C**** variables used in operating current calculation
C F == objective function for Newton's method
C FPRIME == first derivative of F
C IOLD,INEW == iteration variables

C**** variables used in maximum power evaluation
C F1 == objective function
C FiP ==- first derivative of F1
C IMXO,IMXN == iteration variables

C**** declaration of the variables:
IMPLICIT NONE
REAL XIN, OUT,PAR,TIME,T,DTDT,S
REAL I,CURRENT,V,IO,IORTA,
& A,QBZ,GAM,IL,ISC,TC,VOC,NS,NP,
& ISCR,VOCRTCR,SUNR,VMR,IMR,MISC,EG,
& ILR,SUNSERCELL, TCNOCTTANOCT,SUNNOCr,
& AREATAUALEFFREF,IMP, VMP,P,PMAX,MVOC,
& UTlnVMI, VMAVOLD,FF
REAL ANEW,ALOW,AUPFNEW,FLOW,FUPGAMNEW,GAMLOWGAMUP,
& IONEWJOLOW, IOUPRSRSNEWRSLOW,RSUP
REAL IOLD,INEW,F,FPRIME
REAL IMXO,IMXN,F1,F1P

INTEGER INFO,FLAG,DUMMYISTORENSTORE,IAVMEMO,N, FIRST
DIMENSION XIN(4), OUT(10), PAR(18), INFO(10)

COMMON /STORE/NSTOREJAV,S(5000)
C**** store is used to store values from previous timestep

COMMON /ARRAY/ GAMTC,QBZ,ILIORSIMP
C**** array is used to transfer data to function 'current'

COMMON /PARAM/ SERCELL, TCRIMR,VMR,ISCR,VOCR,MVOC,MISCEG
C**** param is used to transfer data to subroutine 'series'

C--------------------------------------------------
C**** Set inputs

SUN=XIN(1)/3.6
TA=XIN(2)
V=MN(3)
FLAG=XJN(4)

***in this section a couple of checks on the inputs are performed. This is done at C****' the second and
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following calls in timestep
IF(INFO(7).GT.0)THEN

DUMMY=INT(S(ISTORE+3))
MEMO=INT(S(ISTORE+4))
N=INT(S(ISTORE+5))

C**** all calculations are being scipped during time periods with no insolation
IF(SUN.EQ.0.)THEN

V=0.

1=0.
C**** jump to the output section of the program

GOTO 1000
ELSE

C**** check on operation mode
IF(FLAG.EQ.0)THEN

C**** convergence promotion is off if voltage is negative in system with battery C**** storage, cell is
disconnected, i.e. output is zero current

IF(V.LT.0.)THEN
v--0.

I=0.
ELSE

C**** normal operation
C**** check if voltage greater than open circuit voltage

VOC--OUT(8)
IF(V.GT.VOC)THEN
V=VOC
1=0.

ELSE
I=CURRENT(V)

ENDIF
ENDIF

C**** jump to the output section of the program
GOTO 1000

ELSE
C**** this part is just invoked if a system with battery is operated and the battery C**** has to be
disconnected temporarily to protect the battery from overcharging or C**** deep discharge. That means the
system is changed to a direct coupled system. C**** Since this can happen after a few iterations running the
battery system, the C**** convergence promoter, i.e. the number of iteration involved in the algorithm
C**** has to be addressed relatively using N

LF(MEMO.EQ.0)THEN
N=INFO(7)
MEMO=I
V=VMP
I=IMP
GOTO 1000

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDIF
ENDIF

C**** initial call in simulation
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IF (INFO(7).EQ.-1) THEN
INFO(6)=10
INFO(9)=0

C**** storage allocation: values from previous iteration are stored in the S-array
C**** S(ISTORE) -- VOLD is voltage from previous iteration
C**** S(ISTORE+1) -- VMI is lower voltage limit of convergence integral
C**** S(ISTORE+2) -- VMA is upper limit on interval
C**** S(ISTORE+3)-- DUMMY
C**** S(ISTORE+4) --MEMO
C**** S(ISTORE+5) --N

INFO(10)=6
CALL TYPECK(1,INFO,4,18,O)
ISTORE4INFO(1O)
S(ISTORE)=O.
S(ISTORE+1)=O.
S(ISTORE+2)=O.
S(ISTORE+3)=0.
S(ISTORE+4)=0.
S(ISTORE+5)=0.
Q.BZ=11604.45

C**** set parameters ***************************
ISCR=PAR(1)
VOCR=PAR(2)
TCR=PAR(3)
SUNR=PAR(4)
VMR=PAR(5)
IMR=PAR(6)
MISC=PAR(7)
MVOC=PAR(8)
SERCELL=PAR(9)
NS=PAR(10)
NP=PAR(11)
TCNOCT=PAR(12)
TANOCT=PAR(13)
SUNNOCr=PAR(14)
AREA=PAR(15)
TAUAL-PAR(16)
EG=PAR(17)
RS=PAR(18)

IF (RS.LT.0) THEN
C**** in this case RS is not provided as a parameter and
C**** has to be evaluated. This is done in subroutine "series"

CALL SERIES(RS,QBZ)
ENDIF

C** evaluation of the 3 unknowns at reference condition
GAM=QBZ*(VMR-VOCR+IMR*RS)/(TCR*LOG(1._IMR/ISCR))
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ILR=ISCR
IOR=ILR/EXP(QBZ*VOCR/(GAM*TCR))

C**** set up parameters for the entire array
ILR=NP*ILR
IOR=NP*IOR
GAM=NS*GAM
RS=(NS/NP)*RS

A=GAM/(NS*SERCELL)
MEMO=0
FIRST--O
GOTO 1000

C ----------------------------------
C**** first call in timestep

ELSE IF (INFO(7).EQ.0) THEN
VOLD=S(ISTORE)

C**** evaluation of cell temperature from NOCT conditions
EFFREF=IMR*VMR/(SUNR*AREA)
TC=TA +(SUN*(TCNOCT-TANOCT)/SUNNOC*(1.-EFFREF/TAUAL))

C**** this part calculates how IL and 10 vary with temp. and SUN
IL=(SUN/SUNR)*(ILR+MISC*NP*(TC-TCR))
IF(IL.LT.0.0) M-L0.0
IO=IOR*((TCFCR)**3)*EXP((QBZ*EG/(A))*((1./TCR)-(1./TC)))

C**** Open circuit voltage
VOC=GAM*TC/QBZ*LOG(IIJO+1.)

C**** Short circuit current
ISC=IL

C**** this part calculates the max-power current & voltage using NEWTON's
C**** method to solve for the max-power voltage and max-power current

IMXO--0.0
C**** first guess for max. power point current

IMXN=SUN/SUNR*NP*(MR+MISC*(TC-TCR))
DO WHILE (ABS(MXN-IMXO).GT.0.001)
LMXO=-IMXN
FI=IMXO+(IMXO-IL-IO)*(LOG((IL-IMXO+IO)/IO)-IMXO*QBZ*RS/

> (GAM*TC))/(1.+(IL-LMXO+IO)*(Q_BZ*RS/(GAM*TC)))
F1P=2.+(LOG( (JL-MXO+IO)/IO)-(QBZ*RS*LMXO/(GAM*TC)))/

> ((1.+(IL-IMXO+IO)*(QBZ*RS/(GAM*TC)))**2.)
IMXN=IMXO-(Fl/FIP)

ENDDO
IMP=LMXN
VMP=LOG(1.+(IL-IMP)/IO)*(C*GAM/QBZ)-IMP,*RS
IF ((VOC.GT.0.).AND.(ISC.GT.0)) THEN

C****'~ Fill factor
FF=VMP*IMP/VOCIISC

ELSE
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FF--0.
ENDIF

C**** all calculations are being scipped during time periods
C**** with no insolation

IF(SUN.EQ.0.)THEN
V--0.

I=0.
ELSE

C**** check on operation mode
JF(FLAG.EQ.0)THEN

C**** convergence promotion is off
C**** if voltage is negative in system with battery storage,
C**** cell is disconnected, i.e. output is zero current

IF(V.LT.0.)THEN
v=0.
I=O.
1--0.

ELSE
C**** normal operation
C**** check if voltage greater than open circuit voltage

IF(V.GT.VOC)THEN
V=VOC
I=0.

ELSE
I--CURRENT(V)

ENDIF
ENDIF

ELSE
C**** convergence promotion is on, i.e. direct coupled mode

MEMO=1
N=INFO(7)
IF(FIRST.EQ.0)THEN

C**** at the first timestep of the simulation at which solar radiation occurs, the first C**** guess on V is V
at max. power point

V=VMP
I=IMP
FIRST=l

ELSE
C**** the first guess foe each timestep on V is the voltage at operating point from the C**** previous
timestep

V=VOLD
I=CURRENT(V)

ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF

PMAX=IMP*VMP
DUMMY--0
GOTO 1000

C****" second call in timestep, first iterative call
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ELSE IF (INFO(7).EQ.(N+1)) THEN

C**** here begins the convergence promotion algorithm
C**** the first guess was the voltage from the previous
C**** timestep. The voltages for the next two iterations
C**** are tracked before the promoter intervenes. Until
C**** then a protection prevents the voltage to jump
C**** out of bounds, i.e. if the input voltage is
C**** greater than open circuit voltage it is set equal
C**** to it. The convergence promotion algorithm is
C**** basically the same as the bisection method, it
C**** cuts an interval in half until a sufficient tolerance
C**** is obtained.

VOLD=S(ISTORE)
VOC--OUT(8)
IF(V.GT.VOLD)THEN
IF(V.GT.VOC)THEN
DUMMY--4
VMI=VOLD
VMA=VOC
V=(VMI+VMA)/2.

ELSE
DUMMY=1
VMI=VOLD

ENDIF
ELSE
DUMMY=2
VMA=VOLD

ENDIF
I=CURRENT(V)
GOTO 1000

C --------------------------------------
C**** third call in timestep

ELSE IF(INFO(7).EQ.(N+2))THEN
VOLD=S(ISTORE)
VOC=OUT(8)
IF(DUMMY.EQ.1)THEN

IF(V.GT.VOLD)THEN
DUMMY=3

ELSE
VMA=VOLD
IF(V.GT.VMI)THEN
VMI=V

ENDIF
V=(VMI+VMA)/2.

ENDIF
ELSEIF(DUMMY.EQ.4)THEN

IF(V.GT.VOLD)THEN
VMI=VOLD
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IF(V.GT.VOC)THEN
VMA=VOC

ELSE
VMA=V

ENDIF
V=(VMI+VMA)/2.

ELSE
VMA=VOLD
IF(V.GT.VMI)THEN
VMI=V

ENDIF
V=(VMI+VMA)/2.

ENDIF
ELSE
IF(V.GT.VOLD)THEN
VMI=VOLD
IF(V.LT.VMA)THEN
VMA=V

ENDIF
V=(VMI+VMA)/2.

ELSE
DUMMY=3

ENDIF
ENDIF
I=CURRENT(V)
GOTO 1000

C --------------------------------------
C**** fourth and following calls in timestep

ELSE
IF(DUMMY.NE.3)THEN
VMI=S(ISTORE+1)

VMA=S(ISTORE+2)
VOLD=-S(ISTORE)
VOC--OUT(8)
IF(V.GT.VOLD)THEN
VMI=VOLD
IF(V.LT.VMA)THEN
VMA=V

ENDIF
ELSE
VMA=VOLD
IF(V.GT.VM1)THEN

VMI=V
ENDIF

ENDIF
V=(VMI+VMA)2.

ENDIF
***in this case iteration is done with TRNSYS

ENDIF
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C-
I=CURRENT(V)

1000 CONTINUE
P=I*V

C**** updating and storing voltage values for the
C**** convergence promoter
C**** voltage is only stored at timesteps with incident radiation

IF(SUN.NE.0.)THEN
VOLD=V

ENDIF
S(ISTORE)=VOLD
S(ISTORE+1)=VMI
S(ISTORE+2)=VMA
S(ISTORE+3)=DUMMY
S(ISTORE+4)=MEMO
S(ISTORE+5)=N

C**** SET OUTPUTS ************************************
OUT(1)=V
OUT(2)=I
OUT(3)=P
OUT(4)=PMAX
IF(PMAX.NE.0.)THEN
UT L-P/PMAX

ELSE
UTIL=0.

ENDIF
OUT(5)=UTJL
OUT(6)=VMP
OUT(7)=-IMP
OUT(8)=VOC
OUT(9)=ISC
OUT(10)=FF

END

FUNCflON CURRENT(V)
C**** function computes the current for a given voltage
C**** the implicit equation is solved using Newton's
C**** method

IMPLICIT NONE
COMMON /ARRAY/ GAMTC,QBZIL,IORSIMP
REAL IOLDINEWF,FPRIMEIMP,I,CURRENTV
REAL GAMTC,QBZW,ILIO,RS

IOLD=0.0
C****' first guess is max.power point current

INEW=LMP
DO0 WHILE (ABS(INEW-IOLD).GT.1.E-3)
IOLD=INEW
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F=IL-IOLD-IO*(EXP(Q-BZ*(V+IOLD*RS)/(GAM*TC))-l.)
FPRIN4E---l.-IO*RS*Q BZ/GAM[FC*EXP(Q BZ*(V+IOLD*RS)

> /GAMfFC)
JNEW=IOLD-(F/FPRIN4E)

ENDDO
I=WEW
CURRENF=I
END

SUBROUfINE SERIES(RSqQ BZ)
C**** determination of series resistance using bisection method

IWUCITNONE
COMMON /PARAM/ SERCELLTCRIN4RVMRISCRVOCRMVOCMISCEG

REAL SERCELLoTCRtIMRtVMRtISCR,;VOCRgMVOCtNUSClEGoQ-BZ
REAL ANEWALOWAUPJNEWFLOWFUPGANINEWGAMLDWGAMUP
REAL IONEWIOLOWIOUP,,RSRSNEWRSLOW.,RSUP

C**** parameters at the upper limit of the convergence interval
RSUP=((SERCELL*TCR*LOG(l.-IN4R/ISCR)/Q BZ)+VOCR-VMR)/IMR
AUP=l.
GAMUP=SERCELL
IOUP=ISCR*EXP(-Q BZ*VOCR/(GAMUP*TCR))

C**** parameters at the lower limit of the convergence interval
RSLOW=0.0
GAMLOW=Q BZ*(VMR-VOCR)/(TCR*LOG(l.-IN4R/ISCR))
ALOW=GAMLOW/SERCELL
IOLOW=ISCR*EXP(-Q BZ*VOCR/(GAMLOW*TCR))
DO WH[LE ((ABS(RSUP-RSLOW)).GT.0.0005)
RSNEW--0.5*(RSUP+RSLOW)
GAMNEW-Q BZ*(VMR-VOCR+IMER*RSNEW)/(TCR*LOG(l.-IN4R/ISCR))
ANEW=GANMW/SERCELL
IONEW=ISCR*EXP(-Q BZ*VOCR/(GAMNEW*TCR))
FUP=-MVOC+(GAMUP/Q-BZ)*(LOG(1.+ISCR/IOUP)+(TCR/( ISCR+

> IOUP))*(MISC-ISCR*((Q BZ*EG/(AUP*TCR*TCR))+3./TCR)))
FLOW=-MVOC+(GAMLOW/Q BZ)*(LOG(1.+ISCR/IOLOW)+(TCRI(ISCR+

> IOLOW))*(MISC-ISCR*((Q BZ*EG/(ALOW*TCR*TCR))+3./TCR)))
FNEW=-MVOC+(GAMNEW/Q BZ)*(LOG(1.+ISCR)IONEW)+(TCR/(ISCR+

> IONEW))*(MISC-ISCR*((Q BZ*EG/(ANEW*TCR*TCR))+3./TCR)))
IF((FLOW*FNEW).LT.0.0) RSUP=RSNEW
IF((FLOW*FNTEW).GT.O.0) RSLOW=RSNEW
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RS=RSNEW
END
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Maximum Power Point Tracker

SUBROUTINE TYPE65(TIME,XIN,OUTT,DTDT,PAR,INFO)
C version from: 01/12/89

C**** Subroutine represents a maximum power tracking device
C**** for a PV power system
C**** the maximum power tracker developed in this component is
C**** basically a DC - DC converter. The goal is to find the
C**** optimal conversion ratio to match the converted max.power
C**** voltage to the load voltage. A convergence promoter asures
C**** convergence an accelerates the iterative process for
C**** direct coupled systems: Mode = 1. Convergence promotion is
C**** done on the output variable Iload.
C**** The convergence promoter is basically a bisection method

C**** variables:
C ICELL -- current from PV array [amps]
C LOAD -- current to load [amps]
C VLOAD -- load voltage [V]
C RATIO -- ratio of cell voltage to motor voltage
C or ratio of cell current to motor current
C X -- variable to store current value for
C convergence promoter method
C XNEW -- new value>> convergence promoter
C XPOS -- limit>> convergence promoter
C XNEG -- limit>> convergence promoter
C DUMMY -- variable used as a control function to obtain
C values from the two previous timesteps
C EFF -- efficiency of maximum power tracker
C MODE -- determines operating mode either direct coupled
C or not
C G -- variable used in the con. promoter
C GUARD -- control variable

IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER INFO
REAL TIME,X[N,OUT,T,DTDT,PAR
REAL ICELILOAD,VCELLVLOAD,X,XNEWXPOSXNEGRATIO
REAL GEFF,MODEDUMMYGUARD
DIMENSION XIN(4), OUT(6),INFO(10),PAR(1)

INFO(6)=7
INFO(9)---O
CALL TYPECK(1,INFO,4,1,0)

C**** Set inputs
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ICELL=XIN(1)
VCELL=XIN(2)
VLOAD=-XIN(3)
MODE=XIN(4)

C ----------------------------------
C**** Initial call of component

IF(INFO(7).LT.O)THEN
C**** SET PARAMETERS

EFF=PAR(1)

C**** Initialization of some variables
X=o.
XPOS=o.
XNEG--O.
RATIO=0.
DUMMY=O.
GUARD=-O.

C ----------------------------------
C**** first and following calls in time step

ELSE
GUARD=OUT(7)
DUMMY--OUT(3)
IF(VCELL.EQ.0.)THEN

C**** scip all calculations
RATIO=O.
ILOAD--0.

ELSE

C**** First call in time step
IF(INFO(7).EQ.O)THEN

GUARD=MODE
C**** dummy addresses the convergence promoting algorithm

DUMMY=0.
ENDIF

C**** guard observes the mode input
C**** if mode changes from 0 to 1, indicating
C**** a switch from battery system mode to direct coupled
C**** system mode, then convergence promoter starts over

IF(GUARD.NE.MODE)THEN
DUMMY--0.
GUARD=MODE

ENDIF
IF(MODE.EQ.0.)THEN
IF(VLOAD.GT.0.)THEN
RATIO=VCELL/VLOAD
ILOAD=ICELL*RATIO*EFF
ELSE

RATIO=0.
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ILOAD=O.
ENDIF
ELSE

C**** get values from previous iteration
X=OUT(4)
XPOS--OUT(5)
XNEG-OUT(6)

IF(VLOAD.EQ.0.)THEN
C**** prevents devision by zero, see below

VLOAD=VCELL
ENDIF

RATIO=VCELL/VLOAD
ILOAD=-ICELL*RATIO*EFF

C**** here begins the convergence promoter
LF(DUMMY.EQ.0.)THEN

XNEW=ILDAD
DUMMY=1.

ELSEIF(DUMMY.EQ.1.)THEN
XNEW=LOAD
G=XNEW-X
IF(G.GT.O.)THEN
XPOS=XNEW
XNEG=X

ELSE
XPOS=X
XNEG=XNEW

ENDIF
XNEW=(XPOS+XNEG)/2.
DUMMY=2.

ELSE

XNEW=ILOAD
G=XNEW-X
IF(G.GT.O.)THEN
XNEG=X

ELSE
XPOS=X

ENDIF
XNEW=(XPOS+XNEG)/2.

ENDIF
ILOAD=XNEW
X=XNEW

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDIF
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C**** SET OUTPUTS
OUT(1)=1ILOAD
OUT(2)=RATIO

C**** following outputs serve as storage
OUT(3)=DUMMY
OUT(4)=X
OUT(5)=XPOS
OUT(6)=XNEG
OUT(7)=GUARD
END

DC Motors

C SUBROUTINE TYPE66(TIME,XIN, OUT,T,DTDT,PARJNFO)
C Version from: 12/17/89
C------------------------------------
C This subroutine represents a model a for a separately
C exited DC motor (permanent magnet or any other const.
C current field source) and a series DC motor. It is
C an analytical model based on fundamental motor equations.
C For a direct coupled PV system MODE should be set equal to
C one and current and speed will be the significant inputs.
C For a system with battery storage MODE should be set equal
C to zero, i.e. voltage and speed will be significant inputs.
C To support convergence between the motor component and
C any motor load component a convergence promotor is included.

C Variables:
C CSTAT -- static friction [Nm]
C CVISC -- viscous friction [Nm*sec]
C CHANGE -- auxiliary variables
C FAIL -- to output error message
C =1: max. speed is exceeded
C =2: rated current is exceeded
C =3: max. current is exceeded
C ETOLTOL -- tolerances used in the convergence promoter
C EFLAG -- variable to keep track of significant inputs
C FLAG -- determines whether bisection or secant method
C is being continued
C G -- objective function
C GLAST,GNEGGPOS -- objective functions at the limits
C and from the previous timestep
C I -- Current through motor [amps]
C IMAX -- max. current [amps]
C IRAT -- rated current [amps]
C KF -- motor constant,relates the permanent magnet flux
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C through the armature current and the emf [Nm/amp]
C MAF -- mutual inductance [henry]
C MEMO -- keeps track of the operating mode
C MODE -- determines whether I or V and respectively N or T
C are significant inputs
C =0: V and N are significant
C =l: I and N are significant
C N -- motor speed [/sed]
C NMAX -- max. speed [1/sec]
C NN-- relative addresse used in convergence promoter
C RA -- motor armature resistance [ohms]
C RF-- field resistance [ohms]
C TEM -- motor torque (electromagnetical) [Nm]
C TLOSS -- loss torque
C TSHAFT -- shaft torque
C TYPE -- determines type of DC motor
C =1: separately excited
C =2: series
C V -- terminal voltage [volts]
C XXLASTXNEGXPOS,XNEW -- converging variable - torque

IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER INFO,TYPEFAIL
INTEGER NSTOREJAVJSTORE
INTEGER NN,MEMO,FLAG
REAL TIME,XIN,OUTT,DTDTPAR,S
REAL V,I,N,TEM,RA,KF,PI,IRAT,TLOSS,TSHAFF
REAL MAF,RFIMAX,NMAX,CSTAT,CVISCMODE
REAL PELPMECH,EFF,TOL, ETOLCHANGE,EFLAG
REAL GLAST,GNEG,GPOS,XLAST,XXNEWXPOSXNEG,G
DIMENSION XIN(5), OUT(8), PAR(9), INFO(10)

COMMON /STORE/NSTORE,IAVS(5000)

C ------------------------------------
C**** initial call in simulation

IF(INFO(7).LT.O)THEN
C**** accurate expression for pi

PI=ACOS(-1.)

INFO(6)=8
INFO(9)=0

C**** SET PARAMETERS
TYPE=PAR(I)
IF(TYPE.EQ. 1)THEN

CALL TYPECK(1,INFO,5,8,0)
ELSE

CALL TYPECK(1,INFO,5,9,0)
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ENDIF
NMAX=PAR(2)

IRAT=PAR(3)
IMAX=PAR(4)

IF(rYPE.EQ.1)THEN
KF=PAR(5)

ELSE
MAF=PAR(5)

ENDIF
CSTAT=PAR(6)
CVISC=PAR(7)

RA=PAR(8)
IFCFYPE.GT.1)THEN
RF=PAR(9)

ENDIF
INFO(10)=11
IF(FYPE.GT.1)THEN
CALL TYPECK(1,INFO,5,9,0)

ELSE
CALL TYPECK(1,INFO,5,8,0)

ENDIF
ISTORE=INFO(10)

C**** initialization of storage values
S(ISTORE)=O.
S(ISTORE+1)=O.
S(ISTORE+2)=O.
S(ISTORE+3)=O.
S(ISTORE+4)=O.
S(ISTORE+5)--O.
S(ISTORE+6)=O.
S(ISTORE+7)=O.
S(ISTORE+8)=O.
S(ISTORE+9)=O.
S(ISTORE+10)=O.

TOL=0.001
ETOL=0.01
NN--O
MEMO--O

C ---------------------------------
C**** first and following calls in timestep

ELSE
NN=S(ISTORE+7)
MEMO=S(ISTOREi8)
FLAG--S(ISTORE+9)
EFLAG=S(JSTORE+10)

FAI,=0

C*** set inputs
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I=XIN(1)

V=XIN(2)
N=XIN(3)
TSHAFf=XIN(4)

MODE=XIN(5)

IF(INFO(7).EQ.O)THEN
MEMO=INT(MODE)
FLAG-O

NN=O
IF(MODE.EQ.1.)THEN

EFLAG-I
ELSE
EFLAG=V

ENDIF
ENDIF

C**** if mode changes during timestep, the convergence
C**** promoter is reset to the first step

IF(MEMO.NEJNT(MODE))THEN
NN=INFO(7)
MEMO=-INT(MODE)

ENDIF

C**** if significant inputs change during timestep, the convergence
C**** promoter is reset to the first step

IF((MODE.EQ.1.).AND.(LNE.EFLAG))THEN
NN=INFO(7)

EFLAG=-I
ELSEIF((MODE.EQ.0.).AND.(V.NE.EFLAG))THEN
NN=INFO(7)
EFLAG=V

ENDIF

C ----------------------------------
C**** characteristic motor equations

TLOSS--CSTAT+CVISC*N
IF(MODE.EQ.1) THEN

C**** current and speed serve as input, voltage and
C**** torque are computed

IF(TYPE.EQ.1)THEN
C**** separately excited motor

V=KP*2.*PI*N+I*RA
TEM=KF*I

ELSEIF(TYPE.EQ.2)THEN
C** series motor

V=I*(2.*PI*N*MAF+RA+RF)
TEM=MAF*I**2

ENDIF
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ELSE
C**** speed and voltage serve as input, torque and current
C**** are computed.

JF(TYPE.EQ.1)THEN
C**** separately excited motor

I=(V-KF*2.*PI*N)/RA
TEM=KF*I

ELSEIF(rYPE.EQ.2)THEN
C**** series motor

I=V/(2.*PI*N*MAF+RA+RF)
TEM=MAF*I**2

ENDIF
ENDIF
TSHAFT=TEM-TLOSS

C**** check on TSHAFT
IF(TSHAFI.LT.O.)THEN
TSHAFT--O.

ENDIF
C ---------------------------------
C**** Convergence promotion on torque

X=S(ISTORE)
GPOS=S(ISTORE+1)
XPOS=S(ISTORE+2)
GNEG=S(ISTORE+3)
XNEG=S(ISTORE+4)
GLAST=S(ISTORE+5)
XLAST=S(ISTORE+6)

IF(INFO(7).EQ.NN)THEN
C**** successive substitution

XNEW=TSHAFT
FLAG=O

ELSEIF((INFO(7).EQ.NN+1).OR.(INFO(7).EQ.NN+2))THEN
C**** successive substitution

XNEW=TSHAFT
G=XNEW-X
IF(G.GT.O.)THEN
GPOS=G
XPOS=X

ELSE
GNEG=G
XNEG=X

ENDIF
EISE
XNEW=TSHAFT
G=XNEW-X

C**** Convergence check
IF(ABS(G).GT.TOL)THEN

IF( BS (AB S(G)-ABS(GNEG) ).LT.ETOL).OR.(AB S(AB S(G)
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& -ABS(GPOS)).LT.ETOL).OR.(FLAG.EQ.1))THEN
C**** use bisection method

IF(G.GT.O.)THEN
XPOS=X

ELSE
XNEG--X

ENDIF

XNEW=(XPOS+XNEG)/2.
FIAG=-I

ELSE
C**** use secant method unless residuals increase

IF(INFO(7).EQ.NN+3)THEN
C**** two most reasonable previous guesses are used

IF((G.GT.GNEG).AND.(G.GT.GPOS))THEN
G=GPOS
X=XPOS
GLAST=GNEG

XLAST=XNEG
ELSE

IF(G.LT.O.)THEN
IF(ABS(G).GT.ABS(GNEG))THEN

GLAST--GNEG
XLAST=XNEG

ENDIF
ELSE

IF(ABS(G).GT.GPOS)THEN
GLAST--GPOS
XLAST=XPOS

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDIF
ELSE

IF(G.GT.GLAST)THEN
C**** switch to bisection method

XNEW=(XTOS+XNEG)/2.
FLAG=I

ENDIF
ENDIF
CHANGE=G*(X-XLAST)/(G-GLAST)
XNEW=X-CHANGE

IF((XNEW.GT.XNEG).OR.(XNEW.LT.XPOS))THEN
C**** switch to bisection

XNEW=(XPOS+XNEG)/2.
FLAG=I

ENDIF
ENDIF

TSHAFT=XNEW
ELSE
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C**** solution is found
TSHAFT=X

ENDIF
ENDIF

MAST=X
GLAST=G
X=XNEW
S(ISTORE)=X
S(ISTORE+1)=GPOS
S(ISTORE+2)=:)TOS
S(ISTORE+3)=GNEG
S(ISTORE-f4)=XNEG
S(ISTORE+5)--GLAST
S(ISTORE+6)=XLAST
S(ISTORE+7)=NN
S(ISTORE+8)=MEMO
S(ISTORE+9)=FLAG
S(ISTORE+10)=EFLAG

ENDIF

IF(N.GTNMAX7HEN
FA I L,-- 1

ENDIF
IF(I.GT.IRAT)THEN

IF(I.GTD4AX)THEN
FAH,-3

ELSE
FAIL--2

ENDIF
ENDIF

PEL--I*V
PMECH=2.*PI*N*TSHAFT
IF(PEL.NE.O.)THEN

EFF=PMECH/PEL
ELSE

EFF=O.
ENDIF

C**** SET OUTPUTS

OUT(l)=I
OUT(?-)=V
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END

Centrifugal Fan

SUBROUTINE TYPE67(TMEXIN,OUT,T,DTDTPARINFO)
C Version from: 12/13/89
C.....................................
C**** This Type represents a Ventilator type load, which is
C designed to run with an electric motor.

C**** Nomenclature:
C**** TRNSYS specific variables:
C XN = input array
C OUT = output array
C PAR = parameters
C TIME = simulation time
C T,DTDT == not used in this component
C S = storage array
C NSTORE = dimension of S
C IAV = pointer within S
C ISTORE == index
C INFO = array to use TRNSYS internal information
C** ** C1,C2,C3 -- constants
C COUNTER -- counting the number of iterations
C CHANGE -- auxilary variable
C EPS -- error tolerance for newton iteration
C FAIL -- message if operating conditions ate out of range
C :0 = everything is okay
C :1 =max. speed is exceeded
C :2 = Newton iteration did not converge within specified tolerance
C FN -- objective function for Newton iteration
C FPRIMEN -- first derivative of the objective function
C MAXIT -- the limit on the number of iterations to find the speed
C MODE -- determines whether torque or speed is significant
C :1 = torque is significant
C :2= speed is significant
C N -- Speed
C NINIT -- initial value of a speed for the iterative process
C to find the motor speed for a given torque
C NMAX -- maximum permitted speed
C NOLD -- speed from previous iteration
C P -- Fan power [watts]
C PI- pi
C TL - Torque

IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER ISTORE,NSTORE,JIAV
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INTEGER INFO,COUNTERMAXIT,FAIL
REAL T[ME,X1N,OUT,TDTDT,PAR,S
REAL TLN,NIN1T,C 1,C2,C3,FNFPRIMEN,NNEW,CHANGE
REAL NMAXEPSPI,NOLDP
DIMENSION XIN(1), OUT(4), PAR(4), INFO(10)

COMMON /STORE/NSTOREIAVS(5000)
C------------------------------------
C**** Initial call in simulation

IF (INFO(7).LT.0) THEN

INFO(6)=4
INFO(9)=O

C**** storage allocation: speed from previous iteration
C**** is stored in the S-array
C**** S(ISTORE) -- NOLD

INFO(10)=1
CALL TYPECK(1,INFO,l1,4,0)
ISTORE=INFO(1O)

C**** set parameters
CI=PAR(1)
C2=PAR(2)
C3=PAR(3)
NMAX=PAR(4)

NINIT--O.01*NMAX
NOLD--NINIT

MAX1T=30
EPS=0.0001

C**** accurate expression for pi
PI=ACOS(-1.)

C ------------------------------------
C**** first and following calls in timestep

ELSE
FAJL=0

C**** set inputs
TL=XIN(1)

IF(TL.LT.C1)THEN
N=O.

ELSE

C** Iteration using Newton's method to find speed
COUNTER=O

NIN1T=S(ISTORE)
NNEW=NINflT
N=NINIT
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100 CONTINUE
FN=CI+C2*((2.*PI*N)**C3)-TL
FPRIMEN=2.*PI*C3*C2*((2.*PI*N)**(C3-1.))

CHANGE=-FN/FPRIMEN
IF (ABS(CHANGE).GE.EPS) THEN
NNEW=N+CHANGE
IF (COUNTER.GEJvIAXIT) THEN
FAIL=2

ELSE
N=NNEW
COUNTER=COINTER+1
GOTO 100

ENDIF
ELSE
N=NNEW

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDIF
C ----------------------------------------------

C**** Control on speed, speed can't be negative
IF (N.LT.0) THEN
N=0.

ELSE
C**** control on max.speed

IF(N.GTNVM)THEN
FAIL-1

ENDIF
ENDIF

IF(NNE.0.)THEN
NOLD=N

ENDIF

S(ISTORE)=NOLD
P=2.*PI*N*TL

C**** set outputs
OUT(1)=N
OUT(2)=TL
OUT(3)=P
OUT(4)=FAIL
END

Centrifugal Pump

SUBROUTINE TYPE68(TIME,X[N,OUT,T, DTDT, PAR,INFO)
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C Version from: 12/14/89
C -----------------------------------
C**** This Type represents a centrifugal pump, which is designed
C to run with an electric motor.
C The model requires two sets of data: head-flowrate data at
C reference speed and efficiency-flowrate data at reference
C speed. A linear regression is performed to fit a curve
C through those data. The normal equations are solved using
C Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting. Newtons method
C is implemented to solve a system of nonlinear equations.

C**** Variables:
C TL--Torque [Nm]
C N -- Speed [Ifs]
C Q -- Volumetric flowrate [mA3/s]

C H -- total dynamic head [m]
C ETA -- pump efficiency
C TOFFQOFFNOFFETAOFF -- T,Q,N,ETA at shutoff condition
C TREQ -- required torque to provide flow
C NREF -- Reference speed
C NINIT -- initial speed for Newton's method
C NMAX -- maximum speed of pump
C QINIT -- initial flowrate for Newton's method
C QNOM -- nominal design flowrate [mA3/hour]
C MAXIT -- maximum number of iterations to find the
C speed and flowrate in Newton's method
C COUNTER -- counting the number of iterations
C POFF -- Shaftpower at shutoff condition at reference speed POFF is input as
C parameter. If no information is available, Poff should be set equal some negative
C number
C EPS -- error tolerance in Newton's method
C A1-H1 -- coefficients for the H=f(Q,N) and ETA=f(QN) relations
C S1-S8 -- defined constants in the equations
C RHOG -- density, rho, times acceleration const., g
C CONST -- specific weight of water(rho*g) devided by two times pi
C X -- two dimensional array contains N and Q -- old values
C X1=N X2--Q
C XNEW -- same as X, but containing new values
C F -- two dimensional array contains values of the objectiv function
C J-- Jacobian matrix (2*2) contains the derivatives
C JINY -- inverse Jacobian matrix
C DET -- determinant of the Jacobian matrix
C LOOP -- control variable
C PHYD -- water power
C PMECH -- mechanical (input) power
C FAIL -- error message
C :0 - everything is okay
C :1 - maximum pump speed is exceeded
C :2 - newton method could not find proper solution
C :3 - newton method did not converge within specified number of iterations
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C :4 - chosen pump is to small to match system,i.e. speed required to provide
C flow is greater than maximum pump speed

IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER INFO,COUNTERMAXITLOOPFAIL
INTEGER NSTOREJAVJSTORE
REAL TIME,X[N,OUT,TDTDTPARS
REAL TL,N,Q,H,ETAEPSRHOGPHYDPMECHQNOMHOFF
REAL NOFFQOFFETAOFFNREF,POFFTOFFTREQ
REAL X(2),XNEW(2),J(2,2),JINV(2,2),F(2)
REAL S1,$2,S3,S4,S5,S6,$7,S8

REAL A1,B1,C1,E1,F1,G1,HlPI,CONST
REAL DETDELTA1,DELTAZNINIT,QIN1TNMAX
DIMENSION XLN(1), OUT(8), PAR(6), INFO(10)

COMMON /STORE/ NSTORE,IAV,S(5000)
COMMON /COEF/ S1,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6,S7,S8,CONST

C -------------------------------------
C**** First call of component

IF (INFO(7).EQ.-1) THEN
INFO(6)=8
INFO(9)=0

C**** storage allocation: speed and flowrate from previous
C**** iteration are stored in the S-array
C**** S(ISTORE) -- NOLD
C**** S(ISTORE+) -- QOLD INFO(10)=2

CALL TYPECK(1,INFO, 1,6,0)
ISTORE-INFO(10)
EPS=I.e-4
MAXLT=100

C**** Set parameters
C**** System curve

S3=PAR(1)
S4=PAR(2)
NREF=PAR(3)
NMAX=PAR(4)

POFF=PAR(5)
QNOM=PAR(6)

C**** Coefficients for the equations
C**** Pump characteristics (obtained from regression)

CALL HEADPOLYNOMIAL (A1,31)
C**** Efficiency characteristics

CALL EFFPOLYNOMIAL(E 1,F 1,G 1,H1)

C**** Const=specific weight of water(rho*g) divided by 2*pi
PI=ACOS(-1.)

RHOG=9819.8
CONST=RHOG/2./PI
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C**** Definition of some constant values
SI=A1/NREF**2
S2=B1
S5=E1
S6=FI*NREF
S7--G*NREF**2
S8=Hl*NREF**3

C**** Initial guess for speed (X1) and flowrate (X2)
C**** the initial speed is taken to be the speed where
C**** HEADpump=HEADsystem at zero flowrate

NJNIT=NREF*(S3/Al)**.5
1FNqN.GENMAX)THEN
FAIL=-4

ENDIF
C**** the initial flowrate is taken to be the flowrate
C**** at maximum permitted speed where HEADpump=HEADsystem

QINIT=((S3-S1*NMAX**2)/(S2-S4))**.5
X(1)=NINIT
X(2)=QIT

C**** The following part evaluates the torque required to
C**** provide flow.
C**** Evaluation of Q and H at shutoff condition
C**** QOFF is choosen to be very small, i.e. QNOM per second
C**** divided by 100

QOFF=QNOM/3.6E5
HOFF=A1+Bl*QOFF**2

C**** Computation of torque at shutoff condition at reference
C**** speed

IF(POFF.LT.0)THEN
ETAOFF=E1+Fl*QOFF+G1*QOFF**2+HI*QOFF**3

TOFF--CONST*QOFF*HOFF/ETAOFF/NREF
ELSE

TOFF=POFF/(2.*PI*NREF)
ENDIF

TREQ=-TOFF*(NIN1T/NREF)**2
FAIL--0

C------------------------------------------------
ELSE

C**** First and following calls in timestep
FAIL=0

C**** Set inputs
TL=XN(1)

X(1)=S(ISTORE)
X(2)=S(ISTORE+I)

C****' to avoid division by zero, i.e. if torque=O
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IF(T.GT.TREQ)THEN
LOP=O

50 CONTINUE
COUNTER=1

C**** Iterative process to find the solution of the system of
C**** nonlinear equations, using Newton's method
100 CONTINUE
C**** set up the objective functions

CALL SYSTEM(FX,TL)
C**** set up of the Jacobian matrix

CALL JACOBIAN(J,X,TL)

C**** To inverse the matrix a direct method via the adjuncte is used
C**** Evaluation of the determinant of the Jacobian

DET=J(1,1 )*J(2,2)-J(2,1 )*J(1,2)

C**** Evaluation of the inverse of the Jacobian
JINV(1,1)=J(2,2)/DET
JINV(1,2)=-J(1,2)/DET
JINV(2,1)=-J(2,1)IDET
JINV(2,2)=J(1,1)/DET

C**** Basic algorithm
XNEW(1)=X()-(JINV(1,1)*F(1)+INV(,2)*F(2))
XNEW(2)=X(2)-(JINV(2,1 )*F( 1)+JINV(2,2)*F(2))

C**** Check on the infinity norm of the solution vector
C**** i.e. the maximum value of xnew-xold (=max. error)
C**** about convergence

DELTA1=ABS(XNEW(1)-X(1))
DELTA2=ABS(XNEW(2)-X(2))
IF (MAX(DELTA1,DELTA2).GT.EPS) THEN
IF (COUNTER.LTaMAXT) THEN
COUNTER=COUNTER+1
X(1)=XNEW(1)

X(2)=XNEW(2)
GOTO 100

ELSE
C**** Convergence was not attained after maxit iterations

FAIL=3
ENDIF

ENDIF

X(1)=XNEW(1)
X(2)=XNEW(2)
N=XNEW(1)
Q=XNEW(2)

C**** Check if Q is in the negative range, i.e. the wrong solution
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C**** is found
IF ((Q.LT.0.).OR.(N.LT.0)) THEN

C**** to protect an endless loop situation the following
C**** control function is introduced

IF(LOOP.EQ.0)THEN
X(1)=NMAX
X(2)=5.*QIN1T

LOOP=I
GOTO 50

ELSEIF(LOOP.EQ.1)THEN
C**** try again with higher limits

X(1)=2.*NMAX
X(2)=2.*QNOM
Lk)OP=-2
GCro 50

ELSE
C**** Newton could not find proper soluion
C**** go ahead

FAIL=2
ENDIF

ENDIF

C**** Evaluation of total head and efficiency
H=S3+S4*Q**2
ETA--CONST*Q*HfLN

C**** Check if speed exceeds maximum speed
1F(N.GTNMAX)THEN

C**** Flowrate is taken to be the flowrate at maximum
C**** permitted speed

Q=QINlT
FAIL-1

C**** Evaluation of total head
H=S3+S4*Q**2

C**** Efficiency is evaluated at NMAX and QINIT
ETA=S5+S6*Q/NMAX+S7*Q**2INMAX**2+S8*Q**3/NMAX**3

C**** Correction of inital guess
X(1)=NMAX
X(2)=QiNIT

ENDIF
ELSE

C**** In this case the affinity laws are valid. The torque
C**** or the speed follows a parabolic function

N=NREF*(TL/TOFF)**.5
Q=0.
H=HOFF* (N/NREF)**2
ETA=0.

ENDIF
ENDIF
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IF((X(1).GT.0).AND.(X(2).GT.O.))THEN
S (ISTORE)=X(1)
S(ISTORE+1)=X(2)

ENDIF

PHYD=RHOG*Q*H
PMECH=2*PI*TL*N

C**** Set outputs
OUT(1)=N
OUT(2)=TL
OUT(3)=Q
OUT(4)=H
OUT(5)=ETA
OUT(6)=PHYD
OUT(7)=PMECH
OUT(8)=FAIL

END

SUBROUTINE SYSTEM(FXTL)
C**** Subroutine provides the objective function of the system
C of nonlinear equations
C TL,Xl,X2 in
C F out

REAL F(2),X(2)
REAL TL,S1,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6,S7,S8,CONST

COMMON /COEF/ Sl,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6,S7,S8,CONST

F(1)=S 1*X(1)**2+S2*X(2)**2-S3-S4*X(2)**2
F(2)=CONSTfrL*(SI*X(1)**4*X(2)+S2*X(1)**2*X(2)**3)
& -S5*X(1)**3-S6*X(1)**2*X(2)-S7*X(1)*X(2)**2-S8*

& X(2)**3
END

SUBROUTINE JACOBIAN(JX,TL)
C**** Subroutine provides all the derivatives for the Jacobian matrix
C XI,X2,TL in
C J out

REAL J(2,2),X(2)
REAL TL, S1,S2,S3,S4,S5,56,57,S8,CONST

COMMON /COEF/ S1,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6,S7,S8,CONST

J(I,I)=2.*S I'X(1)
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J(1,2)=2.*S2*X(2)-2.*S4*X(2)
J(2,1)=CONST/TL*(4.*SI*X(1)**3*X(2)+2.*S2*X(1)*X(2)**3)

& -3.*S5*X(1)**2-2.*S6*X(1)*X(2)-S7*X(2)**2
J(2,2)=CONST/TL*(SI*X(1)**4+3.*S2*X(1)**2*X(2)**2)-

& S6*X(1)**2-2.*S7*X(1)*X(2)-3.*S8*X(2)**2
END

SUBROUTINE HEADPOLYNOMIAL (A1,B1)

C**** Program fits a polynomial through a given number of data
C**** points using least squares method
C**** the polynmial has the form y=a+bxA2

C**** HEAD -- head of the pump [m]
C**** CAP -- Capacity (volumetric flowrate) [mA3/sec]
C**** A1,B1 -- Coefficients of thr constructed polynomial
C**** MEAN -- Average over the head values
C**** RSQUARES -- RA2 measure of curve fit
C**** SUM1-SUM6 -- Summation terms occuring in the normal equations
C**** Y -- Array containing the fitted values

REAL SUM1,SUM2,SUM3,SUM4,SUM5,SUM6,A1,B1
REAL MEANRSQUARE
REAL HEAD(50),CAP(50),Y(50)
INTEGER M

C**** Input file contains the data
OPEN (12,FILE='HEAD.DAT',STATUS='OLD')
REWIND(12)

C**** Read in number of data pairs
READ(12,*) M

C**** Read in the data pairs
DO 100 I=I,M
READ(12,*) CAP(I),HEAD(I)

100 CONTINUE

C**** Evaluation of the sum terms in the normal equations
SUM1=0.
SUM2--O.
SUM3=0.
SUM4=0.
DO 200 J=I,M
SUM1=SUM1+CAP(J)**2

SUM2=SUM2+HEAD(J)
SUM3=SUM3+CAP(J)**4
SUM4=SUM4+HEAD(J)*CAP(J)**2

200 CONTINUE
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C**** Evaluation of the coefficients of the polynomial
Bl=(M*SUM4-SUM2*SUM1)/(M*SUM3-SUM1**2)
Al=(SUM2-Bl*SUM1)/M

DO 300 L=l,M
Y(L)=A1+Bl*CAP(L)**2

300 CONTINUE

C**** Estimation of the curve fit precission
MEAN=SUM2IM
SUM5--0.
SUM6=0.
DO 400 LL=1,M

SUM5=SUM5+(Y(LL)-MEAN)**2
SUM6=SUM6+(HEAD(LL)-MEAN)**2

400 CONTINUE
C**** RA2 measures the proportion of total variation about the mean
C**** explained by the regression

RSQUARE=SUM5/SUM6
END

SUBROUTINE EFFPOLYNOMIAL(E1,Fl,G1,H1)

C**** Subroutine fits a polynomial through a given number of data
C**** points using least squares method
C**** the polynmial has the form y=a+bx+cxA2+dxA3

C**** ETA -- pump efficiency
C**** CAP--Capacity (volumetric flowrate)
C**** ESUM1-ESUM12 -- Summation terms occuring in the normal equations
C**** El,F1,G1,Hl -- Coefficients of the constructed polynomial
C**** MEAN -- Average over the efficiency values
C**** RSQUARES -- RA2 measure of curve fit
C**** Y -- Array of dimension NN containing the fitted values
C**** A -- Array of dimension NN*NN containing the coefficients
C**** of the normal equations
C**** B -- Array of dimension NN (B-vector)
C**** SOL -- Array containing the solution, i.e. the coefficients
C**** E1,F1,G1,H1
C**** IHNDEX -- index vector (Gaussian elimination)
C**** S -- scale vector (Gaussian elimination)

INTEGER M,MM,NN
PARAMETER (NN=4)
REAL ESUMl1,ESUM2,ESUM3,ESUM4,ESUM5,ESUM6,ESUM7,ESUM8
REAL ESUM9,SUM10,ESUM11l,ESUMl2,El,F1,G1,H1

REAL MEAN, RSQUARE
REAL ETA(50),CAP(5 0),Y(50),A(NN,NN),B (NN),SOL(NN)
REAL LInDEX(NN),S(NN)
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C**** Input file contains the data
OPEN (14,FILE='EFF.DAT',STATUS='OLD)
REWIND(14)

C**** Read in number of data pairs
READ(14,*) M
MM=M+4

C**** Read in the data pairs
DO 100 I=1,M
READ(14,*) CAP(I),ETA(I)

100 CONTINUE

C**** To force the fitted curve through the origin a couple
C**** of data pairs are set equal0

DO 120 ll=M+1,MM
CAP(l)=0.
ETA(1)=0.

120 CONTINUE

C**** Evaluation of the sum terms in the normal equations
ESUM1=0.
ESUM2=0.
ESUM3=0.
ESUM4-O.
ESUM5--O.
ESUM6=O.
ESUM7=0.
ESUM8=0.
ESUM9=0.
ESUM10=0.
DO 200 J=1,M
ESUM1=ESUM1+CAP(J)
ESUM2=ESUM2+CAP(J)**2
ESUM3=ESUM3+CAP(J)**3
ESUM4=ESUM4+CAP(J)**4
ESUM5=ESUM5+CAP(J)**5
ESUM6=ESUM6+CAP(J)**6
ESUM7=ESUM7+ETA(J)

ESUM8=ESUM8+ETA(J)*CAP(J)
ESUM9=ESUM9+ETA(J)*CAP(J)**2
ESUM10=ESUM10+ETA(J)*CAP(J)**3

200 CONTINUE

C**** Set up the matrix containing the normal equations A(n,n)
***In this case it is a (4*4) matrix
A(1,1)=REAL(MM)
A(2,1)=ESUM1
A(2,2)=ESUM2
A(3,1)=ESUM2
A(3,2)=ESUM3
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A(3,3)=ESUM4
A(4,1)=ESUM3
A(4,2)=ESUM4
A(4,3)=ESUM5
A(4,4)=ESUM6

C**** because of the symmetry of the matrix,it can be
C**** filled up by

DO 2501=1,4
DO 250 J=1,4
I(I.NEJ)THEN

A(JJ)=A(JI)
ENDIF

250 CONTINUE

C**** Set up B vector (dimension=4)
B(1)=ESUM7
B(2)=ESUM8
B(3)=ESUM9
B(4)=ESUM10

C**** The linear system of equations (normal equations) is solved
C**** using Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting
C*** * LINDEX & S must occur in the calling sequence because they
C**** have a variable dimension. They are not used as output

CALL GAUSS(AjB,SOL,1NDEXS,NN)

C**** Output

El=SOL(l)
FI=SOL(2)
GI=SOL(3)
HI=SOL(4)

DO 300 L=1,MM
Y(L)=E1+F1*CAP(L)+GI*CAP(L)**2+H1*CAP(L)**3

300 CONTINUE

C**** Estimation of the curve fit precission
MEAN=ESUM7/REAL(MM)

ESUM11--0.
ESUM12--0.
DO 400 LL=I,MM
ESUM11=ESUM11+(Y(LL)-MEAN)**2

ESUM12=ESUM12+(ETA(LL)-MEAN)**2
400 CONTINUE
C**** RA2 measures the proportion of total variation about the mean
C**** explained by the regression

RSQUARE=ESUMI11/ES UM12
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END

C**** Subroutine Gauss with partial pivoting
SUBROUTINE GAUSS(AB,X,L,S,NN)

REAL A(NNNN),B(NN),L(NN),S(NN),X(NN)

C**** Scale factors(s) and pivot(l)
DO30 I=1,NN

L(1)=I
SMAX--O.
DO 20 J=INN

SMAX=AMAX1(SMAX,ABS(A(I,J)))
20 CONTINUE

S()--SMAX
30 CONTINUE

C**** Look for largest ratio to select pivot row
DO 70 K=1,NN-1
RMAX=0.

DO40 I=K,NN
R=ABS(A(L(I),K))/S(L(I))

IF (R.GT.RMAX) THEN
J=i

RMAX=R
ENDIF

40 CONTINUE

C**** Update pivot vector
XK=LJ)
L(J)=L(K)
L(K)=XK

C**** Forward elimination
DO 60 I=K+1,NN

XMULT=A(L),K)/A(L(K),K)
DO 50 J=K+1,NN

A(L l,J)=A(L(I),J)-XMULT*A(L(K),J)

50 CONTINUE
A(L(I),K)=XMULT

60 CONTINUE
70 CONTINUE

C**** Backward substitution
DO0 100 K=I,NN-1
DO 100 I=K+1,NN

100 CONTINUE
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X(NN)=B(N))/A(L( ,NN)
DO 150 I=NN-1,1,-1
SUM=B(L(I))

DO 140 J=I+1,NN
SUM=SUM-A(L(I),J)*X(J)

140 CONTINUE
X(1)=SUM/A(L(1),I)

150 CONTINUE

END

Resistance

SUBROUTINE TYPE59IME,XIN,OUT,T,DTDT,PARINFO)
C Version from: 12/14/89
C --------------------------------------
C This subroutine represents a model of an ohmic resistance.
C The value of the resistance has to be provided as a
C parameter by the user. This component is designed to operate
C in a photovoltaic powered energy system. It can operate on
C two different modes: voltage or current mode. If the MODE
C signal is set to be one, the current is signifant input and
C voltage will be evaluated. Otherwise voltage is signifant
C input and current will be evaluated corresponding to the
C ohmic law.

C**** Definition of the variables:
C**** TRNSYS specific variables:
C XIN = input array
C OUT - output array
C PAR = parameters
C TIME = simulation time
C T,DTDT == not used in this component
C INFO = array to use TRNSYS internal information

C**** component specific variables:
C I = current [amps]
C V -- voltage [volts]
C P == power [watts]
C R =-- resistance [ohms]
C MODE signal determining operating mode
C MODE=l" current is significant input
C MODE=2: voltage is signifianct input

C**** declaration of variables:
INTEGER INFO
REAL R,V,I,TIME,XIIN, OUT,T, DTDT,PAR,MODE
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DIMENSION XIN(3), OUT(3), PAR(l), INFO(10)

INFO(6)=3
LNFO(9)=0

C-
C**** initial call of component

IF(INFO(7).LT.0)THEN
CALL TYPECK(1,INFO,3,1,0)

C**** set parameters
R=PAR(1)

ENDIF
C----------------------------------------------------
C**** set inputs

I=XIN(1)
V=XIN(2)
MODE=XIN(3)

IF (MODE.EQ. 1.)THEN
C**** current guess

V=I*R+B
ELSE

C**** voltage guess
I--(V-B)/R

ENDIF
P=I*V

C**** set outputs
OUT(1)=I
OUT(2)=V
OUT(3)=P

END

Battery

SUBROUTINE TYPE70 (T,XIN,OUTQ,DQDTPAR,INFO)
C version from 12/22/89

C THIS COMPONENT SIMULATES THE PERFORMANCE OF A LEAD-ACID
C STORAGE BATFERY. ITIS DESIGNED TO OPERATE IN CONJUNCTION
C WITH A SOLAR CELL ARRAY AND A REGULATOR.

C Q = STATE OF CHARGE [All]
C QM = RATED CAPACITY OF CELL [AHl]
C QC,QD = CAPACITY PARAMETERS ON CHARGE, DISCHARGE
C F = FRACTIONAL STATE OF CHARGE = Q/QM (1.0 IS FULL CHARGE)
C CP, CS = NUMBER OF CELLS IN PARALLEL~ SERIES
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C P = POWER [WATTS]
C IQ = CURRENT [AMPS
C IQMAXJQMIN = MAXIMUM CURRENT (CHARGE), MINIMUM CURREN
C (DISCHARGE)
C V = VOLTAGE [VOLTS]
C VCJC = CUTOFF VOLTAGE ON CHARGE, CURRENT CORRESPONDING
C TOVC
C ICTOL = PARAMETER FOR ITERATIVE CALCULATIONS
C VD = CUTOFF VOLTAGE ON DISCHARGE
C ED,RD = DATA USED TO CALCUIATE VD WHEN VCONTR .LT. 0.
C VCONTR = SPECIFICATION OF VOLTAGE CONTROL ON DISCHARGE.
C POSITIVE MEANS VD=VCONTR. NEGATIVE MEANS VD=ED-ABS(IQ)*RD.
C VDI = DIODE VOLTAGE FROM Z-P MODEL
C VOC = OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE AT FULL CHARGE
C ESC,ESD = EXTRAPOLATED OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGES
C GCGD = COEFFICIENTS OF (1-F)IN V FORMULAS
C RSC,RSD = INTERNAL RESISTANCES AT FULL CHARGE
C MCMD = CELL TYPE PARAMETERS WHICH DETERMINE THE SHAPES OF THE
C I-V-Q CHARACTERISTICS
C ICOUNT--COUNTS THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS INVOLVED IN OBTAINING IC
C
C THE BATTERY MODEL IS THE MODEL RECOMMENDED INTHE BEST
C REPORT ([HE HYMAN MODEL). IT IS THE SHEPHERD MODEL MODIFIED BY
C THE ADDITON OFAZIMMERMAN-PETERSEN DIODE IN BOTH THE CHARGE AND
C DISCHARGE EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS.

DIMENSION
+ DQDT(1), INFO(9), OUT(9), PAR(21),
+ Q(l), XIN(1)
REAL
+ Ii, IC, IC1, ICTOL,
+ IDF, IQ, IQMAX, IQMIN,
" K1, MC, MD

IF(INFO(7).GE.0)THEN
C**** set inputs

IQ=XIN(l)
C**** current for one cell

IQ=-IQ/CP
ENDIF

IF(INFO(7).EQ.0)THEN
C**** computation of state of charge of battery from
C**** the previous time step

F--OUT(2)
H=l.-F

ENDIF

C**** Initialization--first call of component
IF (INFO(7).LT.0) THEN
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INFO(9)=1
INFO(6)=9
CALL TYPECK (1,INFO,1,21,1)
NDER=INFO(5)
IF (NDERNE.1) THEN

CALL TYPECK (5,INFO,0,0,0)
RETURN

ENDIF
C**** Set parameters

QM=PAR(1)
CP=PAR(2)
CS=PAR(3)
EFF=PAR(4)
VC=PAR(5)
VCONTR=PAR(6)
IF (VCONTR.GT.0) THEN
VD=VCONTR

C**** Check on minimum discharge voltage
IF (VD.GT.2.5.OR.VD.LT.1.5) CALL TYPECK (-4,INFO,0,0,0)

ENDIF
ICTOL=PAR(7)

ESC=PAR(8)
ESD=PAR(9)
GC-PAR(10)
GD=PAR(ll)
MC=PAR(12)
MD=PAR(13)
ED=-PAR(14)
RD=PAR(15)
Il=PAR(16)
Kl=PAR(17)

QC=PAR(18)
QD=PAR(19)
RSC=PAR(20)
RSD=PAR(21)

C**** Check on maximum charge voltage
IF (VC.GT.2.8.OR.VC.LT.1.8) CALL TYPECK (-4,INFO,0,0,0)

C ---------------------------------
C**** first and following calls in time step

ELSE

C**** Modified Shepherd Model
VOC=(ESC+ESD)/2.
IF (IQ.GE.O.) THEN

C**** Charging
VDI=I./K1*ALOG(IQ/II+I.)
V=VOC+VDI-GC*H+IQ*RSC*(l.+MC*I-I/(QC/QMH))

ICOUNT=O
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IC=50.
C**** Iterative search for current
30 CONTINUE

IC1=IC
VDI=1./KI*ALOG(ABS(IC1)/II+I.)
IC--(VC-VOC-VDI+GC*H)/RSC/(1.+MC*H/(QC/QM-H))
ICOUNT=ICOUNT+I

C**** 100 iterations are permitted to find IC
IF(ICOUNT.GT.100)THEN
GOTO 50

ELSE
IF (ABS(1CI-IC).GT.ICTOL) GO TO 30

ENDIF
50 CONTINUE

DQDT(1)=IQ*EFF

ELSE
C**** Discharging

VDI= 1./KI*ALO3G(-IQ/1+1.)

V=VOC-VDI-GD*H+IQ*RSD*(1.+MD*H/(QD/QM-H))
DQDT(1)=IQ

ENDIF
ENDIF

C-----------------------------------------
P=IQ*V

C**** Output

OUT(1)=Q(1)
OUT(2)=-Q(1))QM
OUT(3)=P*CP*CS
OUT(4)=0.
IF (P.GT.O.) OUT(4)=(1.-EFF)*P*CP*CS
OUT(5)=IQ*CP
OUT(6)=V*CS
IF (VCONTR.LT.0.) VD=ED-ABS(IQ)*RD
OUT(7)=VD*CS
OUT(8)=VC*CS
OUT(9)=IC*CP
RETURN
END

Series Type Charge Controller

SUBROII{/E TYPE73 (T[ME,XIN,OUT,T, DTDT, PAR,JNFO)
C version from: 12/22/89
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C**** Subroutine represents a charge controller for a system including
C**** PV-array, load and battery storage.
C**** The controler represents a series type controler.
C**** A blocking diode is included in the model. It prevents that the
C**** battery is being discharged through the cell. It is assumed that
C**** voltage drop at the diode is constant throughout the simulation
C**** and just depends on the diode material used in the system.
C**** The user has to provide this information as a parameter

C Variables:
C VB -- battery voltage [volts]
C VD -- low limit on voltage, when battery discharging
C VC -- high limit on voltage, when battery charging: cutoff voltage
C VDA -- limit on voltage, above battery can again begin to discharge
C after being charged
C VCA -- limit on voltage, above battery can again begin to charge
C after being discharged
C VDIODE -- voltage of diode
C VCELL-- voltage send to cell
C VLOAD -- voltage send to load
C F -- fractional state of charge
C FD -- discharge limit on F
C FC -- charge limit on F
C FDA -- limit on F above battery can be discharged again after
C being charged
C FCA -- limit on F below battery can be charged again after
C being discharged
C IBMIN,IBMAX -- min. and max. battery current permitted
C IB -- battery current

IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER INFO
INTEGER ISTORENSTOREJAV
REAL TIME,XIN, OUTTDTDT,PAR,S
REAL VBVC,VD,V,VDA,VCA,VDIODE,IB
REAL FFD,FC,FDA,FCA,IIBMIN,IBMAX,FAIL
REAL VCELLVLAD,DUMMY
DIMENSION XIN(5), OUT(3), PAR(9), INFO(10)

COMMON /STORE/ NSTORE,IAVS(5000)
C**** store is used to store values from previous timestep

INFO(6)=3
INFO(9)=O

C**** Initial call of component
IF(INFO(7).LT.O)THEN
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C**** storage allocation
INFO(10)=I
CALL TYPECK(1 ,INFO,5,9,O)
ISTORE=INFO(10)

C**** Iinitialization of auxiliary variables used in secant
C**** method

S(ISTORE)=O.
C**** SET PARAMETERS

FD=-PAR(1)
FC=PAR(2)

FDA=PAR(3)
FCA=PAR(4)
VDA=PAR(5)
VCA=PAR(6)
IBMAX=PAR(7)
JMIN=PAR(8)

VDIODE=PAR(9)

DUMMY--O.
C --------------------------------
C**** first and following calls in time step

ELSE
DUMMY=S(ISTORE)

C**** Set inputs
VB=XIN(1)
IB=XN(2)
F=XIN(3)
VC=XIN(4)
VD=-XIN(5)

C**** check on discharge rate
IF(IB.LT.O.)THEN

IF(B.LT.MTN)THEN
FAIL=1

ENDIF
ELSE

F(IB.GT.MMAX)THEN
FAIL=2

ENDIF
ENDIF

C**** initially no restrictions are made, battery can either
.* -be charged or discharged

IF(DUMMY.EQ.0.)THEN

C**** check on low limit of F andYV
IF((F.LT.FD).OR.(VB.LT.VD))THEN

C**** load will be disconnected from battery and from cell,
C**** but cell can still charge battery
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VILOADO.
VCEL-VDIODE+VB
DUMMY=1.

C**** check on high limit of voltage
ELSEIF((F.GT.FC).OR.(VB.GT.VC))THEN

C**** cell will be disconnected from battery and load,
C**** battery will be discharged

VCELL=-333.
C**** this is just a characteristic value that the cell
C**** recognizes that it is being disconnected

VLOAD=VB
DUMMY=2.

ELSE
C**** no restrictions

VCEILL=VDIODE+VB
VLOAD=VB

ENDIF

ELSEIF(DUMMY.EQ.1.)THEN
C**** battery can only begin to discharge again, when VB is
C**** greater than VDA and F is greater then FDA

IF((F.LT.FDA).OR.(VB.LT.VDA))THEN
VLOAD=O.
VCEI.L=VDIODE+VB

ELSE
C**** no restrictions

VCEI.L=VDIODE+VB
VLOAD--VB
DUMMY=O.

ENDIF

ELSEIF(DUMMY.EQ.2.)THEN
C**** battery can only begin to charge again, when VB is
C**** less than VCA and F is less than FCA

IF((F.GT.FCA).OR.(VB.GT.VCA))THEN
VCELL=-333.
VLOAD-VB
DUMMY=2.

ELSE
C**** no restrictions

VCEIL=VDIODE+VB
VIOAD=-VB
DUMMY=O.

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDIF

S(JSTORE)=DUMMY

C**** SET OUTPUTS
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OUT(1)=VCELL
OUT(2)=VLOAD
OUT(3)=FATL

END

Shunt Type Charge Controller: Part A

SUBROUTINE TYPE74CPLMEMNOUT,T, DTDTPARNFO)
C version from: 12/22/89
*********************************************************************** Subroutine

represents a charge controller for a system including
C**** PV-array, load and battery storage.
C**** The controler represents a shunt type controler. A multi step
C**** control scheme is implemented. That means if the battery voltage
C**** exceeds the gassing voltage specified by the user, the current
C**** into the battery will be limitted to the current corresponding
C**** to the gassing voltage. Excess energy is shunted through a
C**** dissipater.
C**** A blocking diode is included in the model to prevent that the
C**** battery is being discharged through the cell. It is assumed that
C**** voltage drop at the diode is constant throughout the simulation
C**** and just depends on the diode material used in the system.
C**** The user has to provide this information as a parameter.
C**** Another diode is included in the undervoltage protection
C**** device. This way the battery can be disconnected from the load,
C**** i.e. the battery won't be discharged, while the array can still
C**** charge the battery.

C**** variables:
C F -- fractional State of Charge
C FD--discharge limit on F
C FC -- charge limit on F
C FDA -- F after which battery can be discharged again,
C after being charged
C FCA -- F after which battery can be charged again,
C after being discharged
C GUARD -- signal from undervoltage regulator
C IB -- battery current [amps]
C SIGNAL -- signals that undervoltage limit is exceeded
C SUV -- signal to undervoltage regulator
C VB -- battery voltage [volts]
C VCA -- limit on voltage, above battery can again begin to charge
C after being discharged
C VCELL -- voltage send to cell
C VC -- high limit on voltage, when battery charging-cutoff voltage
C VDA -- limit on voltage, above battery can again begin to discharge
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C after being charged
C VDIODE -- voltage of diode
C VD -- low limit on voltage, when battery discharging
C VLOAD -- voltage send to load

IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER INFO
INTEGER ISTORENSTOREJAV
REAL TIME,XINOUTT,DTDT.,PARS
REAL VB,VD,VC,VDA,VCAVDIODE
REAL VCELLVLOAD,DUMMY
REAL SIGNAL, SUVGUARD
REAL IB,F,FDFC,FDA,FCA
DIMENSION XIN(7), OUT(5), PAR(6), INFO(10)

COMMON /STORE/NSTORE,IAV,S(5000)
C**** store is used to store values from previous timestep

INFO(6)=5
INFO(9)=1

DUMMY=S(ISTORE)
C ------------------------------------
C**** Initial call of component

IF(INFO(7).LT.O)THEN
C**** storage allocation

INFO(10)=l
CALL TYPECK(lINFO,7,6,0)
ISTORE=INFO(10)

C**** Iinitialization of auxiliary variables used in secant
C**** method

S(ISTORE)=O.

C**** SET PARAMETERS
VDA=PAR(1)

FD=-PAR(2)
FC=PAR(3)
FDA=PAR(4)
FCA=PAR(5)
VDIODE=PAR(6)

DUMMY=0.
C ------------------------------------
C**** first and following calls in time step

ELSE
C**** Following calls in time step
C**** Set inputs

VIB=XIN(1)
VLOAD=XIN(2)

GUARD=XIN(3)
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JB=XIN(4)
F=XJN(5)
VC=XN(6)
VD=XIN(7)

IF(INFO(7).EQ.O)THEN
IF(DUMMY.EQ.1.)THEN

DUMMY=11.
ELSEIF(DUMMY.EQ.22)THEN

DUMMY--O.
ENDIF

ENDIF

C**** initially no restrictions are made, battery can either
C**** be charged or discharged

IF(DUMMY.EQ.0.)THEN

C**** F-checks
IF((F.GT.FC).AND.(IB.GT.O.))THEN

C**** very little current into battery
C**** current is shunted through a dissipative device

VCELL=VDIODE+VB
VLOAD=-VB
SIGNAL--O.
SUV=2.
DUMMY=2.

ELSEIF((F.LT.FD).AND.(IB.LT.O.))THEN
C**** no current out of battery
C**** direct coupled mode: array direct connected to load

VCELL--VDIODE+VLOAD
SIGNAL-1.
SUV-0.

DUMMY=1.

ELSE

C**** check voltage
IF(VB.LT.VD)THEN

C**** satisfying the load is prior to charging the battery

VCELL=VDIODE+VLOAD
SIGNAL-1.

SUV-o.
DUMMY=1.

ELSEIF(VB.GT.VC)THEN
C****" current is shunted through a dissipative device

C**** to reduce the battery voltage: trickle charge
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VCELL_=VDIODE+VB
VLOAD=VB
SIGNAL-O.
SUV=3.
DUMMY=22.

ELSE
C**** no restrictions

VCELL=VDIODE+VB
VLOAD=VB
SIGNAL,=O.
SUv-o.
ENDIF

ENDIF

ELSELF(DUMMY.EQ.1.)THEN
C**** direct coupled mode: array direct connected to load

VCELL=VDIODE+ViLOAD
SIGNAL-1.
SUV=o.

ELSEIF(DUMMY.EQ.11.)THEN
C**** try to run the system with battery
C**** battery is disconnected from load

VCELL=VDIODE+VDIODE+VB
VLOAD=-VDIODE+VB

SIGNAL--O.
SUV=1.

DUMMY=12.

ELSEIF(DUMMY.EQ.12.)THEN
C**** try to run the system with battery

IF((F.LT.FDA).OR.(VB.LT.VDA))THEN
C**** battery is still disconnected from load

IF(GUARD.EQ.1.)THEN
C**** battery would be discharged; switch to
C**** direct coupled mode

VCELL=VDIODE+VLOAD
SIGNAL-1.
SUv-O.
DUMMY=1.

ELSE
C** dummy=l11 mode is continued

VCELL=VDIODE+VDIODE+VB
VLOAD=VDIODE+VB

SIGNAL=0.
SUv=I.

ENDIF
ELSE
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C**** no restrictions

VCELL--VDIODE +VB
VLOAD=VB
SIGNAL--O.
SUV=O.
DUMMY--O.

ENDIF

ELSEIF(DUMMY.EQ.2.)THEN
C**** battery can only begin to charge again, when F is
C**** less than FCA

IF(IB.GT.O)THEN
C**** battery is still on charge

IF(F.GT.FCA)THEN
C**** very little current into battery
C**** current is shunted through a dissipative device

VCELL=VDIODE+VB
VLOAD=VB
SIGNAL-O.
SUV=2.
DUMMY=2.

ELSE
IF(VB.GT.VC)THEN

C**** current is shunted through a dissipative device
C**** to reduce the battery voltage: trickle charge

VCELILVDIODE+VB
VLOAD=VB
SIGNAL-O.
SUV=3.
DUMMY=22.

ELSE
C**** no restrictions

VCELL=VDIODE+VB
VLOAD=VB
SIGNAL=O.
SUV-0.

DUMMY=O.
ENDIF

ENDIF

ELSE
*** no restrictions

VCELL=VDIODE+iVB
VLOAD=VB
SIGNAL--0.
SUV=0.
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DUMMY=O.
ENDIF

ELSEIF(DUMMY.EQ.22.)THEN
C**** current is shunted through a dissipative device
C**** to reduce the battery voltage: trickle charge

VCELL=VDIODE+VB
VLOAD=VB
SIGNAL--o.
SUV=3.
DUMMY=22.

ENDIF
ENDIF

C -------------------------------------------
S(ISTORE)=DUMMY

C**** set outputs
OUr(1)=VCELL
OUT(2)=VLOAD
OUT(3)=SIGNAL
OUT(4)=SUV
OUT(5)=DUMMY
END

Shunt Type Controller: Part B

SUBROUTINE TYPE75(fME,XIN,OUT,T,DTDTPARINFO)
C version from: 12/22/89

C**** Subroutine represents a charge controller for a system including
C**** PV-array, load and battery storage.
C**** The controler represents a part of a shunt type controler:
C**** the undervoltage and overvoltage protection

C**** Variables:
C 113 -- battery current [amps]
C SUV -- control signal: incoming
C GUARD -- control signal: outgoing
C IBMAX -- maximum battery current permitted
C IBMIN -- minimum battery current permitted
C FAIL -- message: =1 IBMIN is exceed
C =2 IBMAX is exceed
C IC -- current corresponding to VC [amps]
C VC -- gassing voltage of the battery [volts]
C V -- battery voltage [volts]
C IDISS -- dissipated current [amps]
C VDJSS -- voltage drop at dissipater [volts]
C PDISS -- dissipated power [watts]
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IMPLICIT NONE

INTEGER INFO
REAL TIME,X[N,OUT,TDTDT,PAR
REAL IB,SUVGUARD,TBMAXIBMN,FAIL
REAL IC,VC,VB,IDISS,VDISS,PDISS

DIMENSION XIN(5),PAR(2),OUT(4),INFO(10)

INFO(6)=4
INFO(9)=O

C**** PARAMETERS
IBMAX=PAR(1)
IBMIN=PAR(2)

FAIL=O.
C**** Set inputs

IB=XlN(1)
VB=XIN(2)
IC=XIN(3)
VC=XIN(4)
SUV=XIN(5)

IF(SUV.EQ.1.)THEN
C**** undervoltage protection
C**** check on IB

IF(IB.LT.O.)THEN
GUARD=1.
IB=O.

ELSE
GUARD--O.

ENDIF
ELSEIF(SUV.EQ.2.)THEN

C**** that is when battery SOC (upper limit) is exceeded
C**** current gets shunted through dissipater

IDISS=IB-0.1
VDISS=VB
IF(IDISS.LT.O.)THEN

IDISS=0.
VDISS=O.

ELSE
IB--0.1

ENDIF
ELSEIF(S UV.EQ.3.)THEN

C****~ trickle charge at constant charge rate IC
IDISS=IB-IC
VDISS=VC
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IF(IDISS.LT.O.)THEN
IDISS=O.
VDISS--O.

ELSE
IOB=IC

ENDIF

ELSEIIF(SUV.EQ.0.)THEN
GUARD--O.

ENDF
C**** check on discharge rate

IF(IB.LT.IBMMTBEN
FAR---l.

ELSEIF(IB.GTJBMAX)THEN
FAR,-2.

ENDIF

PDISS=IDISS*VDISS
C**** set outputs

OUT(1)=IB
OUT(2)--GUARD
OUT(3)=PDISS
OUT(4)=FAIL

END
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Appendix B

TRNSYS DECKS

Direct-Coupled Systems

* PV-cell connected to a separately excited DC motor and a
* centrifugal pump

* Simulation starts at TIME 1 and will run 24 hours with a
* time step of 1

SIMULATION 124 1

WIDTH 80
* use relative tolerances

TOLERANCES .001 .001

LIMITS 60 10

EQUATIONS 3
SUN=[2,6]/3.6
SUNA=[2,6]/3.6*83.692
QHOUR=[6,3]*3600

UNIT 1 TYPE 9 DATA READER (FORMATED)
PARAMETERS 13
*N DELTATd HOURS IH TA LUNiT FORMATED

3 1 -110 -210 3.1273 1 1
(4X,F3.0,7X,F4.0,2X,F3.0)

UNIT 2 TYPE 16 SOLAR RADIATION PROCESSOR
PARAMETERS 7
*RADMDE TRACKMODN LAT SC Tr IE
1 1 152 43.1 48710 -1
INPUTS 6
*I tdl td2 rhog beta gamma
1,2 1,19 1,20 0,0 0,0 0,0
0 0 0 0.2 40 0
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UNIT 3 TYPE 62 PV-CELL
PARAMETERS 9
*ISCR VOCR TCR SUNREF VMR IMR MISC MVOC NCS

2.9 20. 301. 1000. 16.5 2.67 1.325E-3 -77.5E-3 36
PARAMETERS 9
*NS NP TCNOC(TTANOCT SUNNOCT AREA TAUAL EG RS
14 10 319 293 800 0.427 .9 1.12 -1
INPUTS 4
*SUNTA V MODE
2,6 1,3 4,2 0,0
0 0 0 1

LOOP 2 REPEAT 30
46

UNIT 4 TYPE 66 DC-MOTOR
PARAMETERS 8
*TYPE NMAX IRAT IMAX KF CSTAT CVISC RA

1 70 20 25 .59 0.5 0.02 1.44 0.7
INPUTS 5
*I V N TMMODE
3,2 3,1 6,1 6,2 0,0
0 0001

UNIT 6 TYPE 68 PUMP
PARAMETERS 6
*K1 K2 NREF NMAX POFF QNOM

30.48 4.2104E5 50. 58.3 -1 15
INPUTS 1
*TL

4,4
0

UNIT 7 TYPE 25 PRINTER 1
PARAMETERS 4
*PRINT EVERY HOUR

1 124 7
INPUTS 6
3,1 3,2 3,3 3,4 3,5 SUN
V I P PMAX UTIL SUN

UNIT 8 TYPE 25 PRINTER 2
PARAMETERS 4
1 1249
INPUTS 5
6,2 6,1 QHOUR 6,4 6,5
TM NQ H ETA

UNIT 9 TYPE 25 PRINTER 3
PARAMETERS 4
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1 124 10
INPUTS 2
6,8 4,8
FAILP FAILM

UNIT 10TYPE 25 PRINTER 4
PARAMETERS 4
1 124 11
INPUTS 6
3,3 4,5 4,6 6,6 6,7 SUNA
PCELL PEL PMECHM PHYD PMECHM SUNA

END

* PV-array connected to a series DC motor and a
* centrifugal pump

* Simulation starts at TIME 1 and will run 24 hours with a
* time step of 1

SIMULATION 124 1

WIDTH 80
* use relative tolerances

TOLERANCES .001 .001

LIMITS 60 10

EQUATIONS 3
SUN=[2,6]/3.6
SUNA=[2,6]/3.6*83.692
QHOUR=[6,31*3600

UNIT 1 TYPE 9 DATA READER (FORMATED)
PARAMETERS 13
*N DELTATd HOURS IH TA LUNIT FORMATED

3 1 -110 -210 3.1273 1 1
(4X,F3.0,7X,F4.0,2X,F3.0)

UNIT 2 TYPE 16 SOLAR RADIATION PROCESSOR
PARAMETERS 7
*RDOETAKON LAT SC SHFT IE

1 1 152 43.1 48710 -1
INPUTS 6
*1 tdl td2 rhog beta gamma
1,2 1,19 1,20 0,0 0,0 0,0
0 0 0 0.2 40 0
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UNIT 3 TYPE 62 PV-CELL
PARAMETERS 9
*ISCR VOCR TCR SUNREF VMR IMR MISC MVOC NCS

2.9 20. 301. 1000. 16.5 2.67 1.325E-3 -77.5E-3 36
PARAMETERS 9
*NS NP TCNOCT TANOCT SUNNOCT AREA TAUAL EG RS
14 10 319 293 800 0.427 .9 1.12 -1
INPUTS 4
*SUNTA V MODE
2,6 1,3 4,2 0,0
0 0 0 1

LOOP 2 REPEAT 30
46

UNIT 4 TYPE 66 DC-MOTOR
PARAMETERS 9
*TYPE NMAX IRAT IMAX KF CSTAT CVISC RA RF

2 70 20 25 .0275 0.5 0.02 1.44 0.7
INPUTS 5
*I V N TMMODE
3,2 3,1 6,1 6,2 0,0
0 0001

UNIT 6 TYPE 68 PUMP
PARAMETERS 6
*K1 K2 NREF NMAX POFF QNOM

30.48 4.2104E5 50. 58.3 -1 15
INPUTS 1
*TL
4,4
0

UNIT 7 TYPE 25 PRINTER 1
PARAMETERS 4
*PRINT EVERY HOUR

1 1247
INPUTS 6
3,1 3,2 3,3 3,4 3,5 SUN
V I P PMAX UTIL SUN

UNIT 8 TYPE 25 PRINTER 2
PARAMETERS 4
1 124 9
INPUTS 5
6,2 6,1 QHOUR 6,4 6,5
TMN Q HETA

UNIT 9 TYPE 25 PRINTER 3
PARAMETERS 4
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1 124 10
INPUTS 2
6,8 4,8
FAILP FAILM

UNIT 10 TYPE 25 PRINTER 4
PARAMETERS 4
1 124 11
INPUTS 6
3,3 4,5 4,6 6,6 6,7 SUNA
PCELL PEL PMECHM PHYD PMECHM SUNA

END

Systems with Battery Storage

* PV-cell connected with a DC motor, a centrifugal pump,
* a battery and a series type charge controller

* Simulation starts at 1st of June and will run 48 hours with a
* time step of one

SIMULATION 148 1
*

WIDTH 80
* use absolute tolerances

TOLERANCES .001 .001

LIMITS 100 10

EQUATIONS 7
NS=14
NP=20
AREA=0.427
IBAT=[3,2]-[4,1]
SUN=[2,6]/3.6
QHOUR=[6,3]*3600
SUNA=[2,6]/3.6*NS*NP*AREA

UNIT 1 TYPE 9 DATA READER (FORMATED)
PARAMETERS 13
*N DELTATd HOURS 1H TA LUN1T FORMATED
3 1 -110-210 3.1273 1 1
(4X,F3 .0,7X,F4.0,2X,F3.0)

UNIT 2 TYPE 16 SOLAR RADIATION PROCESSOR
PARAMETERS 7
*RADMODE TRACMOD N LAT SC SHFT IE

1 1 152 43.1 48710 -1
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INPUTS 6
*I tdl td2 rhog beta gamma
1,2 1,19 1,20 0,0 0,0 0,0
0 0 0 0.240 0

UNIT 5 TYPE 70 BATTERY (250 AH lead acid)
PARAMETERS 7
*QM CP CS EFF VC VD ICTOL

250 2 102 0.95 2.3 -1 0.01
PARAMETERS 7
*ESC ESD GC GD MC MDED
2.25 2.10 0.08 0.08 0.864 1. 1.8
PARAMETERS 7
*RD IDI KDI QC QD RSC RSD
2.4E-3 2.5 29.3 -8.75 294.12 0.012 0.002
INPUTS 1
*BAT
MAT
15.0
DERIVATIVES 1
250.

UNIT 14 TYPE 73 SERIES CHARGE CONTROLER
PARAMETERS 9
*FD FC FDA FCA VDA VCA IBMAXIBMIN VDIODE

0.7 1 0.72 0.98 223 215 40 -40 0.7
INPUTS 5
*VBIB F VC VD
5,6 5,5 5,2 5,8 5,7
0 0 0 0 0

UNIT 3 TYPE 62 PV-CELL
PARAMETERS 9
*ISCR VOCR TCR SUNREF VMR IMR MISC MVOC NCS

2.9 20. 301. 1000. 16.5 2.67 1.325E-3 -77.5E-3 36
PARAMETERS 9
*NS NP TCNOCTTANOCT SUNNOCT AREA TAUAL EG RS
NS NP 319 293 800 0.427 .9 1.12 -1
INPUTS 4
*SUNTA V MODE
2,6 1,3 14,1 0,0
0 0 0 0

LOOP 2 REPEAT 50
46

UNIT 4 TYPE 66 DC-MOTOR

PARAMETERS 8
*TYPE NMAX IRAT IMAX KF CSTAT CVISC RA
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1 70 20 30 .59 0.5 0.02 1.44
INPUTS 5
*I V N TMMODE
0,0 14,2 6,1 6,2 0,0
0 0 00 0

UNIT 6 TYPE 68 PUMP
PARAMETERS 6
*K1 K2 NREF NMAX POFF QNOM

30.48 4.2104E5 50. 65 -1 15
INPUTS 1
*TL

4,4
0

UNIT 8 TYPE 25 PRINTER 1
PARAMETERS 4
*PRINT EVERY HOUR

1 148 7
INPUTS 6
3,1 3,2 3,3 3,4 3,5 SUN
V I P PMAXUTILSUN

UNIT 9 TYPE 25 PRINTER 2
PARAMETERS 4
*PRINT EVERY HOUR

1 148 8
INPUTS 5
3,1 4,2 5,6 5,1 5,2
VCELLVLOAD VBAT SOC F

UNIT 11 TYPE 25 PRINTER 3
PARAMETERS 4
1 148 11
INPUTS 5
6,2 6,1 QHOUR 6,4 6,5
TM N Q H ETA

*UNIT 13 TYPE 25 PRINTER 4
*PARAMETERS 4

*1 148 13
*INPUTS 6
*3,3 4,5 4,6 6,6 6,7 SUNA
*PCELL PEL PMECHM PHYD PMECHM SUNA

UNiT 13 TYPE 25 PRINTER 4
PARAMETERS 4
1 148 13
INPUTS 4
3,5 SUN QHOUR 5,2
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UTIL SUN QHOUR F

END

* PV-cell connected with a DC motor, a centrifugal pump,
* a battery and a shunt type charge controller

* Simulation starts at 1st of June and will run 48 hours with a
* time step of one

SIMULATION 148 1

WIDTH 80
* use absolute tolerances

TOLERANCES .001 .001

LIMITS 100 10

EQUATIONS 7
NS=14
NP=20
AREA=0.427
IBAT=[3,2]-[4,1]
SUN=[2,6]/3.6
QHOUR=[6,31*3600
SUNA=[2,6]/3.6*NS*NP*AREA

UNIT 1 TYPE 9 DATA READER (FORMATED)
PARAMETERS 13
*N DELTATd HOURS IH TA LUNIT FORMATED

3 1 -110 -210 3.1273 1 1
(4X,F3.0,7X,F4.0,2X,F3.0)

UNIT 2 TYPE 16 SOLAR RADIATION PROCESSOR
PARAMETERS 7
*RADMODETRACKMOD N LAT SC SHFT IE

1 1 152 43.148710 -1
INPUTS 6
*1 tdl td2 rhog beta gamma
1,2 1,19 1,20 0,0 0,0 0,0
0 0 0 0.2 40 0

UNIT 5 TYPE 70 BATIERY (250 AH lead acid)
PARAMETERS 7
*QM CP CS EFF VC VD ICITOL

250 2 102 0.95 2.3 -1 0.01
PARAMETERS 7
*ESC ESD GC GD MC MDED
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2.25 2.10 0.08 0.08 0.864 1. 1.8
PARAMETERS 7
*RD IDI KDI QC QD RSC RSD

2.4E-3 2.5 29.3 -8.75 294.12 0.012 0.002
INPUTS 1
*MBAT
18,1
15.0
DERIVATIVES 1
250.

UNIT 16 TYPE 74 SHUNT CHARGE CONTROLER PART A
PARAMETERS 6
*VDA FD FC FDA FCA VDIODE

223 0.7 0.99 0.72 0.98 0.7
INPUTS 7
*VB VI.DAD GUARD lB F VC VD
5,6 4,2 18,2 5,5 5,2 5,8 5,7
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

UNIT 3 TYPE 62 PV-CELL
PARAMETERS 9
*ISCR VOCR TCR SUNREF VMR IMR MISC MVOC NCS

2.9 20. 301. 1000. 16.5 2.67 1.325E-3 -77.5E-3 36
PARAMETERS 9
*NS NP TCNOCT TANOCT SUNNOCT AREA TAUAL EG RS
NS NP 319 293 800 0.427 .9 1.12 -1
INPUTS 4
*SUN TA V MODE
2,6 1,3 16,1 16,3
0 0 0 0

LOOP 2 REPEAT 50
46

UNIT 4 TYPE 66 DC-MOTOR
PARAMETERS 8
*TYPE NMAX IRAT IMAX KF CSTAT CVISC RA

1 70 20 30 .59 0.5 0.02 1.44
INPUTS 5
*1 V N TMMODE
3,2 16,2 6,1 6,216,3
0 0 00 0

UNiT 6 TYPE 68 PUMP
PARAMETERS 6
*K1 K2 NREF NMAX POFF QNOM

30.48 4.2104E5 50. 65 -1 15
INPUTS 1
*TL
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4,4
0

UNIT 18 TYPE 75 SHUNT CHARGE CONTROLLER PART B
PARAMETERS 2
*IBMAX IBMIN

40 -40
INPUTS 5
*IB VB IC VC SUV
]BAT 5,6 5,95,816,4
0000 0

UNIT 8 TYPE 25 PRINTER 1
PARAMETERS 4
*PRINT EVERY HOUR

1 148 7
INPUTS 6
3,1 3,2 3,3 3,4 3,5 SUN
V I P PMAXUTILSUN

UNIT 9 TYPE 25 PRINTER 2
PARAMETERS 4
*PRINT EVERY HOUR
1 148 8
INPUTS 5
3,1 4,2 5,6 5,1 5,2
VCELL VLOAD VBAT SOC F

UNIT 11 TYPE 25 PRINTER 3
PARAMETERS 4
1 148 11
INPUTS 5
6,2 6,1 QHOUR 6,4 6,5
TMN Q H ETA

*UNIT 13 TYPE 25 PRINTER 4
*PARAMETERS 4

*1 148 13
*INPUTS 6
*3,3 4,5 4,6 6,6 6,7 SUNA
*PCELL PEL PMECHM PHYD PMECHM SUNA

UNIT 13 TYPE 25 PRINTER 4
PARAMETERS 4
1 148 13
INPUTS 4
3,5 SUN QHOUR 5,2
UTIL SUN QUOUR F

END
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System with Battery Storage and Maximum Power Tracking

* PV-cell connected with a max. power point tracker, a DC motor, a centrifugal
* pump, a battery and a series type charge controller

* Simulation starts at 1st of June and will run 24 hours with a
* time step of one

SIMULATION 124 1

WIDTH 80
* use absolute tolerances

TOLERANCES .001 .001

LIMITS 100 10

EQUATIONS 7
NS=14
NP=20
AREA=0.427
IBAT=[3,2]-[4,1]
SUN=[2,6]/3.6
QHOUR=[6,3]*3600
SUNA=[2,6]/3.6*NS*NP*AREA

UNIT 1 TYPE 9 DATA READER (FORMATED)
PARAMETERS 13
*N DELTATd HOURS IH TA LUNIT FORMATED

3 1 -110 -210 3.1273 1 1
(4X,F3.0,7X,F4.0,2X,F3.0)

UNIT 2 TYPE 16 SOLAR RADIATION PROCESSOR
PARAMETERS 7
*RADMODE TRACKMOD N LAT SC SHT IE

1 1 152 43.148710 -1
INPUTS 6
*1 tdl td2 rhog beta gamma
1,2 1,19 1,20 0,0 0,0 0,0
0 0 0 0.2 40 0

UNIT 5 TYPE 70 BATTERY (250 AH lead acid)
PARAMETERS 7
*QM CP CS EFF VC VD ICTOL

250 3 102 0.95 2.3 -1 0.01
PARAMETERS 7
*ESC ESD GC GD MC MD ED
2.25 2.10 0.08 0.08 0.864 1. 1.8
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PARAMETERS 7
*RD IDI KDI QC QD RSC RSD

2.4E-3 2.5 29.3 -8.75 294.12 0.012 0.002
INPUTS 1
*IBAT
MAT
15.0
DERIVATIVES 1
200.

UNIT 14 TYPE 73 SERIES CHARGE CONTROLER
PARAMETERS 9
*FD FC FDA FCA VDA VCA IBMAXIBMIN VDIODE

0.6 1 0.63 0.98 223 215 40 -40 0.7
INPUTS 5
*VBIB F VC VD
5,6 5,5 5,2 5,8 5,7
0 0 0 0 0

UNIT 3 TYPE 62 PV-CELL
PARAMETERS 9
*ISCR VOCR TCR SUNREF VMR IMR MISC MVOC NCS

2.9 20. 301. 1000. 16.5 2.67 1.325E-3 -77.5E-3 36
PARAMETERS 9
*NS NP TCNOCT TANOCT SUNNOCT AREA TAUAL EG RS
NS NP 319 293 800 0.427 .9 1.12 -1
INPUTS 4
*SUNTA V MODE
2,6 1,3 0,0 0,0
0 0 0 0

UNIT 15 TYPE 65 MAXIMUM POWER TRACKER
PARAMETERS 1
*EFF
0.98
INPUTS 4
*IMAX VMAX VB MODE
3,7 3,6 14,1 0,0
0 0 0 0

LOOP 2 REPEAT 50
46

UNIT 4 TYPE 66 DC-MOTOR
PARAMETERS 8

*YENMAX IRAT IMAX KF CSTAT CVISC RA
1 70 20 30 .59 0.5 0.02 1.44
INPUTS 5
*I V N TMMODE
0,0 14,2 6,1 6,2 0,0
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0 0 00 0

UNIT 6 TYPE 68 PUMP
PARAMETERS 6
*K1 K2 NREF NMAX POFF QNOM

30.48 4.2104E5 50. 65 -1 15
INPUTS 1
*TL

4,4
0

UNIT 8 TYPE 25 PRINTER 1
PARAMETERS 4
*PRINT EVERY HOUR

1 196 7
INPUTS 6
3,1 3,2 3,3 3,4 3,5 SUN
V I P PMAX UfILSUN

UNIT 9 TYPE 25 PRINTER 2
PARAMETERS 4
*PRINT EVERY HOUR

1 1968
INPUTS 5
3,1 4,2 5,6 5,1 5,2
VCELL VIDAD VBAT SOC F

UNIT 11 TYPE 25 PRINTER 3
PARAMETERS 4
1 196 11
INPUTS 5
6,2 6,1 QHOUR 6,4 6,5
TMN Q H ETA

*UNIT 13 TYPE 25 PRINTER 4
*PARAMETERS 4

*1 1 96 13
*INPUTS 6
*3,3 4,5 4,6 6,6 6,7 SUNA
*PCELL PEL PMECHM PHYD PMECHM SUNA

UNIT 13 TYPE 25 PRINTER 4
PARAMETERS 4
1 1 96 13
INPUTS 4
3,5 SUN QHOUR 5,2
UTIL SUN QHOUR F

END



Appendix C

SIMULATION DATA

This Appendix contains the data used for the simulations performed in Chapters 2, 3,

4, and 5.

Motor - Centrifugal Fan Data

Series Sep. excited

RA [ohms] 1.5 1.5

RF [ohms] 0.7 n/a

ko [Vs] n/a 0.621

MAF [henry] 0.0675 n/a

n-rated [ifs] 25 25

The coefficients for the fan torque-speed relation according to equation (3.3.15) are:

a=0.3 b = 0.00039 c= 1.8

The static and viscous friction components of the motor are:

Cstat = 0.2 Nm Cvisc= 0.015 Nm*s
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Motor - Centrifugal Pump Data

Series Sep. excited

RA [ohms] 1.44 1.44

RF [ohms] 0.7 n/a

k4 [Vs] n/a 0.59

MAF [henry] 0.0275 n/a

n-rated [i/s] 38.4 38.4

The static and viscous friction components of the motor are:

Cstat = 0.5 Nm Cvisc = 0.02 Nm*s

The Pump data are read from Figure 3.14. The two following tables contain the head-

flowrate and the efficiency-flowrate profiles at a reference speed of 3000 Rpm.

Q [m^3/s] Head [m]
0 37.795

0.00063 37.49
0.00126 36.881
0.00189 36.271
0.00252 35.357
0.00315 34.138
0.00378 32.309
0.00441 29.566
0.00504 26.822
0.00567 22.86

Q [mA3/s] efficiency
0.002019 0.45
0.002587 0.5
0.003218 0.55
0.004354 0.58
0.005363 0.55
0.005742 0.5
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PV Array Data for a Single Module

Solarex MSX-30 Kyocera
ISCREF 1.82 2.9

VOCREF 21.3 20

TCREF 298 301

OREF 1000 1000

VMPREF 17.8 16.5

IMPREF 1.68 2.67

JSC 0.0015 0.001325

9tVOC -0.073 -0.0775
TCNOCr 318 319

ONOCT 1000 800
TANOCr 293 293

CG_1.12 1.12
Area-module 0.259 0.427

The parameters for a lead-acid battery are taken

Esc = 2.25 V MD
ESD = 2.10 V ED

GC  = 0.08 RD

GD = 0.08 IDI

Mc = 0.864 KDI

from TRNSYS [2].

= 1.0

=1.8 V

= 2.4E-3 ohms

= 2.5 amps

= 29.3

The following parameters depend on the size of the battery and can be obtained using

the proposed relations [2]:

Qc = -0.035 QM QD-0.85
Rs = 3.0MRSD= 0 5Q

QMQM
For all simulations, the rated capacity, QM, was taken to be 250 ampere-hours and the

charging efficiency was assumed to be 0.95.
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Appendix D

COMPARISON DATA

This Appendix contains the data for the comparison between the simulations and the

experiments conducted at the Florida Solar Energy Center.

Pump-Motor Data

The motor parameters were obtained from measured I-V motor-pump curves and the

rated motor data. Simulations were run for two different sets of motor parameters

(indicated as estimated - 1 and estimated - 2; see also Chapter 6). The pump

performance data were given in a combined form together with the motor data. The

head-flowrate profiles were given as a function of voltage and electric power. To run

simulations, the pump data are required in an explicit form (as head-flowrate and

efficiency-flowrate profiles for a reference speed). The motor-pump relations derived

in Chapter 3 were used to make the data compatible to the requirements of the

simulations. Therefore, two different sets of pump performance data are given

corresponding to the two different sets of motor parameters.

rated permanent magnet motor data: 36 V-DC, 1500 Rpm, 1/2 Hp

motor parameters

estimated - 1: RA = 0.43 ko4= 0.188

estimated - 2: RA = 0.59 k = 0.173

The motor loss coefficients were assumed to be: cstat = 0.25 Nm Cvs = 0.011 Nms



Pump performance data for estimated - 1:

Q [m^13/s] Head [m] efficien
0.000208 18.5 0.24

0.00049 17.5 0.37
0.000764 15 0.43
0.000903 14 0.42

0.00118 10 0.32
0.0014 7 0.22

Pump performance data for estimated -2:

Q [m^3/s] Head [m] efficiency
0.00025 17.5 0.33
0.00044 17 0.41

0.000628 16 0.44
0.000903 14 0.34
0.001183 8.5 0.27
0.001389 4 0.15

The pump performance data are provided at the reference speed of 1500 Rpm.

PV Array

Single module ratings:

TCREF = 50'C

OREF = 1000 W/m 2

VOCR =18.0V

VMPREF = 13.56 V

ISCREF = 4.87 amps

IMPREF = 4.32 amps

the following parameters were assumed

TcNor= 319 'K

TANOC'r = 293 'K

(NoCr = 800 W/m2

AREA = 0.720 m 2

Pgisc = 3.e-3 A/K

J.tvoc =-75.5e-3 V/K

NCS =36

WOaAVE = 0.9
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